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on commis

of returning

Fund,

Mr.

Binney

was

ameng

the

number

of opposers of the proposal in the shape.n

The

which it was presented, and his reason for
his opposition is noticeable.
He believed

Morning Star.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

that village churches were not necessarily
shut up to paid pastors; he thought many
little societies should be associated as

23, 1870.

branches of a central

Waiting.

The writer of the paper is, from his name,
(MacGregor), a Scotchman. Ithas often:
been said in Scotland that a denomination
of Presbyterian Baptists would soon

ty, the free polity of independency which
does not suit the clannish nortberners, and
the larger quantity of water which is objectionable in those cold latitudes.
But Mr.
MacGregor is under a grave mistake if he
supposes that our English churches would

Ingelow.

DERBY, ENGLAND, Nov. 2, 1870.
The autumn is the season of congresses.
The great religious parliaments fix upon
October
for their chief sessions.
It would
proceedings of a universal,

tional congress.

It may

my lot yet to have this

report

the

possivly

fall

to

privilege.

I

hope its approach may be safely predicted.
At al] events with the eye of -a visionary,
if not of a seer, 1 can focecast it. There
will first of all be a union, in some con-

gress of the future, of

all

Congregational-

ists,—Baptist and Pedo-baptist.

Then will

follow naturally enough the greater gathering of all Nonconformists. the Baptist and
Independent being reinforced by the Wesleyan and the Presbyterian. At length the
Protestant churches, Episcopalian or ponEpiscopalian, established or disestablished,
will seek to strengthen each other's hands
in some solemn assembly. Finally, all
wao love the Lord Jesus Christ and believe
in him, whatever their name, or nation,
or shade of difference in opinion, will desire

to confer together concerning the things
of his kingdom whom they alike acknowledge as their one Lord, and to pray together for his coming throughout the earth.
Then will there be a great Christian confederation

which, like the North Germanic

dist Wesleyanism covers the land. There is
something for Independency to learn from
Episcopacy on the one hand and Presbyterianism and Wesleyanism on the other,
and when churches are beginning to be
alive to the excellency of each other's arrangements, and to speak favorably of each

other's organization, one may hope and believe that a new day is dawning

upon

Christian world. The church ofthe
must combine the excellences of all
and organizations without their
mistakes and defects.
Mr. Disraeli is a sort of congress
self.

the

future
systems
proved
in him-

He is at once Jew,Christian, Church-

His

man and Nonconformist.

disquisition

with which he prefaces his collected works
‘comes very oddly upon us in the

midst

of

the strife and din of arms and the clatter of
tongues.

Itis worthy of attention,

and

are

these mental

admiration

it

monek

lover of truth.

The

been

can

rise from

glow

of the Theological

not

Aid

case

exceptby the last N. IH.
act

should find

a

Society.

Y.

M.

frequent

every Q. M. and church

made

A
in

Bat

repetition

this
in

of the denomina-

tion.
We are praying ¢ the Lord of the harvest

that he would send forth

laborers into his

harvest;” and yet the entire amount
tributed by individuals and churches

condur-

ing last year was less than three hundred
dollars, to aid those ready to enter the harvest and to encourage others to enter
it!
If we are to do the work set before us,
what: do we need from the churches?
+ Nothing," some will at once say; ‘for the
work of the Society is carried on by a College.” Thisis a most unsafe conclusion.

Nor were

The proximity of

The College bas

relieved the Society of

the burden of establishing and

supporting

a Theological School, but it leaves the Society its special work of aiding students in
preparation for the ministry,—a work of
greater importance to the denomination
than the providingof building and supply
of teachers. For without aid rendered to

l
the

present

preparing for the ministry,—being taken
by any other body in the denomination,

of such occasional courses of lectures,

opening

Polygamy

the form of a contribution of $30.27,—and
thi: from
a Q M. which, ten years ago,
many pronounced almost dead !
We do not recollsct any contribution
having this specific end,—the aid of students

And

result in the benefit of both, The lectures
delivered in the Main Street church were
largely attended by the Christian public of
Lewiston and Auburn outside of the schools,
—the church on one occasion being filled
In

M, and

cheerful and liberal response was

will doubtless, in the

to overflowing.

Q

course, Dr. M. referred

to the difficulty of findinga definition of
the word lufidelity, and the misuse of the
word by many professing Christians. *Denying Christ's authority is different from
misrepresenting his doctrines. We mean by

our rising ministry, other considerations
will not be sufficient to attract and

hole

students.
They muy most ardently wish
to attend the School, -but can not without

confederation, shall gird itself for battle, is at least suggestive. There is in it the an infidel, one who rejects the divine auand shall deal as deadly and as decisive a old faith in individual man, in races, and thority of Christ. - Whatever claims pre- funds.
Let us look patiently, for a moment, at
blow upon the proud empire of heathenism in great institutions. A Churchman equal eminence to Christ must be battled.” ¢‘Religious error,” says Dr. M., ‘arises from a the opening before the Society, and the
and sin as that Germanic. power has just /to the occasion was needed a quarter of a
dealt upon the empire of Napoleon.
Anti- century ago to make the Church of England departure of the individual soul from God.” means at its disposal for meeting that openThus, separated from him, the soul wan- ing work. Itis an inquiry which must inChrist shall be destroyed by the brightness prosperous in this modern era. Its tradiders in one of two directions, according to terest all.
tion
was
powerful.
It
rested
on
the
church
;
of his coming, whose right it is to reign,
The entire funds of the Society are availand whose dominion shall be from sea to of Jerusalem, modified by the divine school its natural tendency to reason from cause
“If the | able for beneficiary purposes; the income
to effect, or from effect to cause.
sea, and from the rivers to the ends of the of Galilee, and it might have found that
mind be transcendental
,it ultimates itself in arising from these fands is not far from
rock
which
Providence
by
the
instrumenearth. This is the dream which the words
tality of the Semitic race had prowised to Pantheism ; if it be empirical,in Positivism.” three thousand dollars. Lust year, when
of ancient prophets and the marvelous
eventsof the year flash before the eye; and St. Peter. « It did not find it. Its leaders Then followed some excellent advice on the School was at’ its lowest number, the
the best methods of meeting religious er- amount paid beneficiaries was sixteen hunwho of us will not cherish it though the sought refuge in medjeval superstitions.
rors.
blow
a
dealt
dred dollars. This year, the number in
Newman
Dr.
of
secession
The
world declares it a dream? Until the first
up from ten to twenty-five,
The subject of the second lecture was the school goes
part of the lorecast I have ventured to give to the Church of England under w hich it
with
almost
an
equal increase in other
“A
historical
notice
of
Spinuza,—his
preThere
abides.
truth
religious
be fulfilled, there are sure to be many abor- still reels. But
institutions
of
learning,—as
Bates College,
decessors
and
contemporaries,”
and
was
Teutonic
the
that
believe
to
reason
no
is
tive attempts to get up a union of another
sort. I know that ‘‘ an uninspired prophet attact upon the Semitic Scriptures will be rich both in history and in thought. Al- Hillsdale, &c.,—of the number of those
is a fool,” yet I may safely predict the fail more successful than the Celtic attack of though the sources of Pantheism reach far who are contemplatfy the work of the
ure of projects of union that begin ‘with the preceding age. Strauss will not suc- back, ‘Spinoza is the futher of modern ministry.
So it ‘will be seen that the number of ben-_
the endeavor to unite the extremes. The ceed where Voltaire failed. Nor can science Pantheism.” ‘‘Ancient Pauvtheism, traces
eficiaries
is doubled this year, and conseof
which
are
founda
in
the
writings
of
supercede
revelation,
Truth
is
ever
deextremes may meet at last, but there will
The sun Plotinus, Aristotle, Xenophon, Pythagoras quently we are not able, from the funds of
be no union between them until there is a scending from heavento men.
. union between each exireme and the near- may be analyzed, and the realm of the and the Grecian Mysteries, was unshapen, the S ciety aloneto pay the increased num‘Spinoza gave ber more, proportionally, than we paid last
stars penetrated, but man is conscious that crude, ever changing.”
est intermediate,
,
gr

Such thoughts arise as one reads that at
a Church of England Congress, a few days

ago, the question of reconciling and

bring-

he is made in God’s image,

and

in every

perplexity he appeals to the Father in
Heaven. So Mr. Disraeli gathers up and

repeats in new form the familiar aphorisms
of the establishment was seriously debated. ‘of the Sybil and Coningsby, and of TanThe Rev. J. C. Ryle said hat the church | cred or the New Crusade. For American
must take the initiative. She must sweep readers, who are said to be very numerous,
away the barriers to reunion, She must Mr. Disraeli’s novels must have a strange
not exact from all who desire to conform, and remarkable interest. An ancient, aris-

ing back orthodox dissenters iuto the pale

and to-receive Episcopal ordination,a two

tooratic forfa of

Years’ silence.

and a pure and unmixed race is in bis view
the only conquering and all-dominating

She must

make a

bold

fort to reform the act of uniformity.
must devise some system of utilizing

[

ef-

She
the

race in the world.

society is

.

his

beau-ideal,

TmoMAs GOADBY.

year.
3
But let it be emphatically said, we

the system shape. ‘God withheld from the
great thinker no advantage. Luther died
eighty-six years before he was born.
was the age of the Dutch Republic,

can

not keep this large number of students and
educate them for our denomination with
the aid rendered in the past. That past

It
ot

Richelieu, of Bacon, of the Pilgrim fathers,
of Lester, of Newton, of the Bedleian Li-

:
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between two

Rh

7th,

in Sop in Sri:

on the

of

broadsides,

Frenchman,

spirited

exchange

being

badly

crippled

decks,

away,

and the German was

ran

declared the victor.

The

killed

wounded,

and

several

latter

“oT

gunboats, one French and the other German. The vessels happened in the same
port together, when the preliminaries were
arranged by the officers, and the fight took
place just beyond the neutral line, with a
Spanish
gunboat as umpire.
After a

ng

BE

the

above

lost three
while

the

French crew suffered oniy from wounds.
It was the first regular naval engagement
of the war.
A KING AT LAST.
Spain has finally elected a king. The

terests, and the hopes of a Spanish Republic

H. BOwEN.

at Salt Lake.

A correspondent of the Liberal Christian,
writing from the city of

the

Saints,

thus

pictures the practical working of the
triarchal institution where it is often
fended

and

glorified.

The

pade-

exhibition

is

not particularly attractive :

These Mormons, I find, look at this marriage business from a purely business. point
of view.
A gentleman who had resided in

the city for a long time, told-" me

that he

knew a Mormon who, already
being possessed of eight wives, was met coming into

the city in search of a ninth.

Upon asking

for what he desired another wife, he learned

that the man had a field for each of the
eight. Onelooked after the children of all
(no sinecure where, as in Brigham’s

case,

you have forty-nine, or, as in another case
that we heard of, you have sixty-two). Another looked after the fields. Another
spun, and so on; but he yet lacked a weaver, and to procure a curator of

{his depart-

ment he bad come to town.
Mr. Townsend, the proprietor of the
hotel, is blessed with three wives. With
Mrs. T., No. 1,, he lived for a long time
happily, but having fixed his eyes upon
Mrs. T., No. 2.,he turned the cold

shoulder

to No.1., and devoted himself to No. 2.
This, of course, notwithstanding the fact
that the Old

Testament sanctioned it,broke

the heart of Mrs. T., No. 1. She became
disconsolate while happiness smiled upon
Mrs. T., No.2. Bat Mr, T. was unhappy;
he had seen, as he thought, a suitable

Mrs.

T., No. 3. Hecourted and won the lady
(for it is only the elders who can not be
refused,others must court and win). No 2.
now went to No. 1 to conspire against No.
3. No. 1. replied that No. 2. had broken
her heart, and so she cared not how many
No. 8’s broke No. 2's heart. So Mr. T.
married No. 3, -and a more unhappy trio
under the blessed and divinely-sanctioned
custom of polygamy I never saw. A plurality of wives may have suited the old
patriarchs, but it is not adapted to the
temperaments of the nineteenth century,

Events

of the

are for the present set aside. But the rejoicing is mingled with excitement,and large
military forces are kept in readiness to quell
any disturbance.
The Carlists are still
plotting mischief,and the friends of rival candidages

improve every opportunity to breed

Week.

ded another degree of indulgence

the last few months, by demanding

at the

principal European Courts a revision of

the

treaty of 1856, which neutralized the Bifick
Sea, and denied her armed steamers admis-

sion to the Dardanelles. “The treaty, forced
upon her by the alliance of France, England
and Turkey,has been esp ecially obnoxious
to Russia,as it has prevented her from fortito fying her southern coast or assisting her

self in that direction with her navy. Now
that France is powerless, and England left
unaided, and

Turkey

little

to

be

feared,

Russia improves the favorable opportunity,
and proposes to adjust her interests in the
Black Sea. If she carries out the policy
that her present course

seems

to indicate,

she will aim another blow at Turkey, and
several of the Great Powers will be involved in war. Itisrumored that Prussia has
agreed to keep England back while Russia
strikes for Constantinople, in return for
Russia's watching Austria while Prussia
marched to Paris. The movement creates
considerable

excitement,

and

the

interest

that it awakens is more intense than ia the
Franco-Prussian war. - The Austrian min-

ister is endeavoringto form an alliance between Austria, Italy, Turkey and England
against Russia, seemingly satisfied that
Prussia will side with Russia. England talks

strongly in protest, and the other powers
are kept in suspense while awaiting her
policy.
. THE WAR.
The victory of the French at Orleans, by
which the Prussians were

driven

from

the

city,has caused great rejoicing

throughout

France.

the

to his degree

order.

Mr. Moran, the S:.cretary of legation, will
attend to United Sates diplomatic matters
at the Court of 8t James until some one is

found to accept the position of minister.

rendered by other denominatins,—wholly
insufficient to keep our young men in our

THE ALABAMA CLAIMS AGAIN.
Mr. Butler's recent letter may have had
but little to do with it, but our Government is earnestly discussing

of

the best terms

settling the Alabama question.

are two parties to

the

There

discussion,—one fa-

voring lenient measures, a resort to arbi-

»

oh...

:

;

\,hs

to her military and diplomatic operations of

Gen.

de

Paladines,

victori-

MR. MOTLEY ORDERED HOME,
The President bas left rumor no part jn
the matter, by stating that he has forward.
ed to Minister Motley a peremptory order French may yet find that their seeming
to eome home. Our English minister has thread of fortune was only a brittle strand.
been occupying a very awkward position (Garibaldi is beset by. numerous difficulties.
for the last month or two, and this, with a The French Republic which he proposed to
few personal considerations, will probably assist,he finds little better than an infatuated
make the
recall a welcome message. rabble. - His troops are mutinous, the
Doubtless the President despaired of find- . Franc-tirenrs are unfriendly, and it requires
ing a successor nt present, and so has ad- his strongest efforts to keep his army in any
sweet temper by this last emphatic

Hi 4

discoptent.
Notwithstanding the election
of # king, the condition of the country is
still unsettled. There doesn't seem to be
patriotism enough in the whole kingdom to
unite a majority peacefully in a single wise
effort.
THE EASTERN QUESTION AGAIN.
Russia has just given especial significance

ous
leader, has been appointed commander-in-chief
of the army of the
Loire, and his troops highly complim«nted.
The army of Prince Frederick Coarles is
hastening to the relief of the retreating
Prussians, and it is quite probable that the

aid has barely been thalf that offered and

brary, of Leibnitz.
He was courted by
Louis the Fourteenth, It was the age of
Harvey, who discovered the circulation of own school where influences from ahroad
blood; of Galileo, Torricelli,Napier, of the ‘have been thrown around them; and not
discovery of the Binomial Theorem and the suffi ient to greatly encourage those who
application of Algebra.
It was the age of would be glad to enter upon a course of
preparation had (hey the means.
the great Kepler. Optic s began to be known

duel off Havana,

work prayerfully and beneficently,
Communications with reference to the needs
and facts transpiring in the work of the vote was taken on the 17th, and the Duke
Society will be gladly received.
We fear of Aosta received the needed majority. The
that the real work and needs of the Society" election caused great rejoicing, and cheers
are liable fo be overlooked at the. present and salvos of artillery welcomed the result.
Emanuel of
time, on account of misapprehension of its The new king is son of Victor
Italy. These two kingdoms unite their innew position and relationships.

Beneficiaries.

the interests of the Education

School were present in

in attendance.

two institutions

Let every reader study our figures,which
tell a story of real need, and dwell upon the

W.

A few days since, it was my privilege to

the Faculties of both College and Seminary,
students

for

attend the Cumberland

together with their families, behind the
the

work possess all hearts, and the treasury
shall not want, and the Lord, in answer to
prayer and gift, ¢ will send forth laborers
into his harvest.”

—

only the members

also taking full nutes.

in his heart, and a closer clinging to

tions for benevolent purposes, as some have
already done,to the beneficiary funds; let
an” adequate comprehension of this great

'

full force, with note-book and pencil; but
also nearly all of the College students, many

of them

of his lectures

OMEGA.

tion occurred a few weeks since; the remainder in the Main St. F. Baptist church.
Dropping in at one of them, I was struck
that,

hearing

. Auburn, Me, Nov. 17.

what were a whole navy of life-boats compared with that which rescues one young
man from the maelstrom of Infidelity which
threatens to swallow him up ?
A part of Dr. Manning's lectures were
delivered in the newly and elegantly finished College Chapel, whose public dedica-

fact

the

to us all, for no one

is the fountain of all truth.

fate of the ill-starred *“Ciry of Boston"

the

of Dr. Manning among us

God-send

the one God and Father of us all,who alone

he has been trained, and drifts out uncon-ciously upon a sea of uncertainties,
without chart or compass, or even a star
above him, and so is wrecked.
What was

with

a

without a quickening of his intellect, a new

profundity, the

with such a wreck?

coming

has

young man often cuts loose from the moorings of the good old Bible faith in which

compared

and shown to be a monster

No briefreport of these lectures can give
any adequate idea of their worth. Especially is this true of the last, which abounded
in passages of thrilling interest to every

as well as moral poisons

of this

absurdity,

ever ready to devour itself.

producing such sad results as in the minds
and hearts of the young men in onr higher
Academies and Colleges.
This class is,
already very large in this country, and is
constantly increasing.
It is the most natural thing at this age and stageof advancement in study, to reverence greatness. The
dreamy transcendentalism of the pantheist
is often mistaken for profandity, ard in his

the

any advantage, the oligarchical rule of a
presbytery,however modified. John Milton
assures us that ¢‘ new presbyter is but old
priest writ large,” and
any revival of
priestly domination would be very unwelcome to Nonconformists in England.
The
compactness of Presbyterianism, however,
teaches us a lesson ; as does that network of
preaching stations with which a propigan-

an

whole will constitute a work than which
none is more urgently demanded by the
exigencies of the Christian church of the
present day.
Our popular literature is
fast becoming saturated with the plausible and insinuating speculations of one or
another form of Infidelity. And nowhere

when

accept with any complacency, or even with

pan-denomini-

great

make

headway amongst the people, but Congregationalist Baptists have a double diflicul-

English. Correspondence,

have to

Timothy the

of a moderate Epis-

gationalism, and has given space in its columus to the consideration of the subject.

He waits for us, while, houseless things,
We beat about with bruised wings
On the dark floods and water springs,
The ruined world, the desolate sea;
With open windows from the prime,
All night, all day, he waits sublime,
Until the fullness of the time
Decreed from his eteraity.
Jean

be him-

copacy. It would be a wiser thing to adopt
another system of organization than to seek
to raise the income of every pastor to £150
a year. Since, the Baptist anion, the organ
of‘the Baptists, has printed a paper on the
question of Presbyterianism versus Congre-

@rand is the leisure of the earth;
She gives her happy myriads birth,
And after harvest fears not dearth,
But goes to sleep in snow wreaths dim.
Dread is the leisure up ahove,
The while He sits whose name is Love,
* And waits, as Noah did, the dove,
To wit if she would fly to him.

task to

and

self found in the epistles of
rudimentary elements

—

be a pleasant

church;

with the “Strength and Weakness of Pantheism,”in which the system was reduced to

delivered at Andover as far as completed.
The third will follow in due time, and the

if President Grant presses our claims.
A FRANCO PRUSSIAN DUEL.
There was a regularly appointed naval

TR SG

to be sold

sion, or otherwise, with the privilege
them.

view of present developments,
we shall see,

PTS

out

20 percent:

Star is allowed in ad"
’

How much, if anything,

be willing to concede in

a

no books

premiums,

would

ra

Wesend

the

mies at his heels.

England

Apa

A

receive

sent for

England is evident-

ly getting uneasy over the matter. It was
discussed recentlyin London atthe Lord
Mayor's
banqnet,. and was
earnestly
advised that the whole subject be again
carefully reviewed. The complications of
the European question are disturbing John
Bull not a little, and the recent movements of Russia make him especially anxious not to be found with too many ene-

AU

Agents

deavor to make other'things pleasant can
win back the strength and zeal of Dissent
into the Anglican church.
At the Congregational union, when discussing the question of "a Sustentation

‘proved by the people.

ai

4&3 When

r e on moneys
tion,

prayer book,and no en-

ent, not to say ungrateful, attitude of England, together with the nature of the
claims involved, might make almost any
plan adopted by the Administration, ap-

i

facie evidence.of intentional fraud.

and a Paianentiny

the

=

newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing amd leaving them uncalled for, is prima.

double

settlement.

It is hardly presumed that there will be a
resort to arms at present, but the indiffer-

3 = eho

ue to sead it until payment is made, and collect the
whele amount, whether the paper is taken from the
office or not.
»
8. The courts have decided that refusing to take

will

promise

amount of beneficiary aid this year, giving
without an exclamation’ point. For you are interchangeable. A certain poet has students in the Academies $25 and $50;
thus described the Pantheistic God :
‘know’ the day has come,—for which the
student in Colleges $100; students in TheoLord be praised, —when the different mem- | ¢“We worship the absolute infinite.
logical School, $200. This will'require, of
bers of Christ's body may ‘‘change works”
The universal Ego, the Plenary word,
course, an additional sum equal to the inThe subject-object identified,
a little now and then without any exclamacome of the Society,—viz., $3,000.
The great nuthing-something, the Beingtion points, But Dr. Manning's subject
At first thought this may seem unwarThought,
wag neither ‘Dogmatic Theology,” nor
ranted and unnecessary, but it is imperaThat moldeth the mass of Chaotic Naught,
the ‘Positive Institutions,” but ‘Modern
tively demanded for the continuance - and
‘Whose beginning unended and end unbegun,
Infidelity,” or rather that branch of it which
Is the One that is All and the All that is One.”
success of the work of the denomination in
finds its development ‘in ‘¢ Pantheijsm. ”
{ educating men for the ministry. Brethren,
Spinvza claimed to be a follower of Des- we were compelled by the emergencies of
The same lectures were delivered before
the Theological Seminary at Andover in cartes, He did follow Descartes as far as he the hour, by the needs of this great work,
the summer of 1869. They aroused at once went, and then pushed on into Pantheism.
to increase our pledges. We come to the
The fourth and fifth lectures were devoted main and great question, a question to the
a general interest in the subject, as one demanding the attention of the Christian min- to “Neo Pantheism,—from Kant to Hegel,” churches, to Christian men everywhere.
istry, whose office,if Pantheism be true, is and “Pantheistic Caristology,” both of them Will you come forward, for Christ's sake
ull of the results of the most patient re- and the cause’s sake, and enable us to ful’
superfluous, and also in the lecturer as a
patient inquirer in philosophy, a candid search and the most careful analysis. The fill our pledge? To do this will require,
next four lectures were occupied with not three hundred, but over three thousand
expositor of other men’s theories, and an
the
development of ‘‘Pantheism in Litera- dollars from individuals and churches for
able and earnest defender of the gruth as it
ture,” #8 ‘contained in the writings of Goeis in Jesus.
the ensuing year. We can do this, and
This course on Pantheism is the first of the, Carlyle, Emerson, and Theodore Par- let'it be said everywhere, It shall be done.
a series, and is to be followed by a second ker, all of whom were shown to be Panthe- A good beginning was made at the Cumon “Positivism,” and a third on *‘Christian- ists, by free and full quotations from their berland Q. M. ; let it be followed by every
writings.
ity.” The second is now in anadvanced
Q. M. in the deromination; let churches
The tenth and last lecture concerned itself devote at least one-fifth of theiqy contribustage of preparation, and has already been

it being understood that

ald

9. If a person orders hiss paper discontinued, he
must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin-

amounts to this,—that we

ing their points,

the President favors a speedy

less

=)

or not—is responsible
;
:

This

not

Tr

subscribed

Ryle, but the Bishop of Peterborough discouraged the attempt at conciliation. It
needs no gift of prophecy to foretell that
all such projects must come to nought. The
Nonconformist objects to a state-church as
such, objects to state-appointed Bishops,

worthy.
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Rev. G. Body, an energetic ritualiet, with all
his heart supported the suggestions of Mr.
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had shut the door in its face. She had
driven thousands out side, and manufactured mytiads of Nonconformists because she
did not know how to utilize zeal! Mr.
Ryle confessed before he had finished his

paid

necessary in order to bring England to
terms. The latter party seem
to be carry-

. FE

it, she had heaped wet blankets on it,

tration, &c., the other demanding immediate satisfaction, and: an appeal to arms’if
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over again she had poured cold water on
zeal, she had jumped on it, she had kicked
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Have we been right or wrong? We have
done this. We have promised the beneficiaries of the Society an amount equal to,
that paid by other denominations. If their
rising ministry absolutely need the amount

of discipline.
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Her maxim had been that of Talleyrand,
‘whatever you do, no zeal’ Over and

To whom all letters on business, remittances ot
money, &c., should be sent. All communications
for publication should be addressed to the
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date on the label for the expiration

en

and the telescope invented. It was the age
of the Drama, of Shakspeare, Beaumont and

at Lewiston.

Rev. J. M. Manning, D. D,, of the Old Fletcher, of John Milton; the age also of
South (Congregationalist) church, Boston, | the most distinguished theologians.”
The third lecture was upon ‘The nature.
has just closed a course of ten lectures
of
Pantheism.”
¢Pantheism is the docbefore the Theological ‘School of Bates
trine that: God includes all reality.” = With
College.” Do not be amazed my good
Star reader at my closing. that sentence the pantheist the terms God and Nature

England had so signally failed as in that.”

Publisher. |

Dr. Manning
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these can be

F

be-

There are various

ruthors as to the condition
of Paris,
the most
probable
of which are that
the Propision supply is juston the point
of faifing.
Meanwhile
the
Prussian
siege operations are being pushed to
completion, and the commencement
of
the bombardment js set down for an early
day. - Both Bi-marck and Gambetta continue to offer explanations of the armistice
rupture; but the messages from both sides

seem like the expressionsof a guiliy oonscience trying to quiet itself,
;

&te

the Family.

LUTHER R. BURLINGAME,

must

the spectacle of a divided house. These
points were enforced with considerable
power. ‘Concerning zeal,”Mr. Ryle said,
¢¢ there was nothing in which the Church of
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are marked by great faith and earnestness. | extensive knowledge
And it is this

@ommunications.

Hearing

a

Mount

on the

At the close of the Sermon

met-

the Saviour introduced an impressive

a

aphor to illustrate the difference between

mere hearer of his word and a doer of his
work ;—betweéen that hearing which is simply an operation

a jarring

senses,

of the

and that

sound on thé nerves of the ear,
apprehension

hearing which is ap

and

tion of the soul, which precipitates a man
into the performance of the work called for
by truths to which he has listened.
The former class he represented as unstaliable’ to

and

ble men, without foundation,

ing upon a foundation
they

where

shaken,
eu

when the storm and
came against them.

which could

may not suppose that this former class were

altogether unmoved as they listened to the
wonderfal lessons of this Sermon on the
Mount,or anywhere'else where Jesus opened his mouth and taught them.
No doubt they were moved, perhaps, for
the time being, more than those in whose
hearts the power and significance of that
word sank deepest;—and yet they were

hearers merely and not doers,—for it is not
always the men who show the most that
It is not the men

feel the most.

whose

re-

have

the

ligion foams most at the top, who
most of this

living power

in

their

hearts.

Christ laid down the criterion,—¢ By their
fruits ye shall know them.” Every man
in whom

the religious

life

circulates,

sub-

stantial and vital, will show it; but he may
or excitement.

the word that manifests the most emotion in
hearing it. As it was then, so itis now.

It is not always the doer of

Not to judge censoriously we have the most
emotion usually among those who may be
called Sunday hearers or pew Christians;
—men whose religious life comes in fitful inspirations,and goes as they go ;—men whodo
not dig deep, and whoilive with regard to
religion, as they do in regard to everything
else in life, merely upon the surface, stand-

ing in no deep-rooted stability.
And when
temptation
comes
upon
comes upon their
them—when calamity
hopes like the dark,swift flood; when death
blows against them like a mighty wind;
then how surely does the revelation appear
to each, that he was a foolish man building
his house upon the sand.

ER
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not, after all, show any great demonstration
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\ This illustration of the Saviour shows
how great the contrast was between those
who merely heard and those who did. We

In

contrast

with this class,

the

Saviour

says that the manjwho remembers the truths
which he has heard, who goes out to nourish

them with thought and with prayer, to live
in them and through them, is like a wise
man who built his house upon a rock.
One characteristic of a man thus founded,

is his equal calmness amid the vieissitudes
and changes of life. It is by no -means
true, thar

i;

he

is

unaffected

by

these,

and

lives indifferent to what is transpiring
around him, for there is nothing in existence, more curiously or more delicately
of the
than the organism
balanced,
Christian nature ;—so impressible and yet

i
}

strong;

yet so

so powerful ; so soft and

so

of feeling

nature,—tenderness

and sensitiveness, combined with rocky and
deep-rooted strength.
There are these two sides; and yet they
are

or antago-

not two sides in opposition

nism. They are harmonized in Christianity ;

is more

forever,

“on the rock of Christian truth is most sensi-

vicissitudes of life, it is also to

be added, that he is-never overswept, never

overcome by them. The cry never comes
from the lips of Christian faith under any
calamity of life,—*‘
All is lost! Allis gone!

I give it up!”

That comes from those who

do not look down to the deep realities of
iexistence, who are not in their true nature
founded on a rock. The Christian can not
be broken down by any calamity, because
he clings to those realities in his own soul

which

no

outward

thing

can

destroy.

ind this is not only true of adversity, but it

is true also in that severer trial, prosperity.
For there are a great many people who can
much better bear adversity than prosperity;
when the sunshine of success smiles upon

J them, you see all the worst features of their
#0 inpohardeter . The summer heat brings out

§ noxious and vile in their nature ;
phen adversity presses upon them,

Friis

i

:
"noble lineaments of their
fcome out, and they are purified and’ refined. But the true Christian

man is unaffected by either in his personal
center, in the care of his life.

"firm and clear,

neither

carried

He stands
away

nor

by the prosperities and trials

of life, but balanced, serene and strong,
like one who has builthis house upof

various

—A E—

[A Report on Education
1870, by Rev. L. B. Tasker.]

presented

By assignment it becomes
purposes

of

the

the Vt. Y. M.,
;

for

the

year

has

been

308,—or an

average of 77¢scholars per term. It has
opened its present term more favorably

my

Freewill

privilege

‘Happily, in regard to

cation

the

edreour
de-

call for

as Chris-

people, we are united,

Among mechanics and artisans, in all
the professions and in the fine arts, practical wisdom, skill in execution, is the de-

mand of the age, and everwhere commands proportionate reward. Christians
on every hand have a deep conviction that
« for the mind to be without knowledge is
not good.” The Christian church needs to
feel, in a larger measure, its quickening
and strengthening power, in order to enu-

cleate and illustrate miore clearly the sub-

lime doctrines and’ ennobling
truths of
Christianity, and to direct and apply, more
successfully,its mighty forces for the culti-

vation and salvation of men.
As a people, and especially asaY. M.,
we have suffered immeasurably from within and from

without,

for

the

lack

of

a

proper interest in educational matters.
But now at length we are enabled to begin to rejoice in an awakening and a for-

ward movement in providing the means
for our children to obtain a higher and more

liberal education within our own State.
The character

of the

schools we

have

is consecrated to truth and duty, to the serv-

diffusionof elementary learning, habits of

ee of God and humanity, and all his efforts

of

no

sectarian.

schools.

Christians

ones.

There have

been

Ebals

and

Geri-

zims enough,—quite 00 many for the
advancement and improvement of the
world. Christians need no Maynooths or
nunneries, nor have they strength to spend
in polemical debate over trifling differences. The world has too long been neglected, and too sadly divided by such contests.
Truth requires only dispassionate inquiry
for its advancement.

Let the secular press,

like the Edinburgh Review and the London
Quarterly, fightlike pugilists in mortal
combat, exciting the passions and prejudices’ of men; but the church of Christ
should not waste or misapply its power in
any such suicidal way, by the subsidy of
the pulpit, the press, or its schools to such
an unworthy end. Free toleration of opinions and freedom of expression are great
ethical ideas, which should ever be recognized and never lost sight of till truth shall
be finally triumphant.
The great principle of Christianity respecting this matter
is,—** As ye go, preach,”—explain, elucidate. So we need Seminaries of learning
in which to discuss principles and to disseminate knowledge for the benefit of men,
while the successive ages roll.
Endowments are needful for the schools
only to increase their efficiency and extend
their influence. The idea of piling up
wealth; in any form, in order to perpetuate
or entail opinions for coming generations
of men, is both unphilosophical and averse
to the spirit of true religion. ‘‘ The earth
is the Lord's and the fullness thereof;” and
the use of it belongs equally
to the successive generations created”
to inhabit it.
Only the use of it, and

not its

fee

simple,

belongs to men as they come into exist
ence. Hence it is absurd for any man,—
or any class of men,—having secured,

aimed to establish indicates a popular during their brief stay on earth, the posmovement, and they will secure,if proper- session of a portion of its surface or large
ly sustained and fostered, a popular bene- amounts of products, to dedicate and entail
fit. Colleges, Universities, Law schools that portion, with large sums of money, to
and Divinity schools are necessities in support certain views or dogmas entertain-

the training and making effective professional
| teachers in our Academies and Seminaries,

his firm inflexibility of principle. His will

interest

to make them

would not establish schools in order to
inculcate and defend their own denominational peculiarities, as political parties set
up their presses and issue their separate
organs to advocate and defend their political doctrines and assail all conflicting

generous edu-

of youth, as citizens and

tians, ministers and

the

would be to commit again the blunder of
past ages. Thisis an age of inquiry, of
free thought, and soul-liberty. The times

Baptists in

the Vt. Y. M. on the subject of liberal
ucation, and make such suggestions in
gard to the course to be pursued, as
position and circumstances seem to
mand.
;

in

fortresses frem which assaults are to be
made upon those of a different creed.
This

the sentiments

to embody, as I hope to do,
and

at

denominations

their peculiar doctrines, nor

ministers for our pulpits, and other professional men as well ; but a more general

characteristic of such

dents

The needful, thorough drill can not be given by one or two teachers to so many classes in such a variety of studies. Hence the
paucity of successful teachers of common
schools.
:
The recent establishment of Normal

a man-is

Another

~

Communion

Question in R.

I.

In,addition to what you have already said’
Evidently4t would have been much bet- in answer toa communication from a R I.
pulpit.” "The design of such Institutions as ter if that money had been devoted to Baptist, may I make a few explanatory
we have recently established in this state enlighten the young in the art of exorcising statements respecting the Westerly church ?
is to fill the chasm between the common
bigotry, prejudice and illiberality by a Having been present at the Warren Asso.
school and the College or University. This good education,—the only modern mode when this church was received, I may be
want has long been felt, and has found a of casting out these demons,— and then to allowed to speak with all the authority to
partial manifestation in the numerous have submitted the question of witcheraft which an interested spectator is entitled.
Academies, High
schools
and private to a matured reason and an enlightened I' do not claim to have been in the confi}
schools in most of our important towns and conscience.
dence of either the committee of the church
villages. These are the evidences and
It now remains for us to give a brief asking admission, or of that acting in beoutgrowth of this general want and aspira- description of our Institutions in this state, half of the Association, although I had the,
tion for a more liberal culture. But they have
pleasure of meeting and speaking with
and afford a suggestion.
Hi
not met, and can not meet, the rising deboth committees. I simply claim the privThe Green Mountain Seminary, located
mand. The instruction which these local
ilege of stating in what light the joint action
Academies and High schools can afford is at Waterbury, has now been in operation of the commitiees and the Association predeficient both in quantity and quality. one year. The aggregate number of stu-

and feel, more or less, the importance of a
and there is a point where they become per- higher culture for our children than the
fectly balanced. The Christian, above all common school systém can afford, espeothers, is the one, perhaps the most sensi- | cially in an agricultural State like our own,
tive in some respectsto sorrow and trial. where villages are small and cities few.
We acknowledge with cheerfulness and
He has a nature truly tender. His sympathies are wide awake; and the sorrows and pride that the cémmon school system of
troubles of life are more apt to be reflected our country is fundamental in its characAnd ter, and is the glory and strength of the
upon the clear surface of his mind.
IS is man’s grandest disyetof all men, he is not carried away by commonwealth,
trouble; he is not swept down by it; he covery. Its achievements have been wondoes not sink under it. He is like one- of derful, and its susceptibilitiesof improve‘those granite bowlders sometimes seen, mént and development are still very great.
which can be shaken by the hand of a child, The people, the world at large, have learn
but which the strength of a hundred men ed that * knowledge is power.” It is
power in every department of human accan not heave from its solid base.
:
So when it is said that a man founded up- tivity.
tive to the

and to pre-

:

tions of the present and the future.

sented

What

close and consecutive thought,

ey

»

and a more
x

ed, and thus bind successors to execute his
purposes, or else alienate his accumulated
benefactions, Such a course reminds one

of an incident in English history :—
Once, when witchcraft was on the wane,
a believer in that fanaticism, foreboding ill

rooms.

The

third

floor,

in

the

in the south end.
cious.

There

The
are

corridors are spa- |

two

stairways,

one |

towards the front of the main building, and |

the other in the rear.
brick,

slated roof,

The building is of |

with

eight chimneys, |

and a fine tower with four clock-dials.
There will be, when finished, some 30
rooms in the entire building, aside from
corridors and
stairways.
And the area,

f

mighty

do not intend

to incur a debt.!
raised only $25,- |

000, and of this, $2,500 is to be devoted to
an endowment.
l
The importance of securing ample e .)
dowments for these schools can not well be |
over-estimated. Our buildings may be
commodious and well located to command
a

large

funds

patronage,

they

will

but

be

without

unable

reserve

to provide

Boards of [nstruction which shall be commensurate with the demand. It is believed that the friends of the Green Mountain
Seminary, and those of the Lyndon Institu-

tion,—men

and

women

of means,—will

comprehend the wants of these schools,
and endeavor to make them, as they are
intended to be, first class

ability

to

There are

furnish

the

Seminaries, with

best

Professorships

to

instruction,
be

endowed,

Libraries to be secured, Apparatus to be
provided, &c. And neither of these Institutions would object to a change of its
name for a pecuniary consideration. We
now have ample scope for our béheficence,

and must not hesitate in duty because we
may be unable to do great things.
Let the necessities of these Seminaries be
deeply felt, and let earnest prayers be
offered in our sanctuary services, in the
conference room, and av our family altars,

and we may hope that God

will provide.

When the prosperity
and efficiency of these

schools shall have a place in our holiest

earnest to secure

our

own

co-operation in

its answer. If we can not give money, we
can pray, we can send up our children, and
persuade others to avail themselves of the

I
wh}

munificence

of

warm

the

flood

of grief,

-

of sorrow, that led

possible,
let

busy day is hushed, and silence reigns in
all the valleysof India.. The Son of Man,

with his faithful few, seeks the quiet beauty
of the garden. Its lovely walks were often

brightened by his presepee. He had often
reposed in the dense shade of the gigantic

itself to a Baptist whose tendencies

sycamores,

He

often: prayed

there,

—there he communed with the Father.

The sins of the world rolled on him like
an overwhelming sea. The tidal wave of
human

iniquity swept over our sorrewing,

suffering Redeemer. His face is blanched
with grief. The sharp outlines of sorrow
are plainly seen in the soft moonlight. His
disciples look upon him with yearning pity,
but they are awed to silence by this great
sorrow. He looked down the broad vistas
of time,

and

saw

the lost myriads of men

rushing on to their sure, everlastingftestruction. The great, loving heart of Jesus
swelled with pity. Thus he bore our sorrows.

Upon his knees, with his hand reach-

ing heavenward, behold he prays! Great
drops of blood burst from his forehead, and
fall down to the ground. His agony was
more than mortal. There he took upon
himself

the

load

of our sins.

3

He suffered

that we might be ransomed.
The dews of night were falling, and yet
he prays. With face upturned to the throne
of his Father, he utters thé final words,** Not

my will but thine be done.”

He is willing

to’ suffer to become the atoning sacrifice.
What love, beyond human comprehension, was this that we might be saved! He
gave his life for the sheep.
He, the loving
Shepherd, bore our sorrow, took upon him
our guilt, that we might have a right to
the

tree

abide
| lem.

of

life,

that

we

might

hereafter

in the eternal city, the New JerusaR.

+ Seif-Examination.
A

—

When people live in accordance with
word of God, it is an easy matter to
mit to a strict self-examination. They
examine their past course of conduct,
derive much satisfaction in so doing.
science does not reprimand them for

the
subcan
and
Conneg-

lected

com-

duties,

mitted.

and

of

sins

willfully

Sach a review of the past has a

tendency to make the prospects
ture joyous and delightful.
But to him who lives in the
duty, nothing is more painful
examination; for he sees a long

of the

fa-

neglect of
than selfcatalogue

of crimes for which God will copdema

him

at the day of judgment.
No wonder that
he dreads to bring himself to the test, and
toreflect upon a life of unfaithfulness.
Even hisown conscience condemns him.
This,if nothing more, is enough to make"
him miserable in moments of reflection.
It

is necassary,

however,

to set

apart

stated times for self-examination, No one
should fail to atténd to this highly impor‘‘abide by the faith and practice of the’ tant duty. None are so far advanced in
the divine life as not to derive profit by
Asso.,” » which your correspondent is right
spending
a certain portion of time in examin saying was given, I may remark that
the Westerly church is perfectly willing ining their prospects for another world.
that the Asso. should pass any resolution Time thus spent is never lost. By so doand take any action it may choose, so long ing, we are enabled, in some degree, to see
as it does not interfere with the independ- our standing as it is in the sight of God.
It removes false hopes. How many proence of that church, and it will faithfully
abide by such an action. - It would be ex- fessors dre expecting ultimate happiness.
ceedingly inconsistent in this church not By a faithful examination of the motives
to give, in return to the Asso. the same tol- which influence them to action, they would
soon perceive that they are not living up to
eration and charity which it asked when
admitted into the Asso. The Asso. may be the precepts contained in the Bible. Thus
open or close in its practice on the com- they might retract their course, repent of

“Sin

Goes

Unrebuked.”

It is charged that ministers do not rebuke
sin with sufficient zeal and energy. Let
us see how much truth there is in the charge.
The Lord's watchmen in olden times were,
by inspiration, denounced as ‘dumb dogs”
loving to slumber, and looking ‘‘every

one for his gain.”
watchmen
see ‘if they
Daring
were there

It will notinjure the

now to examine themselves and
‘‘cry aloud and spare not.”
the long anti-slavery struggle,
not watchmen who, through

their unfaithfolness, and

of God.

secure

the

favor. -

In this way all may avoid self-

deception ; thereis no need of being deceived.
It enables Christians to make rapid advances in the divine life. The most humble
saint is liable to err. We can not arrive at
perfection in this mortal state. Hence, it is
necessary for all to examine themselves
carefully, lest they forget their first works.
By this means they will grow in grace and
become more holy as they pass from this
world of uncertainty to thatland of unending rest.
8. H. B.

Conscience.

It is a very busy faculty

of the soul, and it hath many offices. First,
conscience is a register, to take notice of
‘and

record

what

we

do.

Secoundly, con-

love of ease, gain and popularity, failed to | science is a witness against us when we do,
rebuke sin and to show the people their
transgressions? Are there not watchmen

whose ‘preaching on the subject of tem perance is modified by the rum interest in the
pews? Do not ministers know that tob
corrupts the body and benumbs the sul,
leading young men to the grogshop,and absorbing millions of the Lord's treasures?
And yet does not the sin of tobacco-using
go almost unrebuked?
Do not ministers
believe that masonry is subversive of the
principles of morality, repugnant to justce,
hostile to the rights of those outside the order and unfavorable to the Christian religfon? Do they not know that its oaths, its
penalties, and its pledges tend to defile the
consciences of its votaries? And yet do
all ministers rebuke this as it deserves?
Do not dancing, card-playing and novel
reading too often go unrebuked?
Does

breaker s Nehemiah P
The severest duty a minister has to per-

form is to rebuke popular sins, sins practiced
by ‘influential and perhaps official members
of his church, The Scripture precept,however, is plain and imperative,—¢‘Cry aloud,
spare not, lift up thy voice like a trumpet,
and show my people their transgressions,
and the house of Jacob their sins.”

;

advantages and facilities provided by the
prayers, tears and

of

ly out of the cloudless west." The hum of

most religious duties, they the licentious man always find a John
will not be unremembered by us when the the Baptist for his pastor, and the Sabbath-

prayer ‘ availeth much,” when sufficiently

heart

The sun of the orient went down in all

thoughts and

shades of life's orief day shall stretch
athwart our pathway, notifying us that its
end is near. Nothing noble, grand or useful is accomplished without prayer. And

the

its beauty, and its golden glory faded slow-

story may not be finished at present, as the |
The Institution as yet has

fills

him to cry out, ‘Father, if it be
this cup pass.”

or flooring of the several stories, (includ- munion question ; that church has claimed,
ing space occupied by walls and partitions) and I hope ever will claim, the same libANOTHER BAapmist,
comprises 22,212 square feet. The attic | erty.
Trustees

sadness

Gethsemane.
What sorrow, that-the sins
he has committed helped to swell the

It is true that every precaution,—even to

Krench

.

a

of the agony of Christ in the garden of

are toward the liberal side.

roof, or attic, will be divided into several
rooms
for various purposes.
There are
two entrances to the basement, one in each
|
end, and three
entrances to théestory
above,—one front, one in the rear, and one |

Gethsemane

humble, earnest Chtistian, when he thinks

than any previous one, with a full and ef- the manifestation of a want of confidence
ficient corps of teachers. The Seminary in the regular committee on the reception
building is’ one of the finest and most of churches,—was taken t6 prevent the
expensive buildings for school purposes in church from entering under false colors,
the state. It is ninety feet in length, with and from entering at all if not‘straight”-on
a front elevation of twelye fee, making it the communion question. It is also true
equivalent to a building 102 feet by 46 feet, that the Westerly church was received as a
giving 18,76§ square feet of flooring. The | regularly, organized Baptist church, in
Chapel is 6§ feet by 44 feet. The base- harmony with the Association and wishing
its fellowship. But I. beg to say thatit was
Heaven is open to the vision of the true
boards of teachers, shall be able to qualify . ment furnishes an apartment for wood, one
believer; and forgetting the trials of this and furnish able instructors for the district for the furnaces, and another for a gymna- not reported by the committee ‘as a strict
present time in view of the glorious pros- schools; then the Normal schools of the sium. The next story is divided into five | communion church.” Does not the ‘‘Rhode
pect,he can exclaim : ¢* None of these things state will either be discontinued or assume recitation rooms, opening out of a corridor Island Baptist” remember the question
running from end to end of the building. asked pending the reception of the church
move me, neither count I my life dear unto a much higher grade.
The building is three stories above the | in open conference, by one of the delegates,
myself,s0 that I might finish my course with
Our remark is not specially designed asa
for all purposes, | as to what was meant by the phrase ‘‘injoy.” When Polycarp was urged to blas- reflection upon the wisdom of the state in basement, and contains
i
.
*
I | dependent Baptist church,” which was used
pheme his Christ on pain of death, it was thus providing better instruction for pri- 27 apartments, including the basement.
by the committeeas representing the ground
this firm, grounded confidence which enamary schools; but we would hint at a has a fine Philosophical and Chemieal ap- | on which the Westerly church asked for
bled him to say, ¢ EigBty and six years I more
excellent way to accomplish the paratus, with a sufficient number of articles |
have I served Christ, and he has never done same thing with additional and more pop- for present use. It has quite a collection | admission? That question was asked and
of mineral and fossil specimens.
It has | answered, if I mistake i by the chairman
me an injury; how can 1 blaspheme my
ular results: Had the state of Vermont exKing and my Saviour?” This enabled tended her munificence to strengthen and commenced collecting a Library, of which | of the comfitktee who read the famous res| olution tolerating the Newport church, of
Chrysostom to reply to the threats sent to foster such institutions as have arisen Rev. D. S. Frost gave 80 volumes.
which Mr. Malcolm is pastor. The legitihim: ¢ Go tell Eudoxig that I fear nothing through the beneficence of wealthy individThe whole property has cost about $34mate ard logical inference was, that, as the
bat sin,” and by it, Lather would go to the uals, or by the efforts of the several denom- 000. - There is considerable debt still to be
Newport chwich was allowed to be indeDiet at Worms, ¢¢ if ther be as many devils inations of Christians, in our opinion it met, but it is partly provided for, and if
pendent in the control of its own affairs,
as tiles upon the roofs of the houses.” It is would have been a nobler and more dis- .the people at Waterbury raise the £3,000 |
without the interference of associations, so
faith that imparts this courage; faith that creet course of policy. For the demands | which they acknowledge they are m wally |
this church at Westerly should likewise be
comes from such hearing of the word gs
obliged to raise, and others do as well as
of the community,or of the commonwealth,
independent
in its own local management,
grounds the believer on the rock Christ Jeare not met even by a reasonable eleva- they have said they will, the debt will be | and be free to say, ‘‘This is the Lord's supsus.
reduced below $10,000 ia a short time.
tion of town schools.
per; let a man examine himself and so let
Dear reader, ask yourself how you are
The Lyndon Institution, located at Lyn- him eat.” Iam not sure, but believe your
A higher cultare in literature, natural
founded; upon what do you stand? Are
don Center, on
the Conn. and Pass. R
science, and in the polite arts, is demandcorrespondent is right in saying that the
you a mere héarer of the word? Are you
ed for the masses than can here be attain- Railroad, has a lot of 8 1-4 acres lying west Westerly church is ‘‘in full harmony with
living superficially, depending ppon. the
ed. Nothing
but well-endowed institu- of and cinticuous to the town common the Asso. in believing that baptism is a
pleasures of the world,—depending upon
tions, sufficiently numerous and so located which comprises 4 acres. The Institution | prerequisite to the Lord's supper ;” but they
temporal good, gone to-day or to-morrow ?
as to command a respectable patronage, fronts the east, overlooking the valley of | do not presume to lord it over other believIf so, you are like the foolish man who built
can meet these higher wants of the youth, the Passumpsic, and is conspicuous ‘from | er’s consciences, and compel them to be
upon the sand. What do you build upon?
and at the same time give the necessary the railroad for some 2 1-2 miles. The immersed before they come to the table.
Are you conscious of standing in comdrill to teachers, and a better preparation building is in process of erection, pearly The church has been immersed, and hence
munion with something that will not give
for those who can avail themselves ofa ready to be roofed. Itis 100 feet in length eats; if others come who have not been
way when life itself gives way? Have you
and 50 in width, witha front elevation of baptized in our sense of that term, they are
College course, and then for professional
something to fall back upon, and feel that it
16 feet by 46-in length, making the cen- perfectly welcome to do so, and their failure
positions.
.
is a rock? By and by the datk clouds will
tral portion 66 feet in width. The base- to understand
and submit to Christian bapThat the Christian sects have been, and
gather; by and by you will hear the hollow
ment is built of limestone and granite, tisSm remains between théir conscience and
still
are,
interested
to
establish
and
sustain
rambling from the distant hills, the tempest
showing 5 feet of granite above the grade their Master.
and storm will come, the great flood will higher Seminaries of learning, is signifi- line. A portion of it will be finished for | This I believe to be the true position of
cant
and
suggestive.
Education
is
not
come. What will it carry away? What
club boarding purposes, and other portions | the Westerly church,and if the Asso. did not
will it leave? God grant that in that great only.a necessity to our republican institu- will be devoted for furnaces, fuel, &.
On| apprehend the full import of the carefully
hour of your earthly trial, men may say tions and government, but it is quite as the first floor above, are two anfe-rooms,!
worded report of their committee, they
necessary
to
the
purity
and
power
of
the
concerning the fabric of your soul, ¢It fell
the Ladies’ Society, and Reading rooms, | ought not now to misrepresent the views
institutions
of
religion,
and
the
social
refot, because it was founded upon a rock,
three recitation rooms, one for apparatus, | of the church in order to set themselves
of the public mind.
P, by: finement
and that rock was Christ.”
ia
and one clothes room.
On the second floor | right in the estimation of the *‘strait sects
*It should, however, be borne in mind,
are the Assembly Room, two ante-rooms, on the communion question.” As to the
that Seminaries are
not founded by the
Education in Vermont.
and the Gentlemen's Society and Reading explicit answer that the church would

It
tender and yet so tenacious and tough.
is a perfect balance of qualities: . And the
nature becomes assimilated to
more a
Christ, the more it becomes like him in what
seems to be these two conflicting elements
of human

of which was foreverto be expended ‘to
sustain an annual course of lectures in sup;
port of witcheraft.

superstition and illib-

generally,

1870.

a large sum | and large hearts, interested in the genera- |

the annual income

to | of money, in perpetuity,

The faith of a man thus founded is none
the less marked. The firm base » on which
he rests gives him confidence, and is made
a pledge of his success. While other men
are shaken and overwhelmed by the storms
and floods that beat against them, the schools, to meet the demand for more
Christian stands firmly on the rock of his competent teachers in the primary schools,
trust and rests secure. And this faith im- arose from what may be regarded a
parts earnestness to all his Christian efforts. temporary necessity. They are. destined,
It imparts courage, and nerves him to suf- however, to accomplish an important work,
fer and endure for the sake of Christ. until first class Seminaries,
with full

floods

and

tempest
;

be

Bog da

pare for a juster appreciation of the literature of the press and’the instructions of the

consecrated. fixed.

stand

might securely

erality from*minds

gave value to those acts and to that service
which comes from a living heart and a will

rest-

not

consecrated to hisjcanse,

of the Lord, our Saviour, then and

be overcorhe and fail in the sterner conflicts
of life ;—the latterhe represented as rocklike men, firm, resolute, earnest men,

will

of langua . of nat- | from its decline, bequeathed

and history,

dissipate prejudices,

acceptable to him that sitteth on the throne,
than all the formal service a world might
offer, Eighteen hundred years ago, when
that poor widow came to the temple with
her two mites to cast into the treasury

ac-

and

that | ural science

gives value to our piety, and renders our
service acceptable to God. Ft is not the
formal praise of his creatures that God
cares for, The encircling hosannas of the
myriads around his throne can not exalt him
or give him any new tribute.” What God
wishes for and demands is the free will
offering,—the will giving glad consent and
recognition as to his love and holiness.
And a most feeble effort, made with a heart

and Doing.

:

consecration of wili

23,

NOVEMBER

STAR:

MORNING

"THE

870.

%

Wells, Me.

8. C. KiMBALL.
Ly

amiss:

«Thirdly,

conscience

is a judge,

and gives sentence; it sits upona throne
as God's deputy to award life or death.
Fourthly, conscience has the office of a tormentor;

it is that worm

which

dieth not,

and a fire that never goeth out. The damned
shall feel the sting and teeth of conscience
forever,

though

here

they

have

bribed it

and blinded it that it might not trouble
them.

Grace, in itself considered as
(GRACE,
, totally fail. Oar permanency
a creaturewill

is not in respect tothe thing, but of God;
not from our being holy, but ‘from our
being kept holy. All the power of hell

shall not prevail against the God of heaven.
A Goop ANSWER. Archbishop Leighton,
one day

returning

funeral coming,

On

from

church,

reaching

saw

a

home one

who had been confined to the house inquir-

ed, ‘Well, have you heard agood sermon?” ‘I have met a good sermon,” Was

the reply.

Knowing, of itself, doesnot make happy

nor holy. For mere knowing's sake I
would as soon not know as know, if I had
my choice.

Better

to love an ounce than

to know a pound; better a little service
than much knowledge. I desireto know

what God pleases to teach me; but beyond

that, even ignorance is bliss.

yi

Does it declare that liars shall perish;
that Avanias for lying was struck dead,
‘and that false prophets who speak deceit
in the name of the Lord, and all who love
and make a lie shall be shut out of the
kingdom ot’ heaven?

AGENTS

. PHYSICAL

Variety in Teaching.

be 2

They have in some

formed for themselves a model of the
undeviating

way

offering

So, also, at family prayer

when

pastoral

visiting, the minister finds himself alone
upon his knees, and the household seated,
though the pious will be devoutly attentive.
Such, at least, is generally the case.

prayer-

the

except

Thus, in all cases,

“Did he speak?”

“Yes;

and he gave me his hand.”

“Did you take the hand of a foreigner?”

comes tiresome and loses its attraction. It
is so with our food. The most wholesome
and delicious articles of diet pall upon the

“Yes, for he looked like an angel.”

The brothers took her home to her husband, who was the chief of the province.

We require

He

was

very

angry.

profit-

this is the most important, the most

Even the unconverted share this feeling.
her.
That’ night she was called to attend a Many of them would rather attend such a
heathen ceremony, but she said, ‘No, no. meeting than hear the best of sermons,
Ever since I was a child I have served though it were preached by a Simpson or
Satan and Guadama, and they have never a Whitefield.
This only goes to show that Divine worprevented my husband from beating me.
WorThis man spoke to me kindly, and gave ship is no one-man-power machine.
me his hand. His God must be the God. ship is aggregate. It is the swelling surge
of sens of souls; and the power of it goes
Hereafter I worship him.”

change
and
variety in what we @at,
whether we consult health os pleasure,
The soil requires rotation of crops, else it
becomes impoverished and barren.
What
‘ a marvelous change God has ordained in
endless altenations

of summer and winter, heat and cold, darkness and light, moisture and drought! How
the birds and the flowers, the grains, the
‘fruits and the vegetables come and go in
endless succession, and equally endless variety! All is change, yet all is order. Nature, in all her operations, seems equally to

the Pentecost.
;
One man's fervor and eloquence are no
rival to the tide of devotion: and sympathy

night to pray to the unknown God of the
white foreigner.” Her prayer was this: —
“Mighty Judge, Father God, Lord Gud,

abhor confusion and monotony.

Uncle
One!

or
In

floats

of saints

on which the assembly

Honorable God, the Righteous
the heavens, in the earth, in

to

the mercy-seat of Christ. Preaching is but
a l.mited means of ‘good, unless backed by |
the mountains, in the seas, in the North,
in the South, in the East, in the West, this influence which arises from a congrepity me, I pray. Show me Thy glory, gation of faithful. hearers of the word.
lose after a while their effect.
Modes ot ‘that 1 may know thee who thou art!”
No wonder the Sunday evening prayer
It
stimulating enthusiasm or of awakening
This prayer she offered for five years, and eonference meeting is so beloved.
attention, of securing punctuality or of en- never again making offerings to idols or is a good and precious service to engage
forcing order, which for a time seemed per- demons. At length a missionary came to In.
fect,
begin
after a time to
lose their
Weary with his labors, yet happy in his
that benighted village. ‘She ran to him,”
power upon the youthful mind. Just as we the narrative says, ‘‘and sat at his fect Master's company, the preacher cpens this
think we have everything perfect, we are for nine days.”
What days those were | service with a hymn and a short prayer,
working after the latest and most approved to her! She had been groping in dark- | and may be a few remarks. Then his rerepattern, our
machinery is compiete and ness, and now
light beamed upon her. | sponsibility usually ends, unless he be
moving without a flaw, just then somehow
as a moderator. Some leading
She was hungering and thirsting, and | garded

Let us learn a lesson from this in our
teaching.
Let us learn that the very best
methods of teaching
and training, of discipline and government, wear out. They

the propeliing
power
gives way.
The
grooves and pulleys are all there, but the
mind ceases to run in them,. What a pow-

er in the Sunday school the little

blue

and

red tickets once

wore

out.

were!

Yet

they

now bread from
life were offered

in some

particular case,

jumps

the
to

effect

the

con-

clusion that he has found the universal remedy, and he settles down upon a system for
life,

Inso doing he forgets one esseatial

dition of the material upon

which he is act-

ing, - A workerin woodor mef&l

or

other

the

invented

having

substance,

material

con-

best mode of fashioning it to suit

his

pur-

pose, tollows that mode with undeviating
uniformity, or until sume better mode is
discovered.
The more closely he sticks to
his method and bis pattern, the more sure
he is of success.
But it is quite otherwise
with tne worker upon mind,
Here the material upon which we work is seldom twice

in the same condition. We influence and
mold the mind of a child only by securing
its

own co-operative

action.

We

can

not

teach a child by merely pouring out krowledge before him. Teaching, in its very
essence,

and

in

every

co-operative process.
more patent to the
than that with children
They tire of the simple
talkin, no matter how

stuge

of

it,

is

a

And there is no fact
thoughtful observer
methods wear out.
style of teaching and
good it may be, and

when they tice of a method, and it ceases to
interest them and to induce their active
co-operation,
the teacher’s work is lost. He
is working,

but doing nothing.

Hence

the

imperative necessity of his studying variety,
~ Sunday School Ida,
ry

FEE

#

were

They

Bible.

As

the

the

direct offépring

sacred

of the

volume, multiplied

by the printing-presses of Germany, first
made its way ioto France, it was received
as a new revelation.
Before Luther had
publi-hed his theses it is said that there

were
the

Protestants

Bible

came,

at Paris,

it,

and

wherever

was certain to founda

church.
Bau it was chiefly among the men
of Janor and. of thought that its tuachings
werd ever welcome. Labor, flying from
the decaying cities of Ataly and the disturb.
ed dominions

of Charles

accomplished

workmen

V.,

hid found a

new howe in many of the towns of France;

iron

in

silk and

linen,

oc clay, had stimulated the prospenty

once,

song. A pause—still and sweet as the
precincts of heaven. Woman's voice takes
| up the pleading strain. Soft and musical

| with emotion, tender with unwept tears,
{ clear and strong with realizing faith, the
stream of prayer flows on from tongue to

and
Very soon there was tongue. The Lord is here. The men
r,
sepulche
the
in
him
sought
who
women
|
a reformation in that village.
The men,
spices.
of
garden
the
in
him
found
have
|
from being bacchanalians, became a God| The lambent halo of feeling illumines the
fearing people.

the brethren like tongues of fame.
Guoapung, for that was the name of this faces of
speak—both the women and
they
Now
|
with
means,
the
was
remarkable woman,
in few and well chosen
mostly
men,
the
|
the
of
the help of the female missionary.
and the old, the learned
young
the
words;
|
in

district

in the province,

school

and

giveth

as the Spirit

the unlearned,

Many things are preached

them utterance.

a heart is
The pastor

in these utterances; many
strengthened and instructed.

red, and
ported it.
She labored much with the his sermon abundantly remembe
to. He is often melted
referred
y
frequentl
of
ways
humane
them
teach
mothers to
tenderness by expressions of
training their children, and all she came to peculiar
e and grateful appreciasolicitud
yearning
in contact with she sought to win to Christ.
tion.
a
She had great power with every one, for
Thus, varied by interjections of hearty
she’lived herself on the Word of God, and
be the
seemed to catch the tones of the ‘better singing, nn hour has passed; may
spentin the same
been
has
another
of
half
land.”
ended,
Trace back this useful Christian life, and way. The prayers and conference
comes the
you will find its beginning in a kind Chris. tRe hymns all died away, there and
.people
full, round pause. Preacher
tian avord.
rise together, and with full voiced harmony, waft into eternity, with the dying day
the grand old ascription :

Trust also upon Him.

« Comit thy way unto the Lord; trust
Praise Him, above, ye heavenly bost ;
Praise Father, Son’, and Holy Ghost.”
also in him, and he shall bring it to pass.”
If we translate the words literally they read, — Methodist Home Journal.
trust

¢ Roll thy undertakings on the Lord;
also upon him, and he will do it.” He will |

and the open vices of monks and privsts,
were singularly odious; for the ove' had

learnvd

the charm of virtue by-ymtonging

a regular
rates und

ify; the othen by a study of 8eCicero.
Wnen, therefore, the

Biole, io, is modern translti mn, was laid
before the people, a wonderful ‘religiofis
revolution
whole

swept-over France.

Neatly the

working-class bacame

Protestants.

The great manufacturing towns were gon.
verted av ounce from Rumanism to the faith
of 8t Paul. Almost every eminent artisan
(OF inventor wasn Huguenot.
Stephen, the
“famous printer, Palissy, the chief of Potters,

Residence

T

The

Bible

the Word
ty

and

¢“No”
« The Bible the word of God?”
reading
been
had
who
skeptic
young
a
before him.
Let us be sure, however, that says
our ** way” is a right one, and a wise one, | an infidel book. *¢ Nolitis the invention
.
before. we *¢ commit” it to God. Unless thé of men.”
of
conscience is clear tn this point, Christian | But the Bible claims to be the word
faith can have nothing to do with it. A God; does it not?

well poeind.| in answer {o prayer.that our
undertaking is for the glory of God. then
the soduer we put it wholly into the Divine

Holy Ghost,’ and

help in his

gailty course.

But when we are

said was

they

what

that

in a boat.

’

S80in our godly undertakings we sit with our

backs “to the farure.

It is all unknown,
impenetrable. We know not

untried, and
what the morrow may being forth.

our business
and earnest

to pull
labor.

heimsmayf who

Bub it is

at the .oar of prayer
There is a Divine

sees the

future, and

|

“Of course not.”
. Then the Bible, you

>
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Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been exhibited.
“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
J.D. WEsT—Sir: I worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
corn per hour.
I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat fastere
I am perfectly
satisfied with it. Yours &c.,
R..M. PALMER.”
« “MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J, D. WEST—Sir: I have used my No.3 Empire: *
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Its reading i3 adapted to the old and young, is very
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Chicago, Illinois.
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Prof. James De Mille,
Mrs. L. Chandler Moulton,
Mm: 8. Harriet Brecher Stowe, Louisa M, Alcott,
Grace Greenwod,
Rev, Edward E. Hale,
Mrs, Rebecca Harding Davis,
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every possible way.

a ‘Thus saith the Lord. But that was
of Lyons and Tours, Saintes and Meaux ;
only a cunning deception, in order to muke
painters, sculptors, architects and poets
men the more readily believe it.”
guitlanoce
the
better.
Whether
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are
seekbad sprung up amidst the barbarism of
If the Bible, then, is not what it ‘tlaims
or of the
soul,
own
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of
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ing
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to
souls
of
others,
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first
duty
is
to
trust
God.
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% Yes, that is what I believe.”
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not
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sight.
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Is not sacred song instinctive
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| with Christians ! Now several more short
| and direct prayers; now another burst of
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of all worms

certain.

thartic, and beneficial to health.
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REPUTATION FOR THE FULFILLMENT OF WHAT WE HERE
DECLARE. In almost every instance where the infant |
d exhaugtior , relief will be
is suffering from pai

DR. GOULD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.

[the whole company, of sacred song—
| spirits silent all the day long until now,

establishment of a Christian church
Dong Yahn,from which two other churches
soon proceeded. This church was the first
to build its own chapel and support its
own pastor. Guapung established the first
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Multitudes of them suffer, linger, aiid die, because
of Pin-Worms.
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_“ Praise God, from whom all blessings flow ;

"The Huguenots.
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Street, New
FOR SALE BY

CALVIN HALE,
H. HALEY,

another—

labored nghe current of feeling warming as

‘snd was heavy-laden, and now she could
come to Christ and find rest. — She did
The Saviour
come, and O how gladly!
revealed to her was just thé Saviour she
needed.
He was infinite in compassion,
and had power to save to thé u'termost.
She cast herself at the foot of the Cross,
and found peace in believing. Henceforth
shie was not her own.
She lived for the
precious Saviour who had died for her.
soon after, a female missionary
When,
came to labor for that people, she took
hér to her own home, and aided her in

Merit marks and demerit marks and averages for attendance, recitation or conduct,
produce for a time prodigious - effects, and

an inexperienced teacher, seeing

heaven and the
She had
to her,

’
water of | brother prays, then another, and

Wall
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up and sold this article nearly
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by us on their sale.
All marketable Securities taken in payment free of
Commission and Express charges.
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gate ourselves to rebuy at any time any of these Bonds
sold by us after this date ac the same price as realized

&

its fame
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Railroad Bond issued; ana untd they are
upon the New York Steck Exchange, the rules

CLEWS

SY RUP,

RELIEF AND HEALTH TO YOUR INFANTS. 1

"

nor race, has never been equaled by any medicine
Europe or America. Sold by all druggists.

regard them to be as safe and fully equal #8 a security

HENRY

SOOTHING

& BOSTON.

Br

PAIN KILLER

cause them at an early day to command a market
par. U.S. Five-twenties at
price considerably above
present prices return only 4) per cent., currency,
interest, while these Bonds pay 33 per cent., and we

after

out over the land, as from Jerusalem

True to her purpose, she began that very

MRS. WINSLOW'S

|,

tion of this PAIN KILLER to the public, ter
the presen! time it is more popular and comman
a
larger sale than ever before. Its popularity is not
confined to this country alone; all over the world its
beneficial effects in curing the * ills that flesh is heir
to,” are acknowledged and appreciated, and as a

vided for by a sinking fund. The convertibility rive
to
to these bonds--can not fail
ilege attached

we

YORK

PN

it does through the heart of the most thickly settled
and richest pgrtion of the great State of Iowa, together with its"present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatingly recommending
these bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an undoubted security:
A small quantity of the issue only remains unsold, and when the enterprise is completed, which will be this Fall, an immediaie advaiice over subscription price may be looked for.
The
bonds
have 50 yearsto run, are convertible
at the option of the holder into the stock of the Company at par, and the payment of the pr incipal is pro:

of which require the road to be completed,

D.

TUIRTY YEARS have elapsed since the introduc.

The greater part of the road is already in opera-

to any
placed

MM,

‘SURE

tion, and the present earnings are largely in excess
of the operating expenses and interest on the bonds.
to establish
Tue balance of the work necessary
through connections, thereby shortening the distance
90 miles
and
between St. Paul and Chicago 45 miles,
to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the coming grain ercps, which, it is
estimated, will double the presentinc.me of the road.

able, the best service of them all.

with her, and beat

NAPHEYS'

Depend upon it, mothers, it will give rest to yourselves and
’

TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the
portion enly of the line fully completed and equipped.

in it, and does that part promptly and well;
because he is no mere looker-on, but an actjve witness for Jesus, with the responsibiiity and conduct of the meeting upon him
and his brethren and sisters around him;

H,

greatly facilitates the process of teething, by soften
ing the gums, reducing a!l inflammation— will allay
ALL PAIN and spasmodig action, and is

Interest payable May and November.
J. EDGAR THORS
|
;
CHARLES L. FROST,
Trustees.

of this line, running
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FOR CHILDREN TEETHING,

90 AND ACCRUED INTEREST.

The established character

GEO.

497 12 PHILADELPHIA, NEW

The small remaining balance of the Loan for sale at

Because he has a part

a part to perform.

God.”

The very best method of presenting truth,
if followed constantly without change, be-

us

prayer

her country, she had been treated as‘a meeting and the class-meeting, the New
England Methodist is sung to, read to,
slave.
Soon her brothers came, and she said to preached to, and prayed to; but in the
them, “I have seen one of the sons of prayer-meeting especially, he feels he has

and

Such a course isat war with the constitution of the human mind.
If order is
heaven's first law, variety is the second.

giving

her,

tesy from any man. Though a princess,
such was the degradation of a woman in

year after year,

the seasons,

approached

He had time for but a few words more
when he was called back to the boat, and
left her with his blessing..
The woman
gazed after’ him
in mute amazement,
Never before had she received such cour-

uniformity

appetite when long continued.

He

his hand and inquiring for her health.
“Well, my lord,” she replied.

man-

ner in which a lesson should be given,

they follow it with

oflanding.

to the

as they would listen to a sermon. It seems
impossible to induce them to joih in repeating the Lord’s Prayer, which our founder,
Wesley,
so directly enjoins. For this
cause, perhaps, his injungtion is little regarded by our clergy.

As he stepped on shore, he noticed a tall,
fine looking woman standing near the place

ue
A mistake sometimes made by teachers
is that of proceeding exactly in the same
way all the year round. I do not, by any
means, count it as among the most common or the most serious of errors in teaching. Yet it is an error, and a serious one,
and it is usunally committed by teachers
who in.other respects are worthy of high

commendation.

or close the eyes, but listen

LIFE

FOR

ThisBRAVE, PURE Book is the great suce
year,
55,000 have alr-ady been sold, It still Bs
rapidity quite unprecedented.
Agents all agree that
hey make money faster selling it than any other. Much
first-class Territory Is still opeif. Bend at once for paamplet, &c. Address, GEO. MACLEAN, PUBLISHER,

First Mortgage Bonds,

village on the river Selwyn.
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THE

of the Gospel were awaiting him there.
the precepts of | What a blessed thing it is that we canvot
the Bible. The professprs of the College foresee the future! We might beso paralyzMary.
of France and the ablest\of living scholars ed by the perils, or the difficulties, or the
¢ It does.”
adopted the principles of reform.
The sufferings before us, that we would drop the
And would bad men—talse prophets,
impulse spread to nobles and princes. The oars in despair. What a merey it is that a
The box is not of stainless alabaster
.
‘Which o’er thy feet I break ;
house of Bourbon and of Navarre were mother does not know all that shall befall deceivers and liars—make a book that
Nor filled with costly ointment, gracious Master, nearly all Huguenots.
Marguerite, the the child of her bosom! ‘What a mercy that condemns their own sins and threatens.
Poured for thy sake.
sister of Francis, became the chief support we ministers do not know what failures we themselves with everlasting punishment?
Nay, rather is it shapen in this fashion—
of the reformers, and the King himself have got to encounter during the year of laft They would not be likely to, certainA living heart,
y.
:
seemed for a moment touched and softened bor on’whichwe are just entering! EveDashed all across with scarlet stains of passion,
Then the Bible could not have been writby the sacred language of inspiration. The ry true Christidh toiler is continually *¢ savAnd broke in part;
:
Bible ruled over the rejoicing French.
Of ed by hope.” He pulls at the oar and ten by bad men, could it?
While from its open wound comes softly drip- the wonderful power of this wide reform trusts,
¢s | must admit, it is not easy to see ho
0g,
|
it could.”
:
it. is impossible to speak without enthusiack Like slow Reals Sheds
Felt
If, then, as you admit, it could not be the
asm. ‘Swifily ere spread over the manr heavy
drops, along thy footstool slippin
Prayer-Meeting. “invention” of bad men—because they
ufacturing towns of France a reign of saint- New England
«1s life-blood red.
pos
could not be guilty of an imposure,
who
ly purity. Men once more shrank from vice
It needs no balm of myrrh for sweet or bitter,
else couldbe its author but God? And if
and
clung
to
virtue.
The
gross
habits
of
the
But Ife and love;
Few New Englanders indeed feel that the it is God's book, why not believe -it and
Middle Ages were thrown asile ; the taverns
The sad conditions make mine offering fitter
Sunday evening prayer-meeting can be ‘obey it P— Exchange.
and theaters were deserted, the morrisThy heart to move.
with. To them it is the most
dancers and jongleurs no longer amused ; dispensed
important
of the day. One is not
From all Shese claims of cruel wrong and anther rude dissipation of the peasantry, the surprised atexercise
The strongest and best secured, as well us
guish,
:
this upon acquaintance.
The
most profitable investment
now
licentious fetes of priests and nobles, awak- reason does not seem hard to discover.
This load of grief
:
offered in the market.
ened only disgust; but in every village,
Wherewith my soul doth pant, and mourn, and
The
prayer-meeting
is
the
only
service
in
languish,
prayer-meetings were held, and the Bible which New Bodlanias in general take any 7 PER
CENT
GOLD.
Give me relief!
:
was studied by throngs of eager students, active part.
In case of the preaching,
who, for the first time, were now ‘enabled reading, praying in public worship, they
In thy far home is not thy soul still tender
‘to listen to the voice of inspiration.—
Har- are
For mortal woe?
audience,
spectators, They
hear
Hear’st thou not still, amid that spotless splendor per's Magazine.
preaching with great self-repression.” We COUPON OR REGISTERED AND FREE oF U.8.TAX,
That seraphs know?
’
find many ministers who entirely disregard
Principal and Interest payable in Gold.
Oh, turn thy human eyes from heavenly glory!
Scripture lessons. The singing is pery. as before,
;
Power of a Kind Word.
formed by choirs (excellent in most cases),
Those tenderest words of all thy gospel’s story;
—
—
and is heard with attention and enjoyment,
** Go, sin no more!”
Burlington, Cedar Rapids and
Lippincott.
In one of the excursions which Dr. Judson In prayer, no one kneels but the preacher.
Minnesota R. R. Co.
made while in Burmah, he stopped in a The majority donot even bow the head
as idolatrous,
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stripes or imprisonments,or what triumphs

Pare, and a throng of their recompanions, shrank from the mass
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the first French sculptor, Goujon, the great towards Rome—not knowing or caring what
| surgeon
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the Puritan thought, with his great seal ot
office to authenticate and éndorse it, to the
remotest headland of Alaska and to the
extreme border of Texas.
A chief magistrate crying out to forty millions of peo-

the introduction of Chinese

ple,—

passed away, it is well enough

“Praise God from whom

¢ EDITORS.

H. BALL,

2a All communications designed for publication
phould be addressed to the Editors, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
5
addressed to the Publisher.

1. Subscribers “to

gratitude

Star

1,1872,and express a desire for the premium,

shall receive, postpaid, a copy.of ‘The
Church Member's Book,” or of ‘Thoughts
upon Thought.” Or, by sending twelve
eents to pay postage, they may receive a
eopy of Kennedy's work on Communion,
or any unbound volume of the Freewill

cerning

from all those millions would be

upon Hermon, and he would command his
blessing upon the people, even life forever-

Baptist Quarterly, from the second
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and

fail of their most important ministry.

What we take from the hand of a cherished

friend is a peculiarly sacred treasure, and
the thought of the giver makes a common
thing precious. Daily bread wakes a psalm

such

as

:

a somewhat able

endeavoring to find

Christianizing

China,

India, Bur-

mah,
and many other heathen nations.
He should note the millions of money and
armies of men which are devoted to this
work, chiefly through their constant push
and boldness. The home work should
also

be

considered,

the

vast

schemes of

when we realize that the Infinite Parent church extension, the work among the
sapplies it,and the richest and juiciest piety | Freedmen, the three millions which the
is that which is saturated with praise. Itis| Methodists raised as their centennial gift,
fitting for men to pray, but it is a heedless | the ** ten

heart that forgets to acknowledge.

thank-offering

* of the

The | preghyterians, and the millions raised and

talk with heaven that begins with begging,
ought to end as most of David’s psalms do,
with a burst of loving and dutiful gratitude.
- They who only plead with God are likely to
find petitions tiresome,and so the fellowship
with him runs into silence and ceases. It
is well, therefore, that Thanksgiving comes
with, its appeal to our gratitude while the
freshly garnered products of the season |
are telling of God's ceaseless goodness and |
care.

The

millions

used
We
were
foes
chief

by other sects in the cause of Christ.
should remember that our mininters
the most determined and effective
of slavery, and that they are the
bulwark of the temperance cause,and

every other measure

of reform.

There are
time-serving, timid,
easeloving ministers, a plenty, too many of
them; but as a class they are not of that
type. They. are richly endowed with courage, independence, and a relish for assault

season

has

been, on the whole, fa-

vorable and fruitful. In spite of anxieties
springing from heat and cold, flood and
drought, grasshopper and cankerworm, the
korn of’ plenty has been turned downward
till the nation’s lap is full. The grains are
plump and sweet, the esculents are of the
best quality, the fruit exceeds our capacity
to store it, the cotton ball whitens the vast
fields which war left desolate, and the

sugar multiplies on all hands under the
pressure of the cane. The harvests are
bountiful, and so area type of the bountygiving God whom they call us to acknowledge and praise. Let his courts be entered with thanksgiving, and the feast at
the home board be eaten with adoring
hearts.
We have lived in comparative peace.
The herrors of war, brought home to us
afresh by the great struggle in Europe,

have not overshadowed the land nor made
our homes desolate.
The wounds that

salaries,

them

they

them-

well ‘that

duties,

simple

against sin in high places and low. Indeed, we have often thought that they
v.
rather gloried in that style of utterance,
and took special pleasure in asserting and
acting their independence, and showing
that they are not afraid to attack any enemy which may appear in the foreground.
We should not charge the ministry with
any one exclusive fault, nor credit them
with any one exclusive virtue. They have:
many faults and many virtues. But, while
they are,upon the whole, the most learned,
pious, eloquent and faithfal ministry that
the church has ever had, they are more de-

to-

gether with inherited characteristics, has
much to do in making them what they are
practically, while their reverence for national

traditions

the

about

is

and, customs

quite

susceptible

to missionary

efforts.

They accept the teachings of the Bible, and
diligently explore the spelling book, while
the Constitution and local laws meet their
ready approval. They are far more abused
than abusive, and frequently put up with a
good many kicks before they deal a blow in

return.

grown wondrously.

The

truth for which cheek, gives

voice, brings

they came gladly into exile has mastered out the love feature of the gospel as
both kingeraft and priesteraft, it has root- it can never be done by logic or rhetorical

"8a out feudalism from the continent, and phase.
made the broad land an asylum

oppressed
|

for all more

need

Ministers

eloquence, more

more

courage

learning,

peoples. The festival itself is gressiveness, but, most of all, they
last,And the President sends double portion of the Holy Spirit.
at
1

and agneed a

Nine
reg-

separate institutions should be

This fact

seems to be fully appreciated by the Directors of this College in Cleveland, and they
are already reaping the reward of their. enterprise in grateful confidence and liberal
patronage.
The best possible, and indeed the only,
way for women to improve their condition,
is to prove by actual performance that they
can fill responsible positions, and fill them
well. If they become good, efficient physicians, it will be known, and in duve time
they will receive all the confidence they deserve. People are generally estimated at
about what

they are

worth,

injustice is done, complaint,

The Christian Union, edited by Mr.
from Wilhelmshohe will do littte beyond
inducing contempt in the minds of those | Beecher,is one "of the best religious and
It is brillHe is family papers ‘in the country.
who have heretofore hated him.
reaping the proper fruit of his false life, and iant, fresh, abundant and varied in matter,
affording an instructive example of provi- convenient in form, beautiful ‘and cheap.
dential retribution. To him charity may The programme for next year is a.very
accord a pitying silence ; but one may well promising one. Mr. Eeecher's Lectureweep and pray over poor misguided, suffer- Room Talks are reported in it weekly;
ing, but still egotistic and presumptous Mrs. Beecher edits the Household DepartFrance. God grant there may be something ment; Mrs. Stowe has just commenced a
the corps of
better in store for her than, with all her serial for its columns; and
contributors” grows larger and abler éonnoble qualities, she has yet attained.
tinually. After the Star has been taken,
——OLD AND YoUNG YALE. The discussion paid for and read, there are few papers
waxes warmer and warmer over the man- that may so appropriately be added to the
agement of this venerable college. The weekly supply as the Christian Uaton,pubAlumni hurl grave charges at the clerical lishhd by J. B. Ford & Co.,New York.
Among papers devoted to Agriculture,
gentlemen who have long had the care of
it, to wit: that they are lacking in enter- and to rural and domestic matters generalprise, - foresight, energy and skill; that ly, there are very few equal to Moore's
they neglect to introduce the modern inf- Rural New Yorker. In embellishment, vaprovements, and especially fail in getting riety, good sense, editorial management,
noted men, Presidents, and men of posi- news,and an immense fund of practical and
tion and renown to attend the Commence- needed information for the family of the
ment dinners, and figure among the ora- farmer and laborer generally, it stands on
tors,
80 as to attract attention and win a very high level, and its words deserve
pd
eclat in the eyes of the public. "So they attention.
“demand that some of the clergy should be
rd
displaced by laymen from the ranks of
2
MAGNIFICENT BUT UNEXPLAINED.
An
“Young America.” But those in coptrol
editor,
going
from
a
pastorate
to
an
ofcharge back that the Alumni wish 3 run

and wherever

assertion,mere

talk, will not correct it; but actual service
will ; wherever women make their services

fice, is liable to feel the loss of courtesies
and kinduoesses,
of grateful words and

the college on the sensational plan; to play

Barnum
which
burst,
the

and Bonner

in its management,

will swell it to a bubble sure to
and bring shame and disaster upon

institution.

They moreover boldly as-

sert that they do not consider it proper to
give place to the sensational young gentlemen

who

will

not

clamor for control, and that they

jonable education, which
ture and strength to the
osity and nobleness tothe
ra K. Merrick, M. D., is

nor allow a change in the) | helped parisbioner's compliment; and the
compositor, crying in anger
over his
changes in the ** proof,” may come to him,
instead of a penitent weeping in excess o
——NEW JERSEY.
A few years since, this
joy that the way has been pointed out:
state was so far behind the age in enter-

administration.

neither gives cul-’ New Jersey to New York and return.
head, nor gener- | They give one an impressive idea of the
heart. Mrs, My- | Armies of men who make up the working
President of the | forces in this great metropolis, and the

In short, they

the force of all the kicks.

not do ;—leading

sober,

industrious

and shocking nobody’s morals
heathen customs.
The agitation.caused by their
has nearly died out, and unless
renews the discussion

at

its

next

lives,

by

session,

the question of their immigration

will

cide itself in a very quiet manner.

. But

deto

let the Chinamen take care of themselves
is just what Congress will not do. They
can quietly establish themselves by hundreds and by fifties,

and

by

thousands

as

for that matter, in our manufacturing

vil-

ldges and large

but

cities,

and

nobody

idlers and vagabonds will be at all inconvenienced by it. The loudest protests already made against their coming are by
just that classof Irish vagrants who have
provoked nine-tenths of the riots and about
all of the strikes in our cities and mills.
They see how speedily and surely the industryof the Chinamen will take employment out of their worthless hands,

ing beforehand instructed by

and

be-

unprincipled

aspirants for office, upon whose votes

they

and as they adapt themselves to our habits
and customs, they will also imbibe the

——FAVOR

Current

their

approach
Congress

iInmense x results

of material ‘wealth

and

|foradmission to the lectures may be direct- | Waste Which follow in their train,

are doing just what it was said they would | €d- -

Topics,

commended

respecting
the Franco-Prussian
condition of France, the relative

war, the
strength

and readiness of the two nations af the
time hostilities broke out, the management
of the French forces, the capacity of the
commanders, the

military

movements

es-

pecially up to the end of the struggle at
Sedan, the personal experience and opinions
of the royal exile, the prospective
France, &c.
Itis not easy to see

future of
the real

motive of the discrowned and captive Emperor in sending abroad this document.
He seems to be trying to prove that he never had his own way or gained respect for
his own ideas while Emperor; that he always aimed at economy, integrity and freedom for the people, but his ministers and
enemies joined to/defezt his plans and work
mischief in the nation; that he had no
taste for war, and tried with all his power
to prevent it, but was absolutely forced into it by his ministers, the Assembly and the
people; that he knew the French army was
undisciplined and unready; that he was
fully aware of Prussia’s

purposes, resources,

vigor and celerity ; that the French

gener-

als balked aud blundered all the way froth
Saarlouis to Sedan, in spite of his protests
and better counsel; that the leaders and
the nation are wholly responsible for the war
and for its mischiefs, which he well-nigh
sacrificed himself in trying to prevent, and
to the egotistic and thick-headed mismanagement of which he has fallen a victim,
&e., &e.
We confess that all this sounds weak, pitiable and false. He appears like a captured culprit trying to clear himself by
turning state’s evidence and accusing his
accomplices and tools. It is easy to point
out the faults of a campaign when it has
broken down at every step.
It is natural
for a weak and conscienceless. culprit to
fling back accusations at those whose testimony is almost sure to corivict him before

the world.

AND

Disravor.

ticle recently published

——Wmno 1s ResronsiBLE?
We have at
length the full text of Napoleon’s manifesto

France and Napoleon are fight-

ing a verbal duel in which curses are the
weapons; and as they are both pretty nearly drunk with passion, they illustrate the
old maxim,—* In vino veritas.”
They
doubtless tell a good deal of truth abou!
each other; and while they disgrace- them-

selves and become more widely alienated,

The

in and

able

ar-

editorially

by the Watchman and Reflec-

tor, advocating the “union of all evangelical Baptists on the basis. of liberty and
church independence,” is received with decided favor by many intelligent and devout
Baptists. They rejoice to see this move-

was made.

All

who have

a personal con-

sciousness of a vital union with Christ,
invited to partake of these

are

emblems,

restrictiveness is cheering

to witness,

times

break

gloriously upon

him through thick clouds. Items of this
sort are sometimes noticeable enough to
deserve reporting. ‘For example:

A private note

was received

here the

other day, dated at Providence, R. I., signed by alist of persons whose names are
too many

to

count,—ministers,

deacons,

and other honorable men and women not a
few,—saying that a box,—from the Free
Baptist Union Fair held in that city by our
churches

in Providence and Olneyville,

for

the special benefit of the new Greenwich
St. church,—would soon arrive, bearing,
besides its more

obvious

contents, the best

wishes of many friends. The box came
safely and promptly, and was carefully and
eagerly opened.

Ah, well!

Not being properly posted in . |

the confectioner’s dialect, we do not venture upon a formal description of what was
within. We only say that a magnificent
cake, about the size of a half-bushel measure, embedded in thick, snow-white frosting, ornamented at all points with sprigs,
and shells, and vines, and wreaths, and
leaves, and flowers, and, we know not
what else,—a sort of cosmos in : loaf sugar,

—stood out to view.

To report the bursts

as it did ours, and

that

the

Greenwich St.

church got as fine a show of greenbacks as

and

we hope ‘to see it often repeated.
ENTERPRISE IN OUR EXCHANGES.
Seyeral of the papers received in exchange at
this office are developing a most creditable
and promising enterprise. The Congregationalist & Recorder, besides keeping on in

its well chosen path, is to have a smaller

are excellent, and the new paper is really

|

sunbursts at

the Morning Star did of sugar.

tyrant
so far as safety would

overthrow wns deserved; his exile is a
blessing to Europe; his reputation for
spirit of our institutions, and become as astuteness is fatally blasted; he does not
much a part of the Republic as any other appear to have had any moral character or
class of foreigners who are permitted to reputation to lose, save what is found in
abide in it.
Mr. Abbott's Histories; and his bulletins

But editors do not always live in fog and
cloud. They
are sometimes treated to
flattery and allowed to run in clover. The
sanctum is sometimes even a jolly place,
and a dash in a paragraph now and then .
shows where the roar of laughter came in.
There is honey as well as vinegar in the
cup pressed to the editor's lips, and bright

Such a triumph of divine love over human

paper, called the Recorder,made up weekly
from its well-filled and excellent columns,
which will be furnished at a low price to
subscribers who prefer the smaller and less

His

clearly to the cross.

of pleasure, surprise and wonder which
that solid half bushel of artistic confectionment towards a wider and more Christian ery called out, would be to. add something
platform, and as it comes from such an in- significant to the list of English
interjecfluential quarter, they have high hopes. | tions.
But there are othets who are ‘just as deBut, the curiosity satisfied and the grat
cidedly opposed to the sentiments uttered, itude duly indulged, the Yankee question,
and declare their determination to resist —What for? began to ask itself. The
them to the uttermost. This need surprise meaiiing and the proper disposition of the
no one. It isan easy and common thing gift became matters of serious inquiry.
for good men to make a conseience of de Was the marriage implied in the idea of a
fending the very thing which mars and dis- Union Fair so significant a thing aste
figures thejr Christian theories and practic- warrant sending such installments of cake
es, and
they often feel more sensitive over as this to the whole list of absent friends?
such defects, and will resist attacks upon Hardly, we think. It seems quite too
them with more heat than they manifest in beautiful to be fatally marred by cutting;
defense of the truth.
it appears altogether too big for any ordinary family to work up in a reasonable
~——MELTED BEFORE THE CROSS.
We are period ; it is evidently too rich and solid to
not surprised to hear that love and generosi- put on the top of turkey and plum-pudding
ty have led Rev. A. J. Gordon to burst the at the Thanksgiving dinner; it comes a
A Baptist year too soon to be used to treat the
foetters of close communion.
minister writes of the first Lord’s day of th
guests at our Silver Wedding; we don’t
month, as follows:
.
quite like to think that it was meant to be
Last Lord’s day was a memorable one in taken in large daily doses to render our
of the Clarendon St. Church. editorials sweeter; and every crumb of it
the histor
Rev. A.
. Gordon, you are aware, is successor of Dr. Stow as pastor of this church. will be so bound up with touching memoLast Lord’s day afternoon he preached on ries and associations, that it can’t be cut
Unoin with Christ and with Christians, up and distributed to sweet-toothed eaters,
The great congregation were led, step by like ordinary flour and citron and sugar,
step, up Calvary’s Fugged steep, and there
ross, were melted without appearing to run to the very borat the foot of the
together
in
contemtplating the
great ders of sacrilege. What is to be done with
work
of At-one-ment.
While singing the | it?
f
clesing hymn, descending from the pulpit,
Though kept anxious over that question,
Mr. . was overcome by. thie thought of the
narrowness and incongruity of the old close and intent upon solving it, we do not at
communion invitation, and was inspired of all forget to thank every one of the dothe Spirit to give an invitation, an’ invita- nors for their remembrance and generosity,
tion as broad as the Atonement itself. He nor to express the hope that the Fair gladsaid:
We are about to commemorate the dened all their hearts and homes as much
sufferings of Him by whom this Atonement

their sorry exhibition
has some
lessons for the instruction of mankind.
Proofs are abundant that in private life
Napoleon was a plotter and a libertine; as
a ruler he was a self-seeking autocrat and

allow.

quickening sympathies, which a confiding
and generous people have freely and unselfishly given him. An imperative call
for * copy ” may‘take the place of thanks
for a sermon ;he may be forced to take a curtailed correspondent’s scolding instead of a

resign

a medical
college,
than to spend time
looking, well-dressed and intelligent men
and money, to give them the light, showy. who crowd the ferries every morning and
and almost useless adornments of & fain. €VENING ON their transit from their homes in

But the single blow usually equals | College at Cleveland,'to whom applications

came of our great strife are steadily healing. The estrangements grow fewer and of the son of God.” These words mean a there can be but little doubt as to the moare giving place to fellowship,
The na- great deal ; and when one comes to realize
‘tives of those who are loudest in their
tion presses toward both freedom and and experience the full measure of their
tirades. It is becoming true that the same
unity. The newly-made citizens prosper, significance, he has a great love, a great
lobby which determines a line of railroad
silencing their accusers and winning their joy and a great power in his soul which no
and fixes the tariff on iron, also determines
way to respect and influence. The borden- language can express.
the line of Administrative policy and fixes
some war debt daily lightens. Enterprise
This spiritual life lies at fhe root of all the price of political justice. It works in
‘is hanging out its symbols all ober the healthy experience and work. When min- its own interests, regardless of personal
prairies, and hoisting its banners along the isters know
what it is to have ‘* Christ honor or of apna prosperity, and it is
shores of the western sea. Our industry dwell in their hearts by faith,” they can pushing with 4ll its might to close the door
is rewarded as nowhere else in the world; preach his gospel with surprising emotion against the Chinamen, regardless of our nathe poorest child finds the doors of knowl- and effect; and the brotherhood, as a con- tional policy or of the spirit of the Constiedge opening to his knock, and a free séquence, will be greatly moved to good
tution. While thése new comers go quiet
gospel is sending its message even among works, - If the learning, talent, eloquence ly about their business, and are really a less
‘highways and hedges, and through the and courage which abound in the ministry, occasion of alarm than the Irish or Geralleys and dreariest garrets,— could be set 8q fire, if a great love could be mans, political capitalists seek to create the
darkest
“Come unto me, and I will give you rest.” kindled in tir hearts, so as to set all most unfair prejudices against them, and
In spite of want aud sin, there is reason for aglow with a tender, mellow, trustful en- to keep them in the very background
keeping our Thanksgiving devoutly and thusiasm for lost men just such as Jesus
of civilization, The cry that our educationgladly.
possessed, nothing could stand before al and religious institutions are to suffer
It is the 250th anniversary of the landing them. This is a power not to be under- from contact with the Mengols, is simply
of the Pilgrims at Plymouth. This fact stood nor measured by worldly inquisitors, gratuitous, and is calculated to promote a
may well give unusual interest to the festi- but it is the real secret of success in the less patriotic purpose than that would inval which they instituted. We may well gospel. It is not showy, demonstrative, dicate. Religion and education would be
recall their faith and their works. God has boisterous like the winds, but silent, pen- the last to sutfer from Chinese aggressions.
put special honor upon their principles and etrating and life-giving like the sunlight. They are too content with shoe-making and
plans, The seed which they planted has It movesto tears, brings a glow to the ironing to imperil those interests at present,

to the

a

-

and useful, they will be called to
strongest
moral motive to which they necessagy
duty and to honor.
yield. ,
:
The medical profession is one which reBut while they imitate, they can also
originate. They are not so bound to rules quires sound judgment, steady nerves and
prise, intelligence and general improveaccurate knowledge, as well as sympathy
as to be servile, nor so dependent upon’
‘ments, that some facetiously spoke of her
and
kindness
of
heart.
We
believe
that
wommodels as to be absolutely void of invenas “not in the Union.” But agreat change
en may have these qualities as well as men.
tion. They do as they are taught at first,
in her position has transpired.
Daring the
We
are
more
in
doubt
about
their
having,
but in their own way finally, and always
last decade the very cream of New York
strength
of
constitution,
steadiness
jof
purversanot
properly and well. If they are
society bas been pouring into her borders,
tile, they are thorough, and once a job pose and patience to do and endure that parand
cities and villages, with all the beauty
ticular
class
of
hard
service
which
will
enleaves their hands, it is finished. If they
and taste of modern improvements in arsure
success.
Some
will,undoubtedly,
and
and
are peaceable, they are not menial,
chitecture
and
social
privileges,
have
more than one burly Irishman has paid perhaps enough to make a valuable accessprung
up
as
by
magic,
until
her
desolasion
to
the
ranks
from
that
quarter.
Time
dearly for insulting them. If they plod,
tion is converted into elegance and thrift.
they do not loiter; and, like the tortoise will show. If it should prove to be the
Men by thousands do business in New
case,
society
will
be
largely
the
gainer.
in the fable, their industry makes up for
The enterprise at Cleveland is worthy of York and live in New Jersey, and spend
their moderation. If their religion is puretheir money there in improvements and luxconfidence,
and it would be exceedingly
ly traditional, their consciences are open
urious living. The state is already mostly
gratifying
if
a
large
patronage
should
show
to wholesome stimulants. A joss house
under the control of this class of people,
that
the
public
appreciated
it.
A
course
of
is not absolutely necessary to their wgeorand to live in New Jersey will soon bea
medical
studies
is
an
excellent
discipline,
ship, neither are the ceremonies to which
very good certificate of intelligence and
and
a
most
useful
preparation
for
the
duties
they have been accustomed essential to
refined tastes.
of
life,
whether
the
parties
follow
the
protheir
spiritual
enjoyment. - At
North
It is better than a show to observe the multiAdams, Mass., and Belleville, N. J., they fession as a business or not; and it would be
tudes,
the thousands upon thousands,of finereadily attend Protestant service, and are infinitely better for daughters to be sent to

rely for success, their opposition is bitter
and uncompromising.
feetive in piety, warmth and spiritual life
And it is mostly to retain the suffrage
than in any other one thing. Very few of of just such a disturbing element as this,
them rise to the highest possible type of that the chief opposition to Chinese immispirituality. They are pious, but not as gration is raised. The men who rely upon
fully consecrated to Christ and filled with Irish votes for office, see that patient industhe Spirit as they ought to be, and might try will surely displace them, and they
be. They can not use Paul's words in know pretty well with what interests the
their richest sense,—‘‘I am dead, and my habits of a Chinaman would naturally idenlife is hid with Christ in God; #nd the life tify him. Whatever may be Senator Wilwhich I live in the flesh, I live by the faith son's motives for his action in the case,

pathos

or-

Col-

in the Free Dis-

road to confidence or success.

in

habit,

of

The force

well

provided for the medical education of women; and since it is now «conceded on all
hands that it is not only proper, but exceedingly desirable, that this profession should
be well supplied with female practitioners,
it is of great importance that they should be
thoroughly educated. There is no other

Their apt

are

a

Medical

pensary and the Hospital connected with
the College. Itis now in the fourth year
of successful operation, and gains increased |
favor from the public the more it becomes
known.
A
For the present it is probably quite as

involun-

Whatever their

because

normal demands.

The old festival is at hand again. Itis
always welcome, especially in New England, where it bad its origin. It is fitting which the author makes no complaint.
to observe it at this season. The grain is The pulpit is endowed with learning, piety
in the storehouse, the hay is in the barn, and eloquence, but is by no means what it
the fruits and vegetables are in the cellar. should be in these respects, and is quite as
It is well to call the Lord’s goodness to rich in’ courage and aggressiveness as in
mind by a special observance. While these virtues. Indeed, we think that itis
grateful thoughts of him should mingle more remarkable for push, boldness and
'with every day’s blessings, yet it will do us aggressiveness than for learning, piety or
a needed good to let such a festival as this eloquence.
:
:
put a marked emphasis upon the great
If any one doubts the push of American
truth, that in him we live, and move, and ministers, he should catalogue the mighty
have -our being. The fact is often forgot- enterprises which they are prosecuting,
ten or only half remembered; and so bis
gifts lose their highest value in our eyes,

illustrated by clinical cases

they judiciously apply the proceeds of their
toil. Their vices are few because their" appetites crave but few indulgences, rather
than because they successfully resist its ab-

the chief defect in lack of courage. The
pulpit is lacking to some extent in this,
but not more than on the other points of

—

keeps

is

conducted

ular and full course of instruction is given,

their wants apd tastes, rather than because

and ample talent will be enlisted in addiand suggestive article on this theme.
It
tion to the corps of writers now employed,
deals vigorously with the obligations and
and earnest efforts willbe made to render proper qualifications of the ministry, and
the paper more varied and valuable than ev- points out both existing merits and defects.
But it nevertheless fails in making good its
er before.
:
‘We especially ask our pastors and other chief position, which is,that the characterisinterested friends to labor for the increase tic defect of the American pulpit is lack
of aggressiveness, push, boldness. It says
of its circulation.
too much for the learning, piety, industry
and eloquence of the pulpit, and gives too
little credit for its courage and aggressive-

Thanksgiving.

conducting

and ably

Professors compose the faculty, and

ness at imitation makes them persistent
toilers. They learn by seeing the how,
rather than by comprehending the why;
and they accomplish their tasks rather by
plodding through a routine, than by aspiring“to attain an end. They thrive on limit-

tide and bring God consciously nearer.

Scribner's Monthly has

are

they are sedate and peaceable.

now and then check the tide of laughter
with sighs and tears. Bat if they remind
of the upper home and the eternal feast,
even these things will deepen the grati-

fresh

College.

has: lege ‘for the education ‘of women.

to glance

and they are mostly making shoes and doing laundry work, they keep about them
diligently and perform them well. Indoors
they are merry and industrious; out-doors

to the Poverty

added,

and

there is no doubt.

and want are about us on every
fifteenth inclusive.
side; our abundance will have a richer
2. New subscribers, sending’ the price of flavor if we have first taken care that the
a year’s subsecription,—$2,50,—shall receive scanty boards of the needy are supplied.
May the festival be truly kept and abound
the Star till Jan. 1, 1872.
9. The next volume of the Star will be in blessing.
fa
printed on new type of the best quality, a
The Bondage of the Pulpit.
Department for the special benefit of Sabbath school workers

laborers

tarily to their tasks and their chopsticks, is
of no special interest. Of the fact itself

old homestead will be many and grateful,
—though vacant chairs, whose old occupants
will not come back again, will make
and

them,

tractablenels, which

!

greetings chastened

ganized

attending

selves like good and respectable citizens.
Whether it is their perverseness, determining them to industry simply because they
were declared to be vagabonds, or their

dear to the heart of God, and make his
favor fall on the broad land like the dew

the

excitement

at the present aspect of the case. It is
quite a noticeable fact that they have generally falsified
the worst prophecies con-

shall, this, hearty tribute add share the blessing
which it *will bring.
The reunions-at the

who

Medical

At Cleveland, Ohio, there

We trust that our readers may join in

before Dec. $1, pay their subscriptions to Jan.

Woman’s

Chinese Citizens.

Now that the first

is something impressive in the eyes of
men;
.a stmultaneous offering of
true

W—

the

Our

all blessings flow,’

more.
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STAR: NOVEMBER 28, 1870.

expensive sheet.

The specimens received

abler and more

valuable than was the pa-

rent paper itself six years ago. "We have
read the issue from 15 Cornhill many years,
and always with great satisfaction and
profit; and so rejoice in its increasing and
widening usefulness.

CATALOGUES. The newly issued Catalogue of Dartmouth College exhibits that old
institution in a very prosperous condition.
Its various departments seem well endowed
and ably manned, the list of Professors is a
and

long

significant one, and the students

make up a large body.

in attendance
the Medical
the

Department

Academical,

In

there are 44; in

805; in the Scientific, 77;

in the Agricultural, 9 ; Thayer Department,
1; making a total of 436, Its prosperity has
been steady in the past, and seemsto be
well assured for the future,

The

Catalogue of the Green Mountain

Seminary, at Waterbury Center, Vt., makes

a very good exhibit of its first year's work.

It has a Board of five teachers, and has had
210 students in attendance. The patronage
seems to be increasing, and a cheering suc-

coss is evidently awaiting it in the fature.
|

'

tude of sincere friends.

may be obligedto take up with less than
sixty fresh names, some of them may carry
the number even higher than this. Will
not our pastors try it, and at once? We

believe many of them
at their own

would

;

A. H. MORRELL,
Harper’s Ferry, Nov. 18th, 1870.

success,

and

would

attach

their people to them and to the great cause
with new and stronger ties.

Denominational News and Nuts
Maine Central Institute,

It has been recently suggested that this In-stitution is not sufficiently before the people.
It is true that many who ought to know its
claims are yet uninformed, and equally certain that it is effectually before the minds of
others. The latter think,feel,pray,give and
work ;and may Heaven grant them strength
to endure till others shall share this interest

with them.

:

Those who were present at our recent
Anniversaries, or have read with care the

columns of the Star,are surely apprised that
the Institute is heavily in debt, and that
some of our brethren

have

taken

responsi-

bilities and made sacrifices> for its relief,
such as only those who are accustomed to
burdens are likely to accept.
We make no complaint that the school is
not

patrenized

and

appreciated. by

those

who know it. The term just closed has
numbered 155 students, and in spite of any
slight inconveniences of the embarrassment of an empty Treasury, the school is
accomplishing a work which neither state
nor church can afford to dispense with.
The first day of Sept. last we had £9,000
floating debt and Bank paper due, or over

due, when the cry of ‘‘bankruptcy” was
raised, and some seemed greatly comforted
in the hope that the evil prediction was
soon to be fulfilled. The generous uprising
and pronipt action of friends prevented this
calamity.
We are not bankrupt.
We
have : credit and something on which to
base it; a

good

cause,

a

fixed

excellent

advantage,

:
will

our own credit, already good,

more

than

$2,500

of

[tis one step

direction.
On the 17th of Dee.

in

the

:
next, we have

must be met.

If it could be renewed,

not the better
interest is

way.

our bane.

an-

it is

This

oft

Some

write us, for-

recurring

warding their subscription, and saying we
, will send you an addition by Dec. 17. Will
not many others, whose
have, and who desire to

subscription we
pay when their

us in; this

money is most needed, remember

emergency ? And will not those of large
resources who have questioned our success,
conclude that we have been sufficiently
proved to deserve their confidence ?

By their aid now the question of our permanence can at once be -settled, and our
usefulness greatly increased.
Will they not thus fulfill the law of
Christ by sharing the sacrifices of their
brethren? We desire economy; and much
time and expense of travel will be saved in
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Home Made Enjoyable.

All AMY
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:

Home

Made Intelligent.

Home Stories for Children.

at Sch00l

one of the best Home Newspapersin the world, will
greatly contribute to ALL the above. Every number is a most beautiful Paper, finely illustrated with
many large,excellent ENGRAVINGS, both pleasing
and instructive. It contains pithy editorials upon
live topics; a great variety of carefully prepared
reading matter; an unequaled, practical Household

Department; a capital Children’s Department,
that
charms and benefits the Little Ones, and larger people, too. You will like it MUCH. It should be
in EVERY

pe
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I preached at

Martinsburg, and baptized and added to
the ohurch two persons. After their re-’
ception the conference followed, and forty
brethren gnd sisters witnessed for Christ.
It was indeed a precious day. The church
is very much revived and encouraged.

At Charlestowyg, baptism was ain administered, and one of our young ministers

who went to the aid of Bro. Kirk at C.
reports to-night three conversions on yes-
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imitatiod of this celebrated medicine.
Remember
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just completed “The story of Jesus.”
This book received the prize offered

82me,

are

and the Engines are being turned out very rapidly.

schools.

do
do
do

its

for 2,000

Aa One of these Engines, all complete, with

*

MARY LATHAM CLARK,
Is now complete and ready for custom
ers. It is adapted to classes that have

of emi.

so delighted with

engaged in sending subscribers for these Journals,

iy

A LIBERAL DISCOUNT

Single and

and

of them to distribute as Premiums to those who

From these pri-

at $1,50 a year.

ton Chronicle, Farmington, Me., Sept. 2, 1369.
These are truly scientific and popular works By Dr.

life of

In another column, see

“The Wonderful Works of Jesus,”

he tells them just how and when to do it.—Farming-

would make their life a real success, would be great-

Itis for

of their class.

THE NEW

ability and care, and, as an appendix, many useful
Prescriptions for prevailing complaints are added.—
Joos Republican, Lancaster, N,
H., Sept. T,1869.
DR. HAYES is one of the most learned and, popular
physicians of the day, and is entitled to the gratitude
of our raee for these invaluable
productions. It seems
to be his aim to induce men and women to avoid the
cause of those diseases to which they are subject, and

Clerk.

a great

actual working, that they at once bargained

to Sunday

or EXCESS

gentleman

-

It is safe from explosion, and can

little STEAM-ENGINE,

.

nence, as a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning which lamentable ignorance exists, The important subjects presented are treated with delicacy,

written by Rev. J.M. Brewster, soon to be publish:
ed by our Printing Establishment, and now in the

ly alded

professional

can possibly get one—and

are not excelled by any other books

ces we make

and purchased to gratify coarse tastes, but are writ.

ten by a responsible

who

itywereBtruck with the wonderful character of this

YEAR.

intelligent family.
They are not the cheap order of
abominable trash, published by irresponsible parties

sessiom

- D. 8. SMITH,

and D. Waterman of Maine.
We pray that the
word that was preached may find a lodging place
in some poor sioner’s breast, and be the means
through Christ of saving their souls.

snd

LAST

are of actual merit, and should find a place in every

session

school, Friday evening, Dec. 9.

with the church in 4rmington.
Qur meetings
were interesting r~e <orinons contained much of
Christ, and our social meetings were spiritual.
‘We felt that Jesus was the same blessed Saviour.

idenet

THE

these valuable books. They are utterly unlike any
others ever published.
VALUABLE BOOKS.—We have received the valuable
medical works of Dr. Albert H. Hayes.
These books

Clerk,

LAWRENCE, N. Y., Q. M. will hold its next

|

H.

SOLD

anguage. All the NEW DISCOVERIES of the author
whose experienceis of an uninterrupted magnitude—
such as probably never before fell to the lot of any
man—are given in full. No person should be withou

at Dickinson Centre, Dec.9—11.
By vote of Conference, Rev. J. D. Waldron will address the Sabbath

Oct. session at

Preaching by Rev. I. C. Guptil, W.

COPIES

all its. parts pers

ers, we offer our own prize books which

list, and retail prices.

Boston,

EITHER SEX car require to know, but what is tully
xplai ned, and many matters of the most important
and interesting character are introduced, to which no
allusion even can be found in any other works in our

term with the

S. BOWDEN,

sna Brod rs, of Abe Un.

Q. M.—Held

Street,

is nothing whatever that the MARRIED OR SINGLE OF

WATERVILLE Q. M. will held its Dec. term with
the churchg
in Mercer,
commencing
the fourth
Wednesdagfin Dec., at 10 0’dock, A. M.

the meetings both by preaching and prayer.
A
collection of nearly $20,00 was taken for our Mission societies.
E. C. SMALLEY, Clerk.

DurHAM

PUBLISHED BY THE
MEDICAL
INSTITUTE,

These are, beyond all comparison, the most extra
ordinary works on Physiology ever published. There

WM. PARSONS, Clerk.

Brownington Center, commencing on the 25th,
at 1 o’clock,P, M. The churches were nearly all
reported, and with a good degree of interest.
The preaching was good, and the social exercises spiritual and interesting.
Bro. Durgin, of

NEw

AND WOMANHOOD,

Bulfinch

Boy

many Men also.

—

with

too, has just been brought

It is the finest toy ever made, and will delight

every

Prices.

Go,

be worked by any smart boy ten years old.

HER DISEASES; or WOMAN TREATED OF PHYSIO"
LOGICALLY AND PATHOLOGICALLY, from INFANCY
TO OLD AGE, With elegant ILLUSTRATIVE ENGRAV

Starks church, at Sawyer’s Mills,

Resolved, That
this Q. M. commend the
church at South Boston to the churches of this
Q. M., as worthy and needy of aid, and ask all
our churches that money may be raised for the
benefit of this struggling interest and - forwarded
to their pastor, Rev. T. D. Clements, So. Boston,
Mass,
P. SMITH, Clerk.

the Lisbon 3:28;

4

out:

Engine,

will

We will furnish Libraries to Sunday sale by Colby Brothers & Co,, L08 Broadway, N. Y,
schools at as low rates as they can be Sole General Agents.
»
‘bought elsewhere in New England | The Publishers of HEARTH AND HOME and
In addition to the publications of oth- AMERICAN AGRICULTURIST, on seeing and testing

re.

ES of mature years. This is indeed a book for every
man. Price only One Dollar. 285 pages, bound in
cloth. DR. A. H., HAYES, Author,
A Book for Every Woman,
:
Entitled SEXUAL PHYSIOLOGY OF WOMAN,AND

its Dec. session in the

second Sabbath.

Passed the following

its

will be promptly

ERRORS OF YOUTH,or the INDISCRETIONS

village of Ironton, commencing on Friday before the

Meetings.

Q. M.—Held

SE

APPLICA-

INGS.

!

_ WHEELOCK

THEIR

THE SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVA.TION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREMATURE DECLINE IN
MAN, NERVOUS AND PHYSICAL DEBILITY, HYPO.
CHONDRIA, and all other diseases arising .from the

Notices and Appointments.

'

——————

—
Quarterly

At Wholesale

(Opposite Revere House,)
100,000

:
his ory for forty years, that this book, clearly setting
Rev. J. Malvern arrived home a few days:| forth these facts, ought to be in every F.W. Baptist
family, Buy it, study it. It will do you good.
since, and has resumed his work as pastor of the
E. KNOWLTON, .
Charles St. church in this city. The visit abro ad
gave him both mental gratification and bodily
Post Office Addresses.
vigor; though the sudden death of his wife at
Rev. IZ. Haning, Rio Grande, Gallia Co., O.
Liverpool taxed both nerve and spirit severely.
‘J. L. Collier, Lincoln, N. H.
He meets sympathizing hearts on his return, and
‘¢ _E.N. Fernald, Auburn, Me.
‘
KE. Andrews, Simpson’s Corner, Me,
goes about his duties, helped by prayer and the

Dry

School. — Furniture

No.

at this Office,

benevolent purposes.

Me.

at Lewiston,

PEABODY

BURLINGAME,

CHENANGO UNION Q. M, will hold its Dec.

above

WITH

the money

MANHOOD

cided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:
single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.00.
Postage on a single copy,
cts.; on a dozen copies, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred cop-

Address

money

fect, one that

SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES

Notice.

Association, are requested to

admission

A New Steam

will be announced as they are complete.

mission mon
:
Any who h
failed to receive a copy of our ByLaws, will be Fupplied on apulication.
”
D. R. WHITTEMURE, Gen. Agent.
l
Providence, R., I.

BAPTIST

accordance

prising about 4 dozen superior books for
the Sabbath School and the Family. These

turned.
Those who have sent applications to me
without the money, and have received no reply, have
been accepted on condition of the payment of the ad

Portland, Hartford and other New
Ask for Delapierre’s ElectriC Soap.

CHARLES L. PINKHAM, ) Clerk.
eetinz.il fiends
will f
3 bv
mail
Cp lesung,i Jens Wi ‘torwal
vy mail
SHILOHQ. M.—Held its last session with the | Libertych. Ill. perd M Kayser,
Please send Bank drafts or registered | 94 Huntington church, Oct. 22d and 23d, | ChoSbureh. QM, Vi pero Knowles,
i
- | H Cole,
Lake
Vilage.
N H,Mich,
' int on note,
letters,

sen) er

Benefit

TIONS.
If not accepted,

for

with the Lebsnon and Smyrna church, commencing
Dec. 9, at2 o'clock, P. M.
EDWARD 8S. DART, Clerk.

right | the jutares} of the meeting.
resolution:

This

Unsolicited,

From the Jackson, Mich., Patriot we clip the
following
statement concerning the Freewill
Baptist church in that place :—The Free Baptist
church in this city has enjoyed a large degree of
prosperity during the past year.
The Sabbath
school has been more than doubled in number,
and the congregation much increased.
Twentyeight members have been
received into the
church, the present number being sixty-five.
The debt of $428 on the church lot has been paid,
and means contributed to cushion the seats in
the chapel. The church and society have contributed about $1,300 for the. pastor’s salary and

:
still

other note of $5,686 becoming due.

and

FARMINGTON Q. M. will hold its next session with
the Weld church, Dee. 14, 15. Ministers’ Conference,
13th, at 2 o’clock, P. M.
G. W. GouLDp, Clerk.

from

THE BAD GIRL, (in press:

Also, in Press, the New Prize Series, com-

Brethren making application for admission to the

F. B. Mutual

Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. in size,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it contains a large amount of information respecting the
various demominations of Christians in America,
Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &c,
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been de-

Our subscription is not rapidly, but really,
YORK Co. Q. M.—Held its Nov. session with.
increasing. - $3,600 of that unpaid is con- the 1st N. Berwick church. The session was
verted into interest bearing notes.
: harmonious and pleasant. Preaching by brethren Pritchard, A. Deering, Libby,Handy and YeoThis is not much, compared with what man. Sister Dudley was present and added to
must be done.

visiting

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for
delivery.

ANSON Q. M.—Held its Sept. term with the 1st
Madison church,
Some of the churches reported
| revivals, and nearly all steadfastness.
The Q.
M. was blessed with the labors of Bro. W. Hayden, of Minnesota, also Sister Dudley from Martinsburg.
Took a collection of $52.50 for Flome
WM. PARSONS, Clerk.
paid. Missions.

the debt

while

REGISTER.

better. We have this word of encouragement. The paper falling due Sept. 1, was
promptly and sitisfactorily arranged. Current expenses and interest have been met,
and

England,

was burned, the next was sold to build in a - bet-

that

be

New

ter location, At the dedication of the new house
the discourse was by Rev. R. Dann.
It is gratifying to know that some of our ministers are pushing on towards the frontier.
A
few are in Nebraska.
Among them is Rev. R. D.
Preston, who formerly preached in western
Maine, and eastern New Hampshire.
F.

purpose, | grace which comes

feel confident

in

FREEWILL

taken.

At our

18 Genuine

salein Boston,
Fuglabd cities,

The Freewill Baptist church in Chicago, Ill.,
is young us to years, but has lately had its third
house of worship dedicated.
The first house

friends and funds to
and

Above

vices he had not been found.
Rev. L. L. Harmon, of Portsmouth, baptized
two not long ago, On Sabbath morning, 6th inst.,
a fire took place in that city. -In the second story
of one of the buildings burned were the rooms of
the Freewill
Baptist Young Men’s Christian
Association.
The Waterville Quarterly Meeting in Maine
is not large, but is somewhat vigorous.
At its
last session, held in Clinton, 13 ministers were
present.
Arrangements were made to hold a
three days’ meeting with each church.
At the
close of the session 20 came forward for prayers,

reliable friends and a valuable subscription. | it.
We can employ more

your Electric Soap

Special

there this season, and used it,and are since unwilling
to use any other. Please to send by Adams Express
fifty to one hundred pounds cf it.
Truly Yours. L.
D. BROWN, of A. COLBURN & Co., Spice Mills.

All was valued at some 75 dollars.
A young
man
named Sleeper, of Epping, detected
in
theft before, and who had been in the Reform
School, was undoubtedly the thief, as he had

been seen about there that day.

Philadelphia, Sept. 29, 1870, ~
DELAPIERRE, & Co: My family found

MESSRS.

A few Sabbaths ago, alter Rev. D. W. C. Durgin, of Seabrook, had gone to church with his
family, his residence was broken into, his watch,

be surprised

RAILROAD,

Summer Arrangemens.
August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10,10 A, M., 2.40 and
3 5
., aud on Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
12 PW.
.
For Great Falls, 10.10
A, M., 2.40, 5.45, 7,40 P. M,
roughness from her hands. It will do the work of a
For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., b.40, 5,46, 6.45 p, M.
hired woman and save your linen from being serubFor Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P, M
bed out and her temper from being chafed out-—AX. | For Lawrence and Boston at 5.50, 8, 10.56 A. M., 5.05
P. M., and on Monday, Wednesday, and friday at 7.40.
Y, Weekly Tribune,
. Leave Boston for
Dover at 7,30 A, M..12 M,, 3, 5 P,'M.
| and on Monday, Wednesday. and Friday at 6 P, M.

a multi-

a sum of money and a few other articles

MAINE

THE BAD BOY, (complete.
THE GOOD GIRL, (in press.

washing day than provide her a Doty Washer anda
Universal Wringer. It will keep aches from her
back and arms, wrinkles from her forehead, and

LeEwisToN, Me.
We learn from the
to subscribe and let him send on the list pt’
Lewiston Journal that there is an encouragonce. The sixty names went promptly to ing degree of religious interest in that city,
stimulate the editor, and the sixty papers in‘Rev. Mr. Burgess’s church. Oa Sunday
hastened on their way to find and fill so evening, Nov. 6, several persons asked
many domestic pulpits from which to preach special remembrance in prayer.
the gospel and enforce the pastor's sermon.
It was a fitting thing. It can be done elseMinisters and Churches.
where. Our pastogs can do the same thing

for the Siar; ard though many of them

AND

2,000 STEAM ENGINES
9.000 STEAM ENGINES
GIVEN AWAY! |

THE GOOD BOY, (complete.)

Eas

behind

BOSTON

You can not do a better thing for your wife ona

Notices.

|

LT

He leaves

Special

2,000 STEAM ENGINES

For the Sabbath School.

H, Tarner,

MR

Winchester.

Also, Nov. 13, Mr. Edward

NRE

has ac-

complished, by the blessing of God, a great
work in this mission, and especially at

his Sabbath sermon, to speak of the high
value of a good religious paper in a family,
as next in saving influence to the Bible and
the preacher. Ha spoke out of an earnest
conviction and a real, vital interest; and
then he followed up his Sunday words with
calls, on Monday and Tuesday, upon his
unsupplied parishioners; with an invitation

of Bowdoin.

of Bath, and Miss Carrie E. Ridley, of T.

5

He

Eilis Tedford, of Topsham, and Miss Ella O, Gowell,

Y,,

I

R. I.

N,

is the only man now living that has the right and can
make the original Dr, Sage’s Catarrh Remedy. Sold
by druggists or gent by mail on receipt of sixty
cents.
.
2

Books FO BOYS! OLD AND YOUNG.

New

A LB

Providence,

of Buffalo,

More

Manson, Mr.

ES

in

Pierce

Rev. E.

EIS
Ni gi

church

Dr.

men callirg

Abbie J. Brock, both of

Henry OC, Les-

A. Hill, both of Boston,

In Lebanon, Me., Nov. 8, by Revs J, Parsons,

Mr.

all

cases

in

ad

,

our own publications, or will be filled with

the | Over $30,000 worth of splendid, pleasing and in

books of other publishers,and willbe furnishedto | structive ENGRAVINGS, during each year. To

PosrAaar.—The postage on a single copy | Sabbath schools in Libraries, at wholesale prices | encourage a full acquaintance with these

of the Myrtle,

under

the

new

law,

is 24

cents a year; and no more on 10 copies
or any number between one and 10, when
sent to one address, than on a single one
The postage is payable at the office of de

livery.,

The

volume

begins

with

the

first
ngimber in April., Orders are solicit
ed. \
No percentage is allowed on money sent
us for the Myrtle

Sample copies will be sent free on application.

RS
SS

themeelves Dr. Sage;

by

and Miss

Me., Nov. 6, by

A

close of

Don’t get swindled

In Topsham,

AA

He took.occasion, at the

enough.

Genuineness.”

by us all that Bro. Dunjee is to leave this
field in a few days, to take charge of a

parish as the result of two days’ effort.
How was it done? Simply and naturally

Dana Wentworth

and address, and the words “ U. 8. Certificate of

SRR

sixty few subscribers for the paper in his

. Pierce’s medicines, has upon it his portrait, name

Address,

L. R., BURLINGAME,

Sterling old Journals, the Publishers of-

Dover, N. H.

Remittances of money for our publications may be sent either in Drafts on New
York or Boston, and made payable to the
order of L. R. Burlingame, in Post Office

Money Order, or in Registered letter.
Moneys

thus

sent will be

at our

risk,

Otherwise they will be at the risk of those

fer BOTH of them for $4 a year (Just the
‘price asked for one until recently). Sub.
scribers for one or both Journals
for 1371,
receive

the remaining
year, FREE,

»

"agi

~~

numbers of
Wie

this

Try them a Year. oH
ORANGE JUDD & C0, Publishersy
‘is

sending them. -

LR

exchanges reports the fact, that he obtained

‘terday, and thirteen seekers. Also at Winchester, Bro. Burrell baptized two, and
reports a large congregation and fl ourishing Sabbath school. It is deeply regrette i

Ne

RNR

AN
ExampLe
710
BE
COPIED.
A
ministerial correspondent of one of our

23, 1870.

SPE

THE MORNING STAR: NOVEMBER

245 Broadway, New York,

|

~N

they coated with the liquid gum,dyeing it in

.

As

We

:

BY

Need

shall have

were made in-the

L. C. AXTELL,
—

“We

they had obtained the necessary thickness
they crushed the clay so that it could be
removed through the neck of the bottle.
Twenty-five years ago our rubber shoes

It.

YT

and

summer,

autumn

and

winter, spiritually,as is for our greatest good.”
Do I need the dreary Winter ?
Do I need the chilling rain ?
Has my lite been full of sunshine,
Have its lessons been in vain?
O my Father,

for the sunshine

ring

Autumn wind and winter blasts,
—

I am looking for the sunshine;
It will surely come at last.

interest

i
et

In the presence of thy Son.

ls

God, I thank thee for thy promise,
That with Christ there is no night;
Neither wintry storms nor darkness;
For the Lord, “He giveth light.”
Cleveland, O.

TE
a
al
a

—.
By
¥
4

k
k

Sinner, turn from worldly pleasure,
Earth contains no worthy treasure,
For the barter of thy soul ;
Come where heavenly joys are waiting,
Come where angel hosts are praising;

Here, however sweet the greeting,
Parting quickly follows meeting ;
Pleasure lasts but one short day.
Blest reunion,—parting-never,
Through the long eterniy.
Then in these few fleeting moments,
For thy sins make such atonements
As the Lord demands of thee;
Cleanse from sin aud earthly tarnish,
And with heavenly graces garnish,
For thy immortality.

they

massaranduba, or

they

make cheese

paint

their

persons,

sometimes

be-

« Now look up into the top of this gigantic tree.

The

lofty

feet above above

‘Weariness.

branches, a hundred

your

heads,

seem

to

be

| loaded with cannon balls which hang on
them like apples.
Here one has fallen at
your feet and burst in falling. Examine

—tr B—

O little feet! that such long years
Must wander on through hopes and fears;
Must ache and bleed beneath your load ;
1, nearer to the wayside inn,

it, and you discover

it contains

twenty

or

‘thirty of the triangular Brazil nuts of which
you are so fond.”
:
¢¢ Ah, mamma,” cried Henry. ¢Isn’tit
a nice place to go a nutting ?”
‘Certainly; it must be a paradise for
boys and girls; for here besides the Brazil
nuts, grow the delicious chicken nuts.”

‘Where toil shall cease and rest begin,
of your road!

O little hands! that, weak or strong,
Have still to serye or rule so long,
Have still so long to give or ask;
I, who so much with book and pen
Have toiled among my fellow-men,

“I never heard of chicken nuts, before,”
Henry said, with a look of surprise.

Am weary, thinking of your task.

*‘ He thinks he ought to know about all
the nuts,” said his sister, laughing.
*¢ These chicken nuts do not reach our
northern markets,because the monkeys and
peccories, which know that they are the
best of nuts, stand ready to devour them.
*¢ Here aiso we find the cacao growing

O little hearts! that throb and beat
‘With such impatient, feverish heat,
Such limitless and strong desires;
Mine, that so long has glowed and burned,
‘With passions into ashes turned,
Now covers and conceals its fires.
O little souls! as pure and white,
As crystalline as rays of light
Direct from heaven, their source divine;
Refracted through the mists of years,
Eow red my setting sun appears!
. How lurid looks this soul of mine!

wild.

This,

which

you remember, is the nut from

chocolate

is made.

title, the broma-—or

The

food for

the

generic
gods—is

not undeserved..
The valley of the Amazon is no doubt destined to supply the
world with this valuable article. Here are

Longfellow.

swamps of sarsaparilla and the trees from
which the balsam copaiba is obtained.
‘“ There are some strange forms of ani-

Che Family Circle.
the

of it?” said

Children.

her

+ Yes,” said Henry, ** we have thought

about it, and talked about it too.

You

said

a tree grows here which produces an arti"cle essential to our health and comfort—
we can’t think what it is.”
« I'almost think it is coffee,” said Laura,

é but I do not know as that is essential to
our health.”
og
« How did it happen, my dear, that. you
came home from school last Friday with
wet feet, and have had a cold ever since?”
asked the mother, smiling.
«Oh, I know now,” cried Laura.
“I

forgot my rubber shoes.
Is that it, mamma?”
“Yes,

the

caoutchouc,

India-rubber!
or India-rubber

tree grows here, and yields %n article of
greater
the great
as useful
hundred

value than
valley. This
tree, growing
feet high, with

thick glossy foliage.

any thing else in
is a beautiful as well
from eighty to one
spreading top and

If we follow one

these paths into the forest, we

may

of

find

a

‘party of Indians collecting and preparing
the gum, for this is the season of the year

when it flows in greatest abundance. They
make little incisions in the smooth, gray
bark of the trees in the

morning,

un-

and

der each one they place a little cup of clay.
« The gum flows out,about a gill to each

incision; looking like thick yellow : cream.

Itis collected into large jars, and removed
to the fire where it is to be hardened.”

«“ Do they boil it down

said Henry.
“No, my child;

over
hang
palm
dark

as we do sap?”

they pour

forms of clay, and
in adense smoke made
nuts, tillit hardens and
color ; then another coat is

this

cream

these they
by burning
assumes a
Added, and

‘the smoking repeated.
«The use-of this valuable gum was learned
from the Omaguas, a tribe of Brazilian
used it to make bottles; and
ns,
Indigwho

as they
ware, they

had neither

glass nor earthen

have

found it of much

must

service to them.”

-»

Watching it a while we perceive

paths

of the

This is the dome which

covers the entrances

to

nean galleries, which

the

vast subterra-

astonish

us

no

less

by their magnitude than by the skill with
which they are arranged and finished. No
city can be laid out with more regularity,
or with a wiser reference to the wants of
its inhabitants; and the bgautiful domes,
arches, and colonnades amaze and bhewil-

der us.

The instinct

is wonderful,

of these little insects

and should fill us with adora-

tion for him who is able to endow the
meanest of his creatures with such‘ wisdom.

“These ants are vegetable eaters, and
unfortunately prefer the leaves of cultivated trees, especially the orange and coffee,
and they are in such immense numbers
that the farmer frequently wakes in the
morning to find his orange orchard or his
coffee plantation ruined by them in a single

night.
J
¢ This is only one ofthe many
ants

found here.

Mr.

Bates

species of the foraging ants.

:
kinds of

noticed
‘They

ten

choose

the thickest parts of the forests, and hunt
for their prey in large organized armies,
every species having its own special manner of marching and hunting.
“Here by the shady brooks we, find
dragon flies of wonderful size and beauty.
Their green and crimson bodies are sometimes seven inches long, and their elegant
lace like wings are tipped with white and
yellow.
As they dart over the water with
airy and graceful motions, we forget their
ugly name in admiration

of

Hele also, as everywhere

their

beauty.

in the valley,

there are islands of the most beautiful batterflies. Mr. Bates found five hundred and

“

¢The

** I should not think that
:

They did it in this way,—they made
orm of the bottle of olay. Tuis form

me false to my

trust,

and

break my word to my master.
know you would keep

for he felt

Watch, and within the brief

gone from

boy had furly cornered him.
see, my lad, that . you

do I

tendants came up,

er who is tarrying

night.

good, faithful

then

Gerhardt,

character

of a child.

they spring from piety they are

useful.

very

honorable,

May you, my readers,

many

;

the West,

aad in the East,

them

tor

in

your

house,

sides

is

cleaned

one

(}

The

week

twice a week
ing,
and

there

is bread-making,

yeast-making, one day wash-

dairy work to be attended to, besides iuway of preserving,
curing hams, puat-

sing down pigs’ feet, looking over and
nipping off your apples twice in the winter,
and

making

meat,

hogs’-head

athorough

cheese,

house-cleining

mince-

twice

a

year, then sewing on dresses, aprons,
shirts, drawers; gowns, &:., by the doz
en.
Thea supposing the housekeeper has a
baby,—an average six montas old baby

that weighs about

eighteen pounds.

Sup:

pose she bas this child in her arms thirty
times a day (a cross infant is taken up

often she'is oblig-

more freqaently), and

has but three

different

hundred

species

and

ninety.

The

live together, apd the

beauty of their many colored wings is
indescribable, and harmonizes wonderfully
with the rich tropical landscapes.
« I think you are getting weary with this
long ramble, and

we

will

rewrn

to the

left.

the night.”

wants several

uncovered ; she

she

on it or its

must attend to its

times in the might, and must

be in a constrained

|

goes
t» bud,

soundly for fear of rolling
getting

Fidelity to inward convictions of truth,
wherever they may lead, is the first duty
10 the Master.

she

sill holds her baby, and does not sleep

steamboat and float down the river during
:

Two

Pokers.—A

poker and
by side in
could see
flashes of
er.
“ What

position for fear of dis-

turbing it,
I have heard women

say they would give

nlmost anything for a night of uudisturbed
sleep, ** with no care on the mind.” Then

to

Fable.

fire.

The

black

the bright poker were lying side
the fender, and by the firelight I
the bright poker reflecting angry
indignation on His humble brothare you doing here

of me, you smokey, black,

by

the side

indelicate

pok-

er? Your proper place is down in the
ashes there, with your leg under the fire ”’
*¢ Last time they poked the fire they put
me here, Sir,” said the poor little black poker.
“ You've no right to be put here on the

andirons.
near
+
idle
‘“

The

idea of your

coming so

a bright-polished pok: r like me !”
Sir, if I am black, it shows I am not
and useless.”
But you smell so disagreeably of fire

and smoke, I can’t bear you near me.”

The poor little poker mustered up cour-

age to say: ¢ Sir, if [ smell of fire and
smoke, itis because, being a poker, Ido a
poker’s work ; but you, sir, are clean and

bright because
Whois it that says there is nothing in
| doing nothing.
a
of
endurance
the
to
equal
gymnastics
but a dummy.”
mother's arms P Even when the day's labor
is accomplished
, and

Yet

fair

ol

book and looked at the

one day ironing, all your pantries
safes to be washed out once a week,

numerable jobs in the
jelly-making, pickling,

more

I was sitting reading one day by my fireside. As it was getting dark, I shut my

be-

brushing up the others, making beds,
a

affections.

¢ Thou shalt be there to-day.”

bringing in woud aud carrying water.
Twice

strumental’

admire.

toil and

endure

appeals on

accompaniment.

¢ Blue-eyed

Nan-

nie” is a very simple and sweet song, such as
steals imto the heart as surely as it does insensibly.
¢ Perle de ’ Amerique” is a lively and stir-

ring

composition,

while

*‘ Frederick

Charles's

March,” and other Prussian airs which the European war has made familiar in the German

camp, and which have stirred the blood on the
battlefleld,

will

prove

particularly

welcome.

This monthly is a choice thing, supplying
lent music in ample

quantity, and

what lacks character,

exeel-

never offering

New York: J. L. Peters.
BR

and re-

Zundel

Toledo,

&

Ohio, send

CHRISTMAS

will tax the capacity

us

ANTHEM,

a

pre-

of ordinary choirs

pretty

severely.

"Ditson & Co.,Boston & New York,send us several pieces of new

al, which

are

music, vocal

issued

and instrument

in the good

style that al-

ways marks the products of this House, and
which, as compositions, have the elements of
real popularity.
They bear the following titles:

with the plainer rehear-

J

Brand,

pared by John Zundel, whose musical reputation
is justified by these compositions, though they

the thread of a faithful

sals. The style is too verbose for vigor, and at
times approaches the schoolgirlish. Incidents seem
now and then to be stretched and strained a little
to make .them bear the desired testimony, and
in the eager effort to emphasize certain qualities
of the Christian character, others mnotless important may seem to be undeveloped. It isa
partial rather than an entire portrait that is here
exhibited:
But the need of this deeper inward
life is so great in this materialistic and superficial age, that much can be pardoned to one who
is earnestly at work to make the church believe
that the word of her Lord may be .trusted when
he says,—** Lo, I am with you alway.”
Purity,
fervor, trust and Christian love saturate all these
paragraphs,even those that exhibit a stilted rhetoric and carry hyperboles.
To devout natures
yearning for God there will be found here much
with which to sympathize; some will find the
very qualities of style which we have criticised
attractive, and very few who consent to read
will fail to find suggestive facts, elevated views
and a sacred stimulus.

&

‘THANKSGIVING

THE

ANGELS

Poetry

Christie.

ARE COMING.

by George

Ballad
& Chorus.

Cooper.

Music by

:

THE FREE, THE GERMAN RHINE.
German Song.
By Schumann.
THE LONG WAVES COME AND Go.
Poetry by Hamilton Aide.
Music
briel.
Manche DE Nuit,
For Piano.
By
Wahli.
BLONDINETTE POLKA.
For Piano.
RACE FOR LIFE,
Galop Brillant.
Wells.

Edwin

A

popular

Barearolle,
by V. GaJames

M.

By J. Dias.
By Charles

eee

etait

tut e——

A Balloon Voyage.
CL

The

Gazelle,

—e—

of Cambray,

gives

an

ac-

count of the arrival at that place of the
balloon Washington, and of the journey of
aeronauts

from

Paris.

The

Washington

"| left Paris at 7 o'clock on the morning of
the 12th. It was under the care of the
aeronaut Bertant, and also carried M. LeJ faivre, an envoy, with dispatches to Vienna,

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.

at hand,
This parent of the Quarterlies keeps its
old vigor and learning and keenness,’ The small

and M. Van. Roosebitctie, a Belgian whose
speciality is to rear and manage carrier
pigeons. When the balloon ascended at
Paris it stopped at 500 meters. Atthis ele-

cerps of writers who

vation there was

THE EDINBURGH

lished by Messrs.

REVIEW

L. Scott

for Oct.,

asrepub-

& Co., New York, is

projected

and managed it

for several years, making the
world of Great Britain tremble

whole literary
at its verdicts

and bow before its dictation, have

passed

danger from

the Prussian

rifles, and soon indeed bullets were whistling past the ears of the travelers. Some
even lodged in the

away,

balloon, which, causin

it to sink lower, by no means diminished
the danger.
It was necessary to have recourse to extreme measures. All the sacks
of ballast were thrown out, and the car
rapidly rose from 1,200 to I,500 metres.
It then set at defiance the bullets, which

but they have worthy successors, The present
issue is thoroughly solid, strong and nutritious.
It discusses
Sixtus V.; Aryan Mythology;A

Russian Dekabrist;

-

LITERARY MISCELLANY,

Newman’s Grammarbf As

another.

at first to see, sorrowful

"For now we can hear him say,

to be

diily,

and

increasing, and

piano and those which are to" be sung with in-

reach

“Then, gently enters the Master:
Through the room his garme nts sweep,
And our trembling hearts beat faster,
And our eyes forget to weep;

If you have six

there

and

al-

“We may clasp the loved one faster,
And plead for a little while;
But who can resist the Master?
And we read, by that brightenidg smile,
That the tread we do not hear
’
Is drawing surely near.

any help at all, or perhaps with one awkward girl.
:
There are three meals to get every day
—that means cooking; and then come the
dishesto be i
each meal. It
would take about ‘forty-five pieces for
breakfast and supper; and seventy for
dinner fora family of five; one hundred
and sixty-five pieces to be carried from
tae dining-room to the kitchen every day,

thoroughly swept

leave,

‘Have we not caught that smiling
On some beloved face,
As if some heavenly sound were wiling
The soul from our earthly place:
The di-tant sound and sweet
Of the Master’s coming feet?

ness, he finds learned men ready to assist
him; he knows what there is to do, and
secures help accordingly. A young woman
. goes to housekeeping very often without

rooms

and

look on, a rebuke to our sorrow, alife-long
memory to our love:

wedding.
One cause of this is complicated housekeeping. When
a man undertakes a busi-

back.

this, sad

exceedingly to our earthly

bands look as ‘well as on the day of their

carried

their

You will have to

a change growing more and

that matter. Young, fresh-looking women
marry, and in five or ten years you can
scarcely recognize them, while their hus-

washed and

their

ting on of the beauty and glory of

A change

you

too,

morn-

cares,

at

sent; Ernst Moritz Arndt; Sir John Lubbock’s
across two generations then to find the Prehistoric Times; The Campaign of August;
fell short of it. But it was net yet out of
1870; Stanhope’s Reign of Queen :Anng; Gerchildren.
:
reach of the balls sent after it. The wind
many,
France
and
England.
These
publishers
Nor can we forget that there are always
rose, and all danger seemed at an end, It
supply the four
great leading Quarterlies of
some who far outstrip the rest—who do not Great Britain, together with Blackwood’s Maga- was not so, however, for half an hour afterwards the balloon sank again.
It bung
glide away on feet along the earthly ways,
zine, which they reprint from advanced sheets at
but who haye wings woven in silence on a price less than is paid for them in England. over a town evidently occupied by the
enemy for three-quarters of an hour, and
he standing long held by these Quarterlies is
which they fly up to the fields of heave,
was exposed to a continuous fire of muskethe
that makes commendation almost impertiWe have spoken of the facial changes
ry. Soon, however, a high wind from the
nent.
And
whoever
reads
them
will
find
all
the
| south rose, and the balloon, whirling about
childrenggrow to be men and women; byt
great leading schools of modern thought well repina wild manner,
was carried fur out of
there her
change which sometimes fesented,
and nearly every prominent topic of
reach of the enemy.
It sank at last to
comes on a young face, which betokens
a the day most vigorously and instructively treat.
| within reach of the ground.
Tkis was near
growth quite out of this world, and a paut- ed.
!
| the railway station at Cambray. It rose

and very

lifeless women

their

without

men and women.

E—

pale,

a

though, generally, much to their delight.
Then a few years more, and your children’s
children will leave you as they shoot up into

Wives Fade.

—-

many

She will go on again in the

to crown them

as Gerhards dig. Then a greater than a
duke will befriend you, for the Great King
will adopt you as his children, and you
will become princes and princesses royal in
the kingdom of God.—Young Pilgrim.

How

for

grandmother before you know it. Many are
taking these honors continually ‘while yet
they are not old. Their children conspire

dia-

wear

taken them?”

only

that

sition and exhortation

circuit of. a

you

wonder

PETERS’S MUSICAL MONTHLY for November is

clergyman’s history; but they all alike aim to
exalt a vital and devout faith, using personal incidents with great freedom, and mingling expo

.

children—and you will be grandfather

monds, and make the possessor very beautiful, very happy,

with

loves, their marriages,

to

When

pure

God

af®

+ gestions and

his manhood. . Very soon now you will see
touches of the manhood and the wogmanhood on their faces. Then will come their

his surprise, found that the hunter was the
grand duke, who owned all the ‘country
around. The duke was so pleased with the
boy's honesty that he sent for him shortly
after and had him educated. In after years
Gerhardt became a very rich and powerful
man, but he remained honest ¢nd true to
his dying day.
Honesty, trath and fidelity are precious
jewels in the

we

ing towards womanhood, And the sunny
boy will keep het company on the way to

Presently his at-

and

work

The little girl with the ringletsis a wayfar-

the

hoy. I will not forget you. Show me the
road, and I will try to make it ont myself.”
Gerhardt now offered the humble contents
of his scrip to the hungry man, who, coarse

as it was, ate it gladly.

Has

to

been rapidly

as full as ever of cholce compositions, both those
which are intended solely for the use of the

Christ

soul’s central life, and the victorious

No. They are ¢ about” you still. They
are beside you now, looking at the pictures
of themselves. They can see no resemblance to the image they see every day in
the glass. So they vanish from us even when
they live, and we see them no more. The
infant is the infant but for a little while.

He said, “I

are a

me.

might which

out of the

year, sometimes even in the course of a few
months, you will see a changein their little faces. Take photographs of them, and
if you happen today them by for a few
years, and then dpen the book, you will
have something like the feeling—*‘* Why, I
have lost these children.
Syrely they have

to

that

us,

something

for

‘walk

‘Weary men and anxious women stand.”

your word to me?”

The hunter laughed,

about

“How the children leave us, and no traces
Linger of that smiling angel band—
Gone!
Forever gone, and in their places

make

How

are

all

joice as seeing him who is invisible to ordinary
eyes. Differing somewhat in plan and details,
the volumes are very nearly alike in spirit, substance and method.
One of them gives especial
prominence. to the religious.character and work
of a devoted woman moving
in the ordinary
sphere, and another strings its statements, sug-

should anticipate the time when, as in the
case of the patriarch, they will all be away.

be-

wanted me

children

up

promises to those who truly trust and serve
him. They exalt the trustful faith which leans
| ‘on Christ, the experience of his help that comes

—

sheep,”

‘‘you tried to

always was weakly, a

Children Changing.
When our

or, Giving

erative in life the spiritual

ten years than two women ought.

fifty species within an hour’s walk of this | ed to work with the right arm whbi'st cartown of Ega, while the whole of Europe rying the burden of a baby about in the

“ How did they make bottles of it?” in-

quired Henry,
80 easy.”
Was

“Sir,” said the boy,

see in

or beast.

for the evening

wilt

his head.

thing,’she

FULLY:

Christ.
An illustrated narrative founded on
fot, Same author and publisher. 1870. 16mo.
pp.
256.
WAYSIDE
SERVICE;
or, The
Day
of Small
Things.
Same
author and publisher,
1870.
16mo. pp. 222.
These four volumes, reprinted. from London
editions, bound in uniform style, and put up in a
neat box, are intended to minister especially to
the inner life, give depth to piety, vigor to faith,
constancy and sweetness to the sense of God’s
presence, fervor to speech and fidelity to effort
in behalf of others, and so to make real and op-

fault, and then

good-for-nothing creature ;” and she ‘poor
thing "has been doing more for the past

village and get some food and drink, and a
guide? Iwill take good care of them for
you.”
shook

ForLLowING

the matter;

rights should be taken hold of.

“¢ Poor

“Well,” said the hunter, ‘‘will
you trust
your sheep with me while you‘go to the

The boy

become

Its circulation has

“« TeLL JESUS.”
Recollections of Emily Gosse.
the publishers evidently mean that it shall be
By Anna
Shipton, ete. New York: W. C.
1 something still’ better in the future. Boston:
Palfer, Jr.
1870. 16mo, pp. 170.
‘Fields, Osgood & Co.
THE BECRET OF THE LORD.
Same author an
publisher. 1870. 16mo. pp. 291,
.

A good many women sink down under
its weight; then everbody says:

Gerhardt,

time, which does not

man’s

clearest cut type, furnishing now and then a
splendid cartoon of double-page size, it has.

their

study. In the first place, men must realize
thet it is a great labor to keep house.

money than

rejoined

how

I do n't think voting would help that very |
much; woman's labor should be made a

long to me, aud the sheep should get lost,
it would be the same as if I stole them.”

Crossing our trail we notice a curious, well
beaten path evidently not made by man

forty in diameter.

4s the children reminded

tht ‘Hpey “Were waiting

I were to sell my

How

dreaded Sauba ants, and following it we
find the formicarium, or ant hill, which is
two or three feet in hight, and perhaps

Whilé,

woman's

very firmly. ‘My master pays me for my
time, and he trusts me with his sheep. If

mal life which we must not fail to observe.

that it is one of the many

M78"

Sir,”

why

they turn cross, and so things go at sixes
and sevens, and this is the place where

you have earned in a whole year.”
“I can not go,

and

don't reason on

they think it all the

ter. “They are not your sheep. The loss
of one or more would n’t be much to your
:

cross,

Literary Review.

Do n't

get pale, and

them as they did before they were mar-

“Well, what of that?” queried thé bunmaster, and I'll give you more

a little

ried?
The wives

“‘My lad, I am hungry, tired, and thirsty.

cow

women

23,1870.

husbands wonder that their wives don’t
look pretty and dress well, and entertain

I have lost my companions and missed my
way. Leave your sheep and show me the
road. I will pay you well.”
:
“I can not leave my sheep; Sir,” rejoined
‘Gerhardt. “They would stray isto the forest, and be eaten by wolves, or stolen by
robbers.”

smearing the whole surface of their bodies
with it, and sometimes putting it on in fanciful stripes and patches.

North Fairfield, O.

ith

the

see why

sometimes

oily pulp of the seed. It isallowed to fer- | said he ‘do not know your voice, and->"
ment and is then made into cakes weighing Gerhardt stopped® speaking.
two or three pounds, in which form it is
«And what?
Can’t you trust me?
Dol
exported. Tho Indians use great quanti- look like a dishonest man ?" asked the huntties of this annato. They not only color
er, angrily.
Sd
the scanty clothes they wear with it, but

There to meet no more to sever,

Am weary, thinking

world would

which produces the urucu, or annato, so
much used to color cheese.
The preparation which you have probably seen is the

And no waves of trouble roll,

|

its uses have been

Laura.
Mrs. White laughed.
I think not;
this milk hardens by exposure so as to resemble gutta-percha, and would defy the
teeth of a dog to eat it.
‘¢ And here is a beautiful little tree, covered with clusters of red and white flowers,

Come.

3

b

you,

“Do

et
Gr en

fi

and

for tea, coffee, and custards.”

BY L.E.K.

i

the

tree.”
“The cow tree,” cried Henry. ‘* They
make butter out of turtle eggs; do they get
milk from trees ?”
“ Yes, my dear; these splendid trees,
often growing one hundred and fifty feet
high, yield a rich milk which may be used

Yes, ’t will come when life is ended,
And my work on earth is done;
Then shall I receive my sunshine

{

in

feel the loss.”
* I'am glad to know where rubber comes
from,” said Laura; ‘and when I put on my
over shoes I shall think of the Indians
gathering the gum from these tall, beautiful trees, here in the great forest.”
‘ But here is another tree which will

*

No, for after storms and tempests,

i

this gum,

destroyed, the whole civilized

I will thank thee and be glad;

Sinner,

here

{ vastly increased, so that if these trees were

And for blasts of stormy Winter
: Shafl'my voice and heart be sad?”

«8

way

you

Gerhardt was & German shepherd boy,and
a noble fellow he was, too, although he w
very, very poor.
dur
One day while he was watching his flock,
which was feeding in a -valley on the borders of a forest, a hunter came out of the
woods and asked :
3
‘How far is it to the nearest village ?”
“Six miles, Sir,” replied the boy, ‘but
the road is only a sheep track, and very
easily missed.”
The hunter glanced at the crooked track
and said:
’

forest, and imported in the form in which
we wore them. Since that time great improvements have been made in manufactu-

—

spring”

same

in the morning up and at it again,

A Faithful Shepherd Boy,

1 the smoke, as I described to you, and when

)

STAR: NOVEMBER

you lie here all day long
You, sir, are not a poker,

«
Bravo! little poker, said I,

fire wanted

and

as

the

‘HARPER'S MAGAZINEjx the first of the monthlies for December thatfgreets us.
With this is.
sue the forty second volame commences, and it
opens with 8 marvelous fullness of force, a real
glory as well as an amplitude of illustration, and
a variety and vigor in all its departments that is
worthy of ‘its history and prophetic of a splendid
future.
Its 160
well-filled pages
suggest the
abundance of material, and a glance at the contents impresses one with the variety that leaves
hardly any normal taste ungratified. The Brooklyn Navy-Yard, Pio
Nino and his Councilors,
Life in Brittany, Frederick the Great, and Bombay and the Parsees, set off with ample illustrations, will give those in pursuit of current sta-tistical and historical information an abundant
supply, while less pretentious and lizhter papers
are furnished very freely. The Editor's Easy
Chair, the
Literary, Scientific and Historical
Record, and the Drawer are, as they have ever
been, most admirable in their way. Many of the
best writers supply material for its pages, and in
the costliness of its management it exceeds all
its rivals, as it does in quantity and patronage.
Terms—$4¢ per
year.
New York: Harper &
Brothers.
:
These publishers, besides issuing a great variety of books, have made themselves a high and
deserved reputation by supplying such papers
a8 HARPER'S WEEKLY
& HARPER'S BAZAR.
The first of these is a splendidly illustrated sheet,
of 16 large pages, where art ministers only to a
wholesome taste, and literature pays a proper
deference to conscience as well as to sentiment.
The editorials, from the pen of George rt Curtis, are among the ablest and most brilliant papers of their kind; freely discussing the current
political topics in a style at once able a nd refreshe
ing. This is one of the few illustrated papers
that may be sent into the family with confidence
that its work will be truly wholesome.
The Bazaris a thing of beauty in its letterpress

and engravings, and its reading matter is always
elevated in tone. Those who wish to know everything about styles in dress, novelties in fine
needle work, crocheting, &c., need only go to the
Bazar,

Tae GALAXY follows close on the heels of
Harper, closing its tenth .volume in a most en-

terprising

way,

and

giving

us an

attractive

one

cor-

ner of the fireplace, with his head far above
the fine dummy.
Before honor is hum'lity.—C. A. Davis.
One of the mostiimpurtant

science of manners ig an

rules

of

the

almost absoluie,

silence in regard to yourself,

es:tlg. The wind was high, aod there
| was not a moment to spare.: While a high

*

|

| gale was blowing he unwound rapidly the
| rope.
The
grappling-iron was anout to

catéh the gr una, and had it done sothe
jourcey would have ended. But no! The
aeronaut
rope,

was

which

caught
had

got

in

the

folds

of the

and

he was

tangled,

dragaed out of the car.
He fell, and his
death seemed certain, but by an incredible

piece

of good

in the cable.

strange

fortune he

He

to say, he

bruises.

Not

was

fell nearly

one

had

entangled

20 metres,

only a few

limb was

yet,

slight

broken.

The

balloon, left to the direction of two other
travelers,—the diplomatic envoy and the
pigeoa-trainer,—continued the course. The
grappling-irons caught the ground, and.
threw to one side both car and balloon,
They continued on their course, strikin
against trees, which they broke in a shoe
against the ground.
Another of the trav-

elers, M, Lefaivre, was pitched out of the
car. It remained occupied by the pigeontrainer only, who

exhibited,

however,

the

greatest coolness. Making use of the
ropes which connected the car with the
balloon, he climbed up to the latter, and
opened it with a knife. He pulled awa
lar ge

shreds

from it, and

at last it Haid

and fell. Country people, to the number
of 200, then came up, and it was stopped.

The Belgian

had not. however, got to the

end of his troubles.
him

The peasants

mistook

for a Prussian,and threatened him with

summary punishment.
ever

you

‘Do with me what-

like,” he said, *“ but

first instance, to save the

help, in the

dispatches which

I bring from Paris.
Cut, destroy the balloon, but hold on by the car, which confains
important
papers.”
These
words

were

Spoken

to all alarm.

in a tone

which pnt

an end

At the same time,11:30, A. M.,

M. Bricourt made his appevrance, He
ed

the

traveler, and helped him to

his valuable cargo.

aid-

secure

Soon after M. Lefaivre

csme up, he having followed at no very
great distance.
It was not known as yet
bow Bertant had fared, but in a short time &
peasant came running ups who brought the news that he had been saved, and at that

attended

very time his injuries were being
programme for 1871,
Thurlow Weed narrates
| 10 at a farm-house at some distance. Threesome of his experiences as a politician in this
quarters of an hour afterward all the three
issue; Mr. Dodge tells us of a Feudal Baron;
travelers were dining with M. Bricourt,
Mr. Jarvis discourses of a New Phase of Druidand they were able to reach Cambray three
ism; Mr. Bristed presents the case of an Inter-:
bours luter, and convey to the post-office
national Copyright very
clearly; Alice
Gray
the five enormous bags of dispatches which
reports an Afternoon

at Wilhelmshobe;

Mrs.

Abby Bage Richardson deals with Shakspeare as
a Plagiarist, and other varied things help to fill
what is always a live,
vivacious and taking

Magazine. The Galaxy has had a most creditable mental growth since 1t passed into the hands
of its present publishers,
Co., New York.

Messrs.

Sheldon

&
‘

stirring, I took him up afd did

it, and then stood him upright in

| and
sank again.
The aeronaut thought
{| the moment
favorable to throw out his
['grappling-iron,
with its 400 metres of

EVERY BATURDAY, since it changed its form
and became an illustrated sheet instead of a
sober-looking pamphlet, has been laying itself

out to show what can be done inthe way of
making up a splendid and literary pictorial in
America,

Avuiling

itself

of the

best

facilities

existing in England for obtaining choice illustra.
tions,

employing

high

more

or less the

richest tinted paper

editorial

ub lity,

using

and the
A»

thay brought from
Paris, weighing about
400 kilogrammes; The place at which this
balloon came to the ground was Avesnes,

eight kilometres from Cambray,

Often is the remutk made that little children, With the care and proteetion of fond

parents, are

ments;

enjoying their hsppiest mo-

but if

not ‘the

true

2

MORNING

J

saint, walk=

ing with God 4 enjoy greater, truer happiness while he”rests beneath the shadow of
his wings, who hus declared that when

ES

THE

:

father and mother forsuke them he will
take them up, and that though the mother
forget her cuild, yet will he remember it?
«

There are things which*we can not help |
knowing,

knowledge.

but

which

we

must

never

ac-

-

should

TITUS

to. Brother

have

and

The

‘that

murders

we

if you

kept on shutting up the grog shops.
You
temperance fanatics are responsible for
Sumner’s death, and you are responsible
for the burning of Greenfield's barn-full of
hap and cattle. It ain’t in human nature
to be driven into a corner with
a sharp
stick aud not fight. These men have lost
their business, and their wives and children
are orying for bread.
They can't help

striking back when they dre hit, and if they

are afraid to use the dagger, they'll use the
torch.”
“Better have the torch applied to our
barns and dwellings, than to have men
burnt up by bad whiskey,” replied Brother
Rankin.
“You see, Squire, if you come to
reckon this thing by dollars and cents, as
the only argument you can comprehend, it
is a great deal the cheapest to shut up the
grog shops. Every good mechanic who
earns $700 a year is worth to this"éommu-

nity $10,000.

If our grog shops were only

destroying four a year

we

were

sinking

$40,000 a yedr in burnt up men.

Then as

much more is lost in wasted time—loafing
and hanging round grog shops, to say
nothing of the money wasted in lawsuits.”
“Do you mean to say that I have a personal interest in pleading the cause of the

poor and the oppressed P”’
“I

mean to say,” said Brother Rankin,

meekly,

“that human

nature

in Squire

Bouniface is pretty much like human nature in other people—that he pleads the

-cause of rumsellers because he wants fees—

and

the

cause of rum-drinkers because he

wants both fees and votes.
As long as we
have free rum in town, lawyers will not
lack business—and whiskey-drinking poli-

ticians will not lack votes.”
!
At this shot from Brother Rankin’s old
field-piece Bonniface withdrew, as red in
the face as a boiled lobster, and quite too
mad to speak. He shot up stairs into his
office like a rocket, and looked round for
an

extinguisher.

Rather

think

he found

one in a pint bottle containing liquil.
This sharp and decisive dialogue on one
of our

stréet

corners,

shows

tne

drifc of

public opinion in Bridgetown at the present
time. The rummies have come to barnburning as their final argument.
“If you
stop, me from selling and drinking rum, I'll
burn

your

barn

or

your

Every

about

one

the

house

cause

whose

cent as

of

the

away

from

stone

figure

of ancient

and

to

feed

the

eloquence of

the

stump

speaker.

- But

for you.”

burning.

rather than into

me for selling rum, I'll burn your property.”

perturbable

opponent.

Though

the

other.

Palmerston

was

advantage.

Ceeiir de

Lion,

cleaving

the torch when theirunrighteous gains are
interfered with? Ido n't see but Rankin’s

sellers

work

If the alternative

or bouse-burning,

burn
is

by

all

the wood.

The

rum-

man-burning.

The

fires

are kindled slowly but surely upon the
toper's body. If we cagld look into the
stomach,

we

should see the inflammation

spreading there. The volcanoes break out
upon his face. His nose glows like a lighted coal. Disease attacks him and finds
every power wasted with the internal fives.
His lite goes out with a sudden, flickering
blaze,

like an exhausted lamp.

That most

curious piece of mechanism, the human
- body, is burnt up by alcoholic fires,and this
is the rumseller’s work. A barn is burned
worth $2,500, and we make a fuss over the
loss of property. Four men are burned up,
worth

in

the

money

sense

$40,000,

and

Jawyer Bonniface cries ‘‘persecution” because wo want to stop the business. We

send a man to State's prison, or hang him

for arson, but for burping a far more costly

dwelling,

tenant

so locked

must

and

barred

that

the

necessarily be consumed with

it, the law has only a paltry fine, and when
we attempt to inflict that, Bonniface and
his sympathizers feel outraged.

Bonniface says,*‘They’ll

Very well,

they will burn up my neighbor's and their
houses too, if I do n't siir. I am beiween

two fires. I take the least scorching when
1 choose barn-burning rather than manburning. If “life is more than raiment,”
surely it is more than a barn. If a ‘“‘man
is better than a sheep,” surely he is much
better than the building in which the cattle
are sheltered.
The final argument of the rumseller is
revenge, “I'll burn your barn.” The final
argument of the community is justice,
«We shall execute the laws.” We shall
do the best we can with the present law,
We
© and get better ones as fast as we can.

shall not rest till man-burning is punished
as severely as house-burning.
State’s prison for arson and for rum-selling would be
about she square thing.—Addvance.

Palmerston and Disraeli.
:

tive leader of the

British Parliament,

as

smart

again we

in the neigh-

as his

were

one

mellow

father,

without

antumn

man famifiar with the House during

and eyes closed, he would sit motionless
till long past midnight, in the midst of the
fiercest personal

tion.

Not a

passionless.

attacks

from

limb moved.

the

Opposi-

The face was

Every-feature was in as much

repose as if he were (which,indeed, peopie
said he was) asleep. But the moment his
time came to close the debate, never man
had more perfect control.of his senses and

mind.

He touched every point of the dis-

this position he stood, and

I

cus-

day,

never

used them to wonderful effect where
ment would have fallen @dad. He

argustood

peer of every member, erect as an arrow,
with undimmed eye and acute eat, unwrin-

kled brow and steady hand, voice deep,
clear, and musical, and manner subdued
and graceiul, and in a few minutes tore the

theories of the Opposition to shreds and
flung them to the winds. ‘This period of
Mr. Disraéli’s parliamentary life fis without
a parallel. He neveracknowledged defeat.
Adverse majorities in voting did not abate
hisardor.
Derision served as a stimulus to
greater efforts, For
discouragement—with

Brouguaiu's

years, under every
the press, the uni-

1csistless

logic

at

the

age of 86, marked the equipoise of Cambell’s legal mind at 81, hung upon the per-

suasive eloquence of Lyndhurst at 90,

and

still greet with cheers the condensed periods
and crystal style of Lord St. Leonards at
89,can not be counted old. The slim figure
of five and twenty years is indeed more
portly, and the pale face bronzes as time
goes on.
There are lines of silver, too, in
the less massy but still abundant locks, and

the lines which thought impresses are deep

on the brow.

But the mind

is

the power for intellectual conflict

as

active,

as great,

the desire for victory however won as eager,

and the ambition
His

contests

as remorseless

with

Gladstone

as ever.

and

Stuart

Mill, John Bright and Bernal Osborne,
during the last session of Parliament, partook as largely of Arab tactics (which, by
the way, he honestly comes by) as did his
early assaults upon Peel or his more mature
warfare with Lord Palmerston, Without
culling him the greatest, he is certainly the
most remarkable statesman in Parliament.

from

O—

:

I never come upon a nest of eggs, secreted by the hen most conscientiously, and unknown to the most searching of house-

which we take the following interesting
passages :
: keepers, without a senso of boyish delight,
which would bring down on me reproving
Mr. Disrael’s public career since then,
admonition from all who
four and twenty years ago, is as well looks and gravesense of the proper dignity
known to the reader as to the writer. He have an awful But I haye
no doubt soda
has never fallen below his level, and that ofandministers,
§vith the very best
acids come together
has been zonstantly rising. A marriage in
They are determined to rethe best circle of
the landed aristocracy—a resolutions.
and not foam over. Yet
political alliance, lasting for nearly two strain themselves,
water sets them off, and
of
drop
first
the
decades, with the great family
of Stanley ;
and throw them in each
a novelist Agus a8 chancellor of the ex- they make bubbles
rate, in spite of all
furious
a
at
faces
other's
chequer, and, iu spite of doubts of the wise
Now, what
self-government.
at
efforts
the
and snéers of the foolish, producing stateWere they not
- ments that elicited cheers from a hostile is to be done aboutnot it?some people made
house; & head of two administrations, made so? And are easily? Why they were
' ‘which, however brief in existence, were il- 80 as to effervesce
should be ad‘lustrious in measures;
and a leader of the | made so is a question that
+ Opposition, who has never had a rival to dressed to another quarter.

contend for his plase—have placed Mr. Dis~. rpeli in a position better defined than that

nest,” well

nest glowing
like hay.

white as marble,

Is there not a providence

there not a fate

that

for hens?

Is
ob-

Well, I was

hidden

eggs

saying

was

that the discovery of

always an

excitement,

something

Particular Notice!

to

a piece of disreputable carelessness on our
father’s part, who once sat down on a doz-

have

patronize it, must

since

obituary.

The

months ago was torn by cannon-shot,

tram-

bomb, and

pled by contending

But

ground,

which

but

armies,

with the blood of Europe

then he was a notoriously absent-minded
man.
His very example was our safety.

a

and

and

America,

And yet we dwelt, with some inward mirth,
as we walked to the house, on the ludicrous
figure that our fatber cut.
Dinner was

now covered
plain, wooden
out inscription
on a rude pile

we had eggs about us, and draw

our time.
The laborers were engaged in

the ta-

“Gracious !”

tend

gathering

the corn, when our carriages drove up, and

blé and sat down with an alacrity which was
only equaled by the spring with which we
-

is

with corn-fields; and three
crosses, painted black, withof any kind, and mounted
of stones, alone mark the

spot whereon was enacted the last scene
of one of the most tremendous dramas of

spread as we came in. Some question came
up which diverted our thought from the discovery of the nest—indeed, we forgot that

got up.

they stopped a moment and looked on with
silent interest as Mr. Seward stood beside
the rude mound, while the uncle of Mira-

N

mon told the story of the execution, and
the two sisters of the most ambitious, bigoted and unscrupulous of Mexico's celebI drew my hand from my pocket, stream- tities, clad in black, stood weeping silentSome there may be, who
ing with liquid chicken, never to be born, ly behind them.
and the disgusting secret was our! That will think that I am hardly human, in my
woman was a saint! My pockets were du- want of sympathy for the men who expiatly cleansed, without one cutting word.
I ed their crimes against liberty and the
can imagine the process, but I never like to rights of men, at the Cerro de Las Campandwell upon it. Would you believe it, the as; but let them see the widows and orphans, the ruined towns, depopulated dissame thing happened in a few weeks
again? [t did, and to the same person! tricts, poverty, misery and woe, which they
broufht upon this lovely land, as I have
But never since then, no—never!
From
that day to this we do not remember ever to seen them, and then sympathize with dead
royalty and its supporters if they can.
1
have even taken an egg from a nest.
“Why, what is the matter P”
‘Matter enough!”
:
,““Are you sick? Do let—"

Iirst.

When

I see

a man

.

who

eggs

have as much sympathy for human

allows

as any man

living,

the

against

inno-

all

that

worshiped

for

is holy,—the starving poor and helpless,—
that I sympathize; not with those who
staked their all on the dice, trusting to gain
wages

of

crime,

be

their success, and fearéd for their power,
lost, and paid the penalty.
I would have

yet.”

lived,

and

the

thousands

of

brave

graves.

I have stood on the

Cerro de

Las

Campanas, and I know that God is just !

announced

the

Workwoman,

is

to appear in Philadelphia next

winter.

The Spaniards have a saying: ‘‘ At 13
marry
your daughter to her superior;
at 20 to her equal; at 30 to anybody that
will have her.”
A

lady in

Oshkosh,

Wisconsin, amused

herself in church on Sunday by counting
the different styles of doing up the hair,
and found fifty-one.
It has been decided that a widow may
continue the business of her husband without taking out a new license, provided she
has the bonds changed to her own name.
A Miss Lucy Lee advertises in a Missis-

sippi paper that she is of good birth and
education, and is willing to *marry an
editor, believing herself able to support one.
Miss Emma C. La Jennesse, the Albany
great

success

Art, with the name of Prima

in Italy.

of honorary
Academy of

Donna,

/

A young lady of Richmond was so deter-

mined on

suicide that she bit off the

of the stomach

pump

and

tube

swallowed it,

when the doctor attempted to relieve her
of the laudanum she had taken,
There is an old German lady, Mrs. Overacker, residing in Michigan, who is 105
years of age. She is still quite smart and
active,

and

her

eye-sight

is

good.

She

now lives with her son and does the housework.
:
A
Ohve Logan has just commenced her
lecture

tour

for the

continue until
to Europe.
A Lynchburg
has given her

April,

season,

when

which

she

will

will

go

(Va.) belle, now in Papis,
diamonds,—valued at $15-

000,—for the benefit of the French sanitary
commission.
Mary, Krumpasitizkoski was recently
divorced from her husband at JeffersonIl

LATIN

Republic.

Tuesday,

L. P, REYNOLDS,

NORTHWOOD
The

The private correspondence of Louis Na-

MR.

poleon has fallen into the hands of the
new Government in France, andthe question is suggested, How much of it ought to
be

revealed ? Has

an

emperor

lost the

privileges of other men altogether ? While |
state secrets and plots injurious to the
public welfare

may

very

properly

be ex-

posed, ought his personal iotrignes to be
published ? The question is akin to that
suggested a few years since by Mr. Parton’s article upon Daniel Webster. Mr.
Parton stated plainly that, upon more than
one occasion, when Mr. Webster addressed
the public, he was overpowered by wine.
There was an indignant protest

from some

persons that it was an unpardonable indignity to publish such a fact, that the public
was interested in the
great qualities, and
not in the little faults of Mr. Webster, and
that a decorous sensibility would have
;
veiled his lapses in silence.
Then decorous sensibility would have

been a poor
know about

historian.

great

men

What

we wish to

more

than of any

other is the truth. If William Pitt often
saw two speakers instead of one, there is
no harm in saying

so,

however

which

made Field-

ing say that the difference between novels

and history

is that in the novel every-

thing is true

except the names

and in history nojhing else.
In the case

of Louis

and dates,

Napoleon every-

thing which is essential to a true knowledge of the man may properly be published,

There

Frenchmen

is

should

no

good

suppose

A.

and

reason

that

him to have

A.

Mgrs. MARY
mental

GREEN

THE
h

G.

LYNDON
LICAL

TILL

The

Normal

WEATHER

Dec.

branches,

and

room

each,

Lyndon

Center,

year 1870-71,

0

begins

August 28; ends

W, WORTHEN, Principe,
E. MASON, Preceptress.

—ACTIVE,

ENERGETIC

MEN

to

s sell and apply MILLERS PATENT
STRIP, for doors and wiadows.
This

strip that is composed entirely of Rubber.

URDITT

&

WILLIAMS,

SQUARE,

Boston.

ERIE RAILWAY.
BROAD

GAUGE, DOUBLE TRACK ROUTE
BETWEEN THE

ATLANTIC

CITIES

AND

,

THE

WEST
AND SOUTH-WEST.
THIS RAILWAY EXTENDS FROM
NEW YORK to CINCINNATI 860 miles,
NEW YORK to CLEVELAND 625 miles,
NEW YORK to DUNKIRK 460 wiles,
NEW YORK to BUFFALO 423 miles,
NEW YORK to ROCHESTER
385 miles,
AND IS
22 MILES THE SHORTER ROUTER
daily leave New

York from

7,45 and 9,45 A.M, 5,15 and 6,45 I, NM.
running through WITHOUT CHANGE and connecting
with all WESTERN AND SOUTHERN LINES,
Trains leave Cincinnati by Columbus, O.,
time, trom Depot cor. 5th and Hoadley streets at
7,00 A, M. 1,15 and 9,45 ¥, M.
running through to New
Leave
Clevel

Atlantic and re

York without change,
"
s

oui 484 Q.y time’ from

T,250°A M., 3.35 P.M. and 10,25 ¥. M.
Leave Dunkirk by New York time,from Union
Depot, at

13,0 I, ML. and 9.50 I. I.
Leave

and

2,00 A.M. 2,50 P.M. 6,25 P. M.& 11,20 P.M
Neave Rochester by New York time,from Genesee Valley Depot. at

2,15 A: DM. and 4.00 ¥, MK.

ing

the

varied

and

beautiful

scenery

while enjoying the comfort and

vate dawing

the care of

’

Room,

for view-

of

this line,

retirement of a pri-

2

3%. Magnificent Day and Night Coaches, of a style
eculiar to this line are run through v ithout chan,
etween New York and Rochester, Buffalo, D
Cleveland, Cincinnati and intermediate points,

BAGGAGE CHECKED THROUGH,
Fare as low and

LD

can

via

other route ,

be procured
throughout the country.

RUOCKE

Gen Supt.

will
per

ERIE RAILWAT,
at all principal offices

time as quick as by many

ASK FOR TICKETS

Which

SEMINARY.

to

COACHES

out change,and affording a fine opportunity

Preceptress,

$0.75.

Room

are attached to the train leaving New York at 10.00 A
M. and Buffalo at 7.00 A. M., running through with-

will begin Nov. 17.

rent at terms

Depo

Michigan Streets, at

#9 New and improved DRAWING

be under

A

Buffalo by New York tim, from

corner Exchange

! May 2d, | W. R.BARR,

1870

Gen’l Pass’r At,

WAS cured of Deafness and Catarrh by
remedy, and will send the receipt ud

a sim

Ve

ah Mgrs, M. C. LEGGETT, Hoboken, XN. J,

WILTON, ToWA.
HE SUMMER TERM commences Sept. 7.
Luition,~common branches and incidentals—
extra

at

TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for

A SMART
MAN can make handsome wages.
Exclusive territory arranged.
For Terms, arrangements,
apply to the sole manufacturers.

WILTON SEMINARY,

onts.

Term

BIB.

8.00 and 10.00 A. M., 5.30 and 7.00 P. M.

.

JHE
FALL TERM of this Institution
| ‘I commence on Tuesday, Aug, 23, under the
sonal supervision of

$7.00;

First

FOUR EXpRESS TAINS

ZTvacher of Instru.

Pittsfield, Oct. 2b , 1870.

J Boarding

its

Pall term

WANTED

WADE, A. B., who will be assisted by Miss L.
M. SIMONS.
;
.
For particulars address the Principal, or Rev, A.
L. GERRISH.
i
N. F. WEYMOUTH, Sec’y. Trust,

PARSONSFIELD

SEMINARY.

LITERARY AND
INSTITUTION

on

MR. GEORGE
Miss SARAH

INSTITUTE,

KNOWLTCN,

department will

Prin.

MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial Department, and of Plain and Ornamental Penmanship.
Miss LUELLA I. MEIGS, Teacher of Musie,
with such other assistance as may be required.
36

t
G. H. RICKER, Principal.

NELLIE

address the Principal,

Nov. 4.
Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jan. 20, 1871.
Spring term begins Jan. 31; ends April 14. 1871.
Summer tcrm begins Apnl 26; ends July 6, 1871,
The Institution will be under the charge of

INSTITUTE.

competent teachers.

open

Vermont,

CALENDAR.

B. FILES, A. B., Principal.

MISS

SEMINARY.

MOUNTAIN

the Academical

North Scituate, R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

aided by

of

HE
WINTER
TERM
will commence
Nov: 28, 1876.
For particulars apply to the
Principal,C, A Mooers,
>
Waterbury Center, V§,, 1870,

Teacher of Primary Depart-

TERM

corps

REV. G.S. BRADLEY,
Wis., July 21, 1870.

Evansville,

M. President.

CENTRAL

of idle resort; Full

For further particulars

MHEBWINTER TERM will commence on MONDAY, Nov. 14, 1870, Complete courses of study

WINTER

$3.50
4.00
4.50
5.00

EVANSVILLE

Music,

MAINE

Assistant,

HF WINTER TERM of this Institution will open
Dec. 6, continuing 12 weeks,
Tuition from 5,50 to $7,50.
‘Board, $3,00,

tember 6, and ends November 25.
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
Summer term begins June 6, and ends August 18.
36

HE

E. MONTGOMERY,
Tuition,

Advantages :— Retired location, yet easy of access;

Calendar for 1870-71 —Fall term begins Sep-

for both sexes.

BATES

23d St., Depet at

J. BE. ADKINSON,

LAPHAM

OF

Principal,

teachers; Thorough instruction, &c.
Pupils fecaived at any time.
Send for Circular.
83

A. M., Professor of Ancient

SUMPTON,

MARSTON,

No Saloons, or places

Pres.

REED, Professor of Mathemat cs.

Miss JORIE
ment.

N. H.

them-

Languages.

WILLIAM

ACADEMY,

REED’S FERRY, N. H., on Nashua & Concord R. R
Rev. S.N., HOWELL, PRINCIPAL.

RIDGEVILLE COLLEGE.
J. L.COLLIER,

Sec.

GRANITE STATE
MILITARY & OOLLEGIATE INSTITUTE,

N. H,, Oct. 18 1870,

REV. I. D. ADKINSON,

Special at-

Depot foot of Chamber St.. at
M.D,

E. 8. TASKER, Sec.

REV.

Primary, $4,00,

Ins. Music, $10,00

Center Strafford, July 27, 1870.

Sec.

selves, will be furnished at reasonable rates.

Northwood,

-

Instruction given in Latin, Greek, French and Ger-

See-

to those preparing to teach.
Board, and rooms to those wishing to board

V.

man languages.
Board from $2.25 to $3.00. Rooms can:be had for
those who wish to board themselves.:
WARREN Foss, Sec.

on

Tuesday,

A.

Primary,
Common English,
Higher English,
Languages.

Principal,

Apply to the PRINCIPAL, Or to
THOMAS TUTTLE,

N.

MRS. SARAH

ANNIE O. TUTTLE,
Preceptress.
Special attention given to those fituing fer College,

painful it

may be. If Dr. Franklin was a man of
loose conduct, why should decorous sensibilitity represent him as a passionless sage ?
If Washington lost his temper at Moamouth, and swore roundly, why showld
decorous sensibility skip the oath? Whatever is necessary to show the map
as he
really was it is essential that the historian
should record. Mr. Sparks once corrected
the’ grammar of some of Washington’s letters. 1t was kindly but surely unwisel
done. And it is precisely that kind of pol-

ishing and ‘trimming

Winter Term will commence

Miss

Higher English, $5,00

STRAFFORD,

COLLEGE,

SEMINARY.

6 and continue i3 weeks.
ALBERT
R. SAVAGE,

will

continue

HE FALL TERM of 11 weeks, will eommence Tuesday, Aug. 30, under the instruotion of

3wi3

Glimpses of Public Men.

Music;

=

AUSTIN
CENTER

THE

September 6th, 1870.

JAMES CALDER, Pres.

$6,00,

is the only

Catalogues will be sent on application to the

and

tention given to those fitting for College.
JOHN H, SHAPLEAIGH,

COLLEGE.

retary.

22,

instructors: G. H.

Good boarding places can be obtained.

1870,

open

Nov.

Penmanship, (12 lessons)$1,50.

with the Bates College gives its students

HILLSDALE

Tuesday,

the following

Common English, $4,50.

SCHOOL.

The Fall Term of Hillsdale College will

TERM of Lebanon Academy

on

under

TUITION.

many advanteges not to be bad at other schools.
A. M. JONES. See.

;

called

14,

weeks

Languages,

THE WINTER TERM of this Instution will commence Thursday,
Nov. 10th, 1870, under the 1nstruction of LYMAN G. JORDAN, A. B., as Principal,
with three Assistants.
Tne principle object of this
school is to fit young mea for College and -no pains
will be spared to make it a first class school.
Its

connection

land, and it is said

journal

NICHOLS

But they grind exceeding small.”

make her home there.
Pareppa Rosa will pass the winter in London, returning to America with an opera
troupe, next spring.

will commence Nov.

WINTER

commence

E.J. Cowell, teacher of Drawing; T. A. Stacy, teach

their patronage as at any period of its history.
For further information, rooms, &c., apply early to
REV.A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
E.C.LEWIS, See.
New Hampton, N. H,, Oct. 18th, 1870.

“ The mills of God grind slowly,

hereafter

TERM

SEMINARY.

er of Penmanship and Voeal
| Hayes, teacher of Wax Work.

The Trustees are glad to iuform their friends that
the present faculty, — Principal and Assistants—will continue their connection with the School next term,
and the
public may be assured that the Institution as fuily merits

men

They never ground a grist finer than that
which Napoleon III. sent to their mill,
marked ¢ Empire of Mexico.”"—Our Sister

A

E WINTER

to $5,00; Pen-

na

Pearson, A. B., Principal; Mi.s M. H. Feinald, Preceptress, and teacher of Instrumental Music; Mrs.

JosErPH SMITH died in Harmony,
Me., Oct.
28th, aged 54 years.
He was one of the ten that
composed the North Harmony church at its organization, nine years ago. He was a leading
man in the town; a pillar “¥n the church and
among the firstin the Q. M.
He
was a safe
counselor, a warm friend, a kind husband and
loving father.
After suffering six weeks with
the fever, God gave him release and took him up
higher.
He leaves a wife and three children to
mourn their loss, but they sorrow not as those
who have no hope.
J. W. CARR.

whom he sent to death through his black
flag decree slept unavenged in their bloody

An Iowa woman
projects a woman's
rights hotel at Sioux city.
Minn.,
gave
Twin sisters in Winona,
birth to-twin boys last month.
Fanny Fern invites Eugenie to come to
this country as a public lecturer.
A party of ladies ran with the machine
at a recent fire in an Iowa town.
Ex-Queen Isabella has gone to Switzershe will

HE

CATHARINE
Busi, daughter of Martin and,
Mary Tinker, and widow of the late John Bush,
died in Harrisburg, N. Y., Aug. 18th, at the advanced age of 96 years and 1 month.
She was
born in Westfield, Mass. In 1800 she came with
her husband to the then new county of Lewis
N.Y.
They remained in Lowville five years,
and then moved.to Harrisbargh.
She embraced religion some years before there was a K.
Baptist church in H., and was one of those who
constituted that church at its organization in
1823. She continued an active member
of it
until the infirmities of age forbade active duties,
and
a worthy and beloved member
until her
Master called her home.
She spent the last
twenty-three years of her life in widowhood;
suffering much from lameness and from partial
paralysis.
During all this she was cheerful and
happy.
She buried five children, and six survive to cherish and bless her memory.
C. M. PRESCOTT.

TH

$2,00; Drawing, &c., $3,00

WEST LEBANON ACADEMY.

single

Verses are inadmissible.

doubted the justice of God, had Maximilian

and their Doings.

tbat

Not more than a

misery

but it is with

cent victims of this crime

the

Third.. When over cunning men think
that they can outwit all their fellows, and
are exulting at the success which their
shrewdness has achieved, I say to myself,
“Fill your pockets! By and by you will
sit down on those eggs {"—Beccher.

Women

do not

LorINDA A. Looais, wife of G. H. Burgess,
died at Babcock Hull, N. Y.,0ct. 23,aged 33. Sone
was a member of the Free Baptist church at Unadilla Forks.
Com.

drenched

Principal,

HE FALL TERM of this institution
will open
Aug. 23. Its courses of study are as follows: In
Female Department—Collegiate, English, Musical,
Painting.
In Male Department—Classical, |
sh
and Scientific, Commercial. Superior facili
are
furnished to Young Men Fitting
for Coll
Its
Commercial Department is one of the Moai
Success.
ful in the state. Terms moderate. For full information, send for Catalogue.
J. 8, GARDNER, Prin.
Whitestown, N. Y., July 22,70,

with cash

to any

advantages

mv
$3,00 per week. Wood and lights extra.
Rooms for those desiring
to board
themselves.
Books furnished by the Principal at Portland prices.
A Teacher’s Class will be formed for the purpose
of thoroughly drilling those who prapose to teach
the coming winter. Especial attention paid those
students preparing for College,
M. E. SWEAT, M. D,, Sec, of Trus.
Parsonsfield, June 27,70,
Et

ten

en eggs, and went up as if every egg was a

to

strument,

WHITESTOWN

them

Brevity is specially important.

short

in explosion.

accompany

K, MABRY,

manship, $1,50.

wishing obitua

ginglesquare can well be afforded

few

bomb

Persons

the

Abbie Mabry, Primary Department.
Tuition: Common
English, $3,00; Higher English,
$4,00; Languages, $6.00; Music, $5,00; Use of In-:

DEA. WILLIAM HILL died in Great Falls, Oct.
13th, aged 90 years,
He. was born in Kittery,
Me., but removed early in life to the town of
Strafford, where he experienced religion nearly
seventy years ago, and was baptized by Elder
Sierra.
Dyer, uniting with the F. W. Baptist church of
Died away, did I say?
No; not there, S.. He was soon chosen Deacon, which office he
nor then ! Those echoes rolled across. the held till God called him to receive higher honors
We nevbroad Atlantic and shook every throne in and pleasures with him forevermore.
had an interview with him that did not quickEurope.
The royal piotter against the lib- | er
en our spiritual life and make us feel that Swe
erties of men heard them in his palace by were wiser for having received his counsel.
the Seine, and grew pale as he listened. His house was the home of many of the.fathers
They rolled over the Pyrenees, and the of our denomination, and their children’s chilthrone of Isabella beganto crumble; over dren will not soon forget his warm heart and libhand.
Some years ago he moved from
the Alps, and every monarch from Italy to eral
Strafford to Great Falls and united with our
the farthest east heard in them the rum- church in that place, where he was a worthy
member at the time of his death.
He also resided a short time at Dover, where he became
strongly attached to the people of God.
Two
wives, a number of children and a large family
answered bythe uprising millions of future of brothers and sisters had gone before him to
generationg until ‘ Kingly Prerogatives” the better land. Our brother leaves a number of
and ¢¢ Divine rights" are things of the past. sons and daughters,all of whom are Christians
The world had waited long for tohse echoes, and living for God and heaven. May the Lord
help them to glory in tribulation, knowing that
and was better when it heard them at their
redemption draweth nigh.
last.
A. LGVEJOY.

scure and unwatched violence ?
We put the eggs safely in our coat-tail
pocket, and walked cautiously. It recalled

every

MADISON

Obituaries,
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion

sunk in

follows the most

said

(Combines

assisted by J. Marshall Hawkes, Teacher of Classics,
Natural Sciences and Vocal Music; Miss M. A. Pike
Teacher of Modern Languages, Painting and Drawing; Miss J. B. Stanley,
Leacher of Instrumental
Music®Piano and Organ ; Mr. J. W. Titcomb, Teach-,
er of * Spencerian System” of Penmanship; Miss

exposure

do—not the words at all which

and left it—

She has received
a diploma
membership of the Italian

Eggs.
—

from the

:

Instruction thorough,

and cemforts of a school and home.) Number
Limited to 40, Next year begins September 15.
Address
CHAS, W, CUSHING.
6¥L2
=;

lust of

Miramon.
Then he commenced a bitter,
rambling, and incoherent speech to Escobe-

a corner, full, brimfull of eggs—thirteen,
besides one for a nest egg. As oriental
kings despoil a captured city, rob its people, pull down their choice architecture and
quite diserown its beauty, so we found the

vooalist, is having
)

miserable

gratify

and

and all three rolled upon the ground.
Mejiaand Miramgn died instantly, but Maximilian repeatedly clapped his hand on his
head as if in agony, and expired with a
struggle, as the echoes of the muskets died
away among the canons of the distant

like the Nestor ofthe House, as he was, the

was

his

to

ly pleaded to save him

ian with a cross elevated in his right hand,
when the sharp crash of the volley came,

ets withunlawful wealth, which other men
earned, I say, ‘‘You will sit down on those

There

greater master of irony and satire,

broken,

chosen with great care.

virtues.

ries published in the Morning Star, who

we

and he

He returned ridicule for invective

and raillery for abuse.

next,

been put in his mouth— about beng willing to die for the good of Mexico, but was
stopped and told to face the muskets.
Mejia stood with his arms folded, Miramon
holding his written defense, and Maximil-

himself to be puffed up and flattered, I
know that his time will come when he will
sitdown on his eggs.
¥,
Second. When Lsee men who are robbing right and left, and filling their pock-

cussion.

personal

Many

exonerated

men, had contracted the habit in Mexico of
standing with his hands behind him, and in

It was not so full but that, it

There was the roundest

———

The Iridependent has a fine article devoted to the portraiture of the great Conserva-

Es

Ny

Jone

!

half

into the barn.

was
last

can burn faster than you can build and they

But

may

| wandered through the garden and strolled

like

versities, and the people dead against him
—he carried the banner of the forlorn hope
of conservatism high above gny possibility
of ultimate defeat.
Mr. Disrae'i hos passed his sixty-fifth
ear. This, ho +1
ina generation that

burn your house if you stir.”

was

And so,

like

We can not afford to have in the community a class of men whose final argument
is the torch. No man’s property is safe,
not even the tippler's.
It is of no use to
go on accumulating property in our ordinary industries, while these enemies of property are left undisturbed in their work.
They
will do it.

they

tards!

the

old man, nearing fourscore, as, with sprig
of myrtle between his lips, hat drawn down
to his brows, feet stretched out and crossed,

let us

Here

making echoes

cackle, and

iron bar with a stroke of his: battle-axe;
the other Saladin, severing with his Damascus blade the silken scarf as it floated in

erate a business which educates men to use

means

a voluminous barn.

know that he could find that nest.”
Again and again came that exultant

were,

the ten years preceding Lord Palmerston’s
death can forget the fizure of the handsome

is man-burning

informed

inaudible to the spectators, to Mejia and

however, equally matched, though most
differently skilled in parhamentary fight;
‘I'he one was

his

Ten miles west of Boston.

careful, complete. Advantages for Music, PaintingFrench and
German, unsurpassed. Particular atten,
tion paid to common and solid branches. Teachers

personal power, is also an ignorant, supertitious, cowardly, debauched man, may
the privileges of his private rights be just-

to stop the bullets, and here the carriage
halted. Gen. Escobedo, with a motion of
the hand, directed Maximilian to come
down. The puppet Emperor, unaccustomed to such treatment from those he re-

Harry

taking

two

a

Mejia on the east. Maximilian, from a Tepugnance to touching the hands of common

bluff

about

The

met

city,

upon the ground of

FEMALE SEMINARY,

AT AUBURNDALE, MASS.

But if a ruler who has caused countless
homes to be ruined and faithful hearts to be

slope of

the

been

ian stowd on the west, Miramon

sessed. an extraordinary
love of fair play.
The latter advanced stealthily, gave no favor to his foe, and, if threatened with the

worst, had but few scruples

three

boring hen-yard, and yet the searcher finds
nothing.
:
‘That pesky hen! she lays every, day, |
and yet we are none the better for het! eggs.
I wonder where the creature hides! If

and genial;
Disraeli delicate, nervous,
and secretive. The former had an erect
port, met opposition with defiance, and pos-

dishonorable

the

On the north-eastern

unchaste.

has

in chorus, and

such

bat-

hardy,

where

I rode

rude barrier of adobes had been thrown up

But hens, who have a secretive tendency,

tle between
the two leaders was waged
furiously for years, it is not remembered
that either ever lost his temper.
No two
men were more exactly the opposite of
each

Duenas,

the low, rocky hill-side, facing

a modesty of the nest, find their paradise in

Lord Palmerston was Mr. Disraeli’s most im-

Shall honest men be intimidat-1 by this
kind of argument? Can we afl rd to tol-

is. fairly put.

their death.

man if he: were

evil-doer

lay in silence, and proclaim it in vociferous
cackles, bringing down the whole barnyard

at the cracks would keep them
when the old man was coming.

on

one right on the road: Probably they did
not wish to be disturbed in their smoking.
The barn was burned at night, when deeds the air. Lord Palmerston was dressed
of darkness are done. We are expecting an English geotieman; Mr. Disraeli
more of this kind of business. Let us look
Cheapside “Cockney.
The first
at it as the final argument of the beaten {ue plain, open, blunt Englishman; the
rum-sellers.
“If you convict me and fine the wiley, clever, calculating Hebrew.

argument

out to see the spot

nooks, and corners, all sortsof frolics might
be carried on, while an occasional ¢‘peak’

for

continent

a public

of the truth? We do’ not say that Louis
Napoleon was such a man. But if the
evidence which proves it should be disgarded,as the dust of the earth, gave him covered, it should certainly be made public.
a look of doubt which finally changed to a It should be no more concealed than the
scowl, descended hesitatingly, and
walked
general moral tone of his court. We are
mechanically towards the summit of the all profoundly
interested
in knowing
hill. Miramon arrived next, and seeing whether great public virtues may exist in
that Maximilian was going wrong, called the same person with great private vices;
him back. They stood at first with Maxi- and whether a man who can not govern
milian in the center, but the position was himgelf can wisely govern an empire.—
changed, and when the troops drew up on Harper's Weekly.
’
the hill below to fire apon them, Maximil-

Egypt.

appetite

of Maximilian,

In company with Senor

LASELL

been a religious man if he were not so
nor a truthful man if he told lies; nor a
learned man if he were ignorant; nora

—

Mr. Disraeli

abstract suhjects—when the theme is literature, or science, or philosophy— he attain$
a loftiness of thought equal to the occasion.

it is queerer still,

the road,

Death

No more neat, careful, exact, and scrupu-

_had the sense of great space, It wadfestooned with cobwebs, and had all the tribes
of spiders that hide in half lights. We
ions of his voice can be detected.
They
are managed with exquisite art to give et- climbed the beams, we jumped down from
fect to the irony ‘of the moment.
An al- far up on the hay, and finally, afier sundry
most imperceptible motion of the body and amusements, lay down by the side where
hands grows in subtile harmony with the the shrunk boards gave us an inspection
Berchbor
tones. He convulses his hearers with merri- crack, from which we swept
ment, without a smile on his face. His shaft is hood—saw and were unseen. Soon we
aimed
with deadly precision, while he heard the least possibla sound of a foot on
himself is imperturbably cool. The process the hay. Turning our head, we beheld the
by which he deliberately tortures his antag- procuctive but unprofitable hen stealing
towards her secret. It was the one time
onist is feline.
But
hg can be argumentaWe knew as much as she did.
tive as well.
In the accepted sense, he is too often.
How
rapacious
are hll conquerors!
not an orator. He never rises into the

that stragglers should have got into a barn
far

a

gained of

association which is natural to man with
the fruit of his own thoughts.
:
When he rises to speak it is scarcely different. There is intellectual power in his
aspect, but it seems almost fatuous. Like
Shylock in the great judgment scene, he
stoops, almost crouches, and darts furtive
glances from eyes that flash some concealed
purpose. The forehead, eyes, mouth, and
chin hang. The head hangs on the breast.
The shoulders on the body. If men carry
a table of contents in their external aspect,
that of Mr. Disraeli when he rises to address the House is that of a blank leaf.
But when he makes his points the manner
changes.
He becomes animated.
The
thumbs are removed from the arm-holes of
the waistcoat. The most delicate inflex-

into the barn to sleep, and it caught fire
from his pipe.” The temperance people
think it queer that Greenfield's barn should
have been burnt, which belonged to a man
prominent in the liquor prosecutions, rather
than PBonniface’s barn, who defended the
And

gallery,

of his own,

breath smells of liquor,

men.

:

There is'no gazing around nor. lolling in
his seat. -Nobody converses with him, Isolation and self-absorption are the ideas the
observer gains of him so long as he occupies his seat. He seems to live in a world

thinks it was an accident.
‘Some straggler must have come along and crawled

persecuted

:

lous housekeeper ever was seen in the
Hoosier State, than our fair landlady, who
from his showy dress, jeweletl fingers,spot- had us in special charge during the absence
less linen, and long flakes of curling of our proper head queen, who sought health
black hair was that of emasculated af- onthe sea-board. An old-fashioned barn
fectation,
Pride is generally associated there was, huge in the middle. with a
with lofty bearing. He is produced by a variety of sheds, lean-tos, stables, and
totally opposite appearance. He stoops. carriage-houses projecting on every side of
His gait is unsteady. There were never it, as if the barn ‘had settled a family of
movements gs noiseless. He sits with his little barns around it. It was a family
barn, beléved of hens and boys; for in its
head rigid, bedy contracted, arms pinned
to his side, and whole appearance as quies- roomy interior and in the passages, bins,
speaker's

Thatis the plain English of it. Greentield's
barn is burnt—there is no doubt about that.
It is a little curious to see how opinion is
divided

to know,

impression five and twenty years:

said Lawyer| ago that a stranger, looking down from the

Rankin,

bonfires

one cares

BRIDGES.

80,”

relief in her

ris

Bonniface

GON

now finds

of Ponvintamatowski.

a

DE!

tell! you

and

Ban

FROM

I not

Ind.,

maiden name

a Bee

LETTER

“Did-

ment was prolonged and extreme. It
chanced in this wise,and in the goodly state
of Indiana:
hn
;

375

Br

——

ville,

and there have been times when the excite-

attained by any Commoner since the days
of the younger Pitt. It is not of this, so
much as of what has produced this, that

Argument.

23, 1870.
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than. £,000 people.

gregate annual wages are $728,000. The property
-of the company comprises an ‘area of several
square miles.
Zinc and lead are mined, dressed and melted, purified, alloyed and manufactured on the spot.
i
The old meeting-house at Jaffrey Center,N. H.,

sod is good for evergreens and other plants.
As our shore readers have inexhaustible quan=
tities of this sod within easy reach, we will state

used for atown-house

for several

years

Official returns of the Louisiana elections show

was fought.
It has recently been thoroughly
repaired, the upper story being
fitted up for
high school purposes, and the lower for a town

recovered.

sweep of

a clean

made

New Orleans by over 5000 majority.

halls

resign

It is reported that Secretary Fish will
after the assembling of Congress.

The

their
.

:

Professor Hitchcock,
the N. H. State geologist,
has recently /Yound Silurian corals at Lisbon,
which would
show that. the State is not of the
Azoic age, aghas generally been supposed.

abolished

have

St. Crispin

of

Knights

strikes, and intend to change
into a co-operative one.

organization

wise

at the recent congressional election in R. T., is
to be continued with vigor. The testimony before the United States commissioner on Thursday was very direct and explicit, and shows
that men were squarely offered from $5 to $30
apiece to vote for Eames, the Sprague candidate, who defeated Mr. Jenckes for Congress.
No defense was attempted, and the two men
held for trial before the United States courts,
with. many others, will doubtless get the full
penalty of the law.

The President this week consolidates the revenue districts of Boston into one. This step is
to be followed up by similar consolidations
throughoat the country.
Forty indictments have been found in Memphis against persons holding office in opposition
to the X1Vth Amendment.
An important convention with England has
just been concluded, by which, in cases of maritime seizures, the three mixed courts of justice

dry it.

has
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Alabama republicans account for the democratic gains in that State by the fact that the republican vote polled was far below its strength, the
colored voters being intimidated by threats of
discharge from their employers.
There are reports that several leading Canadian politicians are coming to Washington for
the purpose of studying American sentiment
touching the various annexation projects that
are under consideration, and, being in position,
to take advantage of any circumstances which
may be developed.
Upper Canada will send the
majority of these gentlemen.
It is represented
that the annexation party is constantly increasing in numbers and influence.

Viscount V. Treilhard, the new French minister to this country, appointed by Napoleon, arrived at New York on Saturday the 12, from
Chili, but is informed by the department of State
that he can not be received in his diplomatic
capacity by this governmeut.
Berthemy will

i
{lz| i

continue the representative’ of France

until re.

lieved by the proper authorities.

§ i

The republicans lose the single election district
in New York city which they claimed to have

T

|

There is now building in Portland Me., an iron
lighthouse for a harbor on Cape Cod, which will
be forty-four feet high, and twenty-five feet in
diameter at the base, and is to weigh one hundred tons. The average thickness of the iron*
walls will be about three-quarters of an inch.
The lower courses are so cast that they will be
two inches in the marks of low and high water,
With the extapering at the ends to one inch.
ception of the place of entrance to the tower,
the lower courses will be filled: with concrete,
and the whole walls above will be lined with

and

public

be

} EA

|

A
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I

a

Notwithstanding the war, each of the states en‘gaged in the rebeffion shows an actual increase
in population since 1860.
The best quality of charcoal pig-iron can be
profitably produced in Tennessee and Georgia for
less than $20 per ton.
That Terre
feet.

Haute

salt well has got down

1900

A well-defffibd case of spontaneous combustion
in 7000 gue of coal has appeared in
reagan,
L

' FOREIGN.
Dijon has

been reoccupied by the Prussians in

heavy force.”

:

Garibaldi is abandoning the line of the Vosges,
and the Prussians have taken Dole.
A

The

French

having

treated the

captains

Prussian vessels captured as prisoners
Bismarck threatens retaliation.

of

of war,

The Mont Cenis tunnel, the most wonderful
piece of railway enterprise ever undertaken, will
be completed next’ year.
At one part it is 5000
feet below the surface of the earth.

The

siege of

Thionville has begun

in good

earnest; the town is on fire, and it may capitulate
at any moment.
An interesting naval duel recently took place
off Havana, by appointment, between a German

war-steamer and a French corvette, in which

the

former was successful.
i
Despatches from Versailles say that the retreat

of Von der Tann is only a part of a grand strategic scheme of Von Moltke’s, by which the army
“of the Loire is to be surrounded by the force of
Von ‘ler Tann and Prince Frederick Charles.

The

latter was

within five days’

march

of the

forces of De Paladine.
The loss of Von der Tann
will necessarily: be very heavy, and perhaps of
importance enough to afford the French an
opportunity of claiming another victory. .

De Paladine is doing his best to out-manceuver
Prince Frederick Charles, and thinks himself at
least a seven days’ march ahead of him.
The
gardes mobiles marching to aid Garibaldi mutinied, refusing to fight under him, and a few had to

be shot before the rest would proceed.
The Times says that if Russia should
fleet on the Black

Sea,

and

puta

other powers do not

destroy it, England is bound to do so.

Itis reported thatthe bombardment of Paris
will begin Dec. 1.

The treaty admitting

Hesse-Darmstadt into

Confederation has been sign-

the North German
ed.
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A Prussian

bark

has

been blow

np by a

French frigate on the Irish const.

A despatch from Tours announces that Engthe provisional
land, with the approval
wed her proposgovernmentof France, has

als for an armistice, based ‘upon the pecuniary |
“expenses, the razing of,
for

- the fortress upon the frontier, and the neutralization of the provinces of Alsace and Lorraine, the

great p¥Wers guaranteging the fulfillment of these
re government of France.
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of the Loire has withdrawn to the

to avoid being shut in between the

armies now marching against it.

the

exports

United

of rails

from

States, during

41,076 tons,

Great

August,

abashel

in 1869, and 23,250 tons in 1868.

The

Rhine

is German

garden

and

French, and

to

on

Steinmetz was disgraced because in three several battles he deliberately diverged from the

by

Moltke.

Von

not sufficiently
to the sirength

hazarded
ment

At

the Great is called in Berlin, was decorated re*
cently in honor of the German victories, a young
‘gamin climed intrepidlyto the very shoulders

the giant effigy, and place a crown of lsurel
its three-cornered hut. When the Queen
‘heard of it she sent for this young knight of the
pave, and presented him with
a china cup snd
saucer, the former
bearing
ber portrait in a
medallion, and two Frederics d’or.
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se pillow is a curiosity in its way.

to stand alone, with
on the upper side.

a semicirculur
The Jupunese

There

and

laxa-

for horses

out of condition.

To sick

——

It

on the

upper side of the pillow, and rock themselves

to sleep in a few minutes,

crude

con-

cal value of this concrete; but, in general, it may be
remarked, that it is heartily and highly commended
by thoughtful enginecrs as a step in the right direction.
The sonorousvess of the hoof-beat, as enabling
the pedestrian to measure the imminence of passing
vehicles, is an element of coneretes over wooden
pavements, illustrated in an eminent degree by the
asphaltic road, the vaiue of which as a preventive or

accidents
can not be overestimated.

This

pavement has been adopted by the
Commissioners.— Harper's Weekly.
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Its Effects are
Magical.

@
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@ 127%

An UNFAILING
REMEDY
for NEURALGIA FACIALIS, often effecting a perfect cure in a single day.—
No form of Nervous Disease fails to yield to its wonderful power.
Even in the severest cases of Chronic
Neuralgia affecting the entire system, its use for a
few days affords the most astonishing relief apd rarel
fails to produce a compl te and permanent. énre.
i
contains no materials in the slightest aegree injurions,
{ It has the unqualified approval of the best physicians,

| Thousands, in every part of the country, gratefully
acknow ledge its power to soothe the tortured nerves
and restore the failing strength,
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CATTLE

M1i.cH COwWs—#30 to $60; extra good, $65 to $1.00
with or without calves, as may be agreed; farrow
and ordinary, $20 to $50,
STORES—Ye arling $08 to $;20 two year old, $15 to
20; three years old, $00 to $00.
FAT HOUS—9 to 9c.
_SHOTES—Wholesale, 10to 11c; retail 10% to 12Xe.
Country lots, 7% to 8¢
Hipgs—Brighton 8to 8xc;
, Country lots 63 to 7c.
TALLOW=— Tto

Pages, double the size of most papers of
It1s the paper for the East, West, North

TERMS, INDUCEMENTS, ETC.
TERMS$3 a year for 52 numbers,and only $2.60
in ¢ lubes o! ten, This Quarter's 13 Numbers sent
FREE, a:onerea above.
Our Club fnducements
for 1871 are unprecedented,
Specimens, Premium
Lists, &c., sent free to all forming Clubs, — and we

Address

D.D,T. MOORE41 Park Row, N.Y.

OOCLOCK.
8wi7

Local

B
|

AAAAAAAAAAA
Twenty years experience has proved this the
' most popular remedy with Physicians and
Parents for those pests of Childhood--Worms.
They. are pleasant to take and always effective
in expelling the Worms and toneing the system
up to its normal condition, Beware of counterfeits and imitations. The genuine have the signature of the proprietors on the wrapper of each
package.
oh
JOHNSTON, HOLLOWAY & COWDEN,

Choirs

Agents - Wanted.

I want un Local agunt in every Town and
Village in the Country, to canvass for
duhgeribers 10 the WesTERN
WORLD.
A MAG IFICKNT $2,00 PREMIUM BTEKEL
ENGRAVINGI8 sent gratis to every sub
seriber, From $1 00 to $10.00 cay be easily made in ap evening. A liberal ocush
‘lommiscion 18 allowed, Send stamp or
quecimens and Po jze Circular
Address,
JAMES R. ELLIOT, BOSON, MASS.

indisore
vully
QUAUKS~—A
vidam ol earl
A tion Sausihy nervous debility, prem ure decay
remedy
advertised
every
o.. having tried in vain
has discovered a sim) le means of seli-oure, whic)
to his fellow sufferers on receipt of
aénd
he will
£
Address J. H, REK\
a stampto pay postage.
1y28
8t., New York,
87) Nasssu

have long been awaiting its Issue.

THE NEW ANTHEM BOOK.
SABBATH

THE

GUEST.

BY L. O. EMERSON & J. H. MOREY.
An Entirely New Collection of Anthems, Opening
and Closing Pieces, Sentences, Choruses, &c.,

NOW
READY.
Price $1,60. $15.0 per dozen.
A sample copy
sent post-paid to any address on receipt of price.
OLIVER DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
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U. 8. Five-Twenties,
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1867.

11, 8, 5-20°8 Of 1865. .000cnvess
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--Ageets: male and female

ANTE

tures everywhere.

to sell pic-

One of our agents

has re-

tailed over 7,000 at seventy-five cents each, iu the
past 2 years, Address with stamp
WHITNEY & CO., NORWICH, Conn,
:
:
4146

A DAY MADE AT HOME!40 entirely
new articles for Agents.

ddress, H. B. SHA

W, Alfred, Me.

Samples sent free,
ma7

« THE
A sixteen

LITERARY

page Monthly Paper.

WORLD.”
Reviews of sll lead:

News; a.complete Mon'hly
ing New Bouss ; Literary
List of Ameiican Publications.
FIFTY CENTS VER
YEAR
S.mpleCop es, seven Cents, 8. B, CROCK-

WEEKLY!

is the Largess Dlusirated
Journal
on the
Contine.t—each number containing sixteen Five=

a

9

Sl

HOLLOWAY'S
VERMIFUGE CONFECTIONS.

Peurs—with wool $,87 to $1,00 each; country lot
750 a $125.
CALF SKINS-—16al8c.
ire
GOLD AND STOCKS.
Nov. 16,1870.

ER, Pablisher, 82
[£1

the best families all over the Union, Canada, &e. Indeen MOORK’S RURAL has no Rival in ita sphere; and

8

AIST

WORKING OXEN—@$125 to $240 per pair, or accord
ing to their value as Beef. Handy Steers, $70 to $125

COUNTRY.

want a live club Agent in every Town,

2

lyeowl3

It is the Standard Authority on all branches
of AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE, &¢, Asa Liter«
ary anda Family P. per it is a favoritein many of

and 8.uth,

{TURNER & CO., Proprietors,
120 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass,
lyeow4s
5

Sold by all Druggists at 25 cents per Box.

Superbly [llustrated and Priited, its the

Column
its class.

Six packages
.
500
'
a
It is sold by all dealers in drugs and medicines.

MARKET,
Nov. 16, 1870.

BrEF—Extra $12,50 to $13,00, first quality $11,5 to
$12 25; 2d quality $9,0) to $i1,00; 34 Juality $ 7,000
er cwt., on total weight of hi e, farrow, and
8.50,
ressed beef,

Lurgest=Circulaging
Journal of its Class in
the
orld,
Natio. al in Character, ably Editea,

AMERICAN

#

Sent by mail on receipt of price and postage.
One package
.
.
0".
. Postage 6 cents.

No. 602 Arch St, Philada,

BRIGHTON

The RURAL now in its 21st year, is not only the
Largest, Best and Cheapest, but by far the

BEST
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been clothed in an en-

tirely new dress, and presents a very
comely appearance.
It should be in
every Baptist family.
Let every pas-
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CHRISTIAN BAPTISM.
This little book has been revised
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Mest Book at the vest rates. A rich work, illustating every usual topic of interest to the people. The
No one
best compend of elegant literature extant.
ean afford to be without it. Complete in one vol. In
Mailed. post
cloth, $5; in sheep, $6; half mo., $7.
Extra rates to extra
paid, on receipt or price.

Agents.
AddressiW.C. PALMER,
B ble House, N. Y.
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snd the water and fier particles permitted to
escapd; such’ dums may be constructed very ensl.
roadside

Com.to

$4 worth of Music; and 75 cts. for the * Song Echo,”
rr
a New School Book.

80 formed that‘the sund and gravel will be held,
ly and no
them.

Millewakee—

:
age by J. L. PETERRS, 599
Broadway, New York, P.O. Box 5429.
Send 30 cts.
for sample of Peters’ * Musicai Monthly,” containing

"NIFORM LESSON

keg,B..ccc..

50 | Lard,

Medium do. :.6 00 @ 6 30

« Musical Recreations,” and *‘ Pleasant Memories,”
Piano music of moderate difficulty. ** Golden Chimes”
and “ Bnllant Gems,” Piano music by Ch. ninkel,
Allsrd, Pacaer,
&c. In all, 16 vole. Price of each,
“a
8.70 in boards ; $2 cloth;

very great,

springs up, far over-topping neighboring lots that
have pot a supply of rieb food completely prepared for immediate consumption, To turn a
to throw up a flat dum

@ 13%

choice do....7 00 @ 7 50 |Hams smoked..18 g.. 19

Fertilizing.

and when we take into consideration the fact that
it might be available at a very smull outlay of labor, such neglect seems inexcusable.
We bave
repeatedly seen the wash of muny rods of road escuping into a brook and wasting, which might, by
a minute’s labor of 4 man with a spade,be turned
into a mowing or tillage field. By wash we do
not meun sand and gravel, but the finely pulverized
stones
worn
by the
grinding of many

stream

|Crude.see.ee.13

Illinois and Ohio,
Pickled.ccoer..
@.. ©
choice extra, 7 50 @ 8 50 (Hogs, dressed 10) @ 11
:
*PRODUCK.
. Mich. and Indiana
choice extra. 7 (0 a 7 50 |Apples, dried B. 3 @ 8

Schonberg Cotta Family.

The vast amount of valuable fertilizing material that is 10st from neglect of roadside abutters to

necessary

A new Steam Job Printing Press
has just been put into operation in the
Morning Star Office. This Press is the .
best in use, and is, of course, capable
of doing most excellent work.
The Job type is entirely new, and
has been selected with great care from
type made by first-class manufacturers
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Experience i§ daily proving th t the Snow & Davis Concrete, several times previously referred to in
these columns, is pvercoming the difficulties and defects above referred to, and is settling the question,
“ Of what material and how shall our pavements and
sidewalks be made?”

Bee

ders them fruittul." On a plane. they incline to
shoot upward; and
therefore art is employed
ty ~killtul gardeners, and
applied in various
Ways 10 check their perpendicular and promote

depression
lie at full

hollow

the present

crete.
It remains for years and attrition to test the practi

ers.
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Print Cloths.. 6%

experiments

set of the books for examination will be forward-

enough

length on the floor, place, not their bead, but
their neck in the crescent-shaped

been

is little provender of which the horse is fonder.
The following account of the carrotis not exaggerated:
* This root is held in much esteem.
There is none
better
nor perhaps
so good.
first given

Hx been revised and much improved, printed on
stereotype plates, made from new type throughout. It hasa large number of selected and choice
T 18as well as many
of our best Hymn®,
Itis
compact in form, can be easily carried in the pocket
and is well adapted to use in social meetings. Price
per single book,30 cents; per doz. $2.48.
Postage

Low Middling = 17 @ 17% | No: l.ccese. 8010 @@ 01 tu90
Neatsfoot¥gall
DOMBSTIUS,
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Sheetings and Shirtings—

in predicting that the ideal or coming pave-

will be developed from

or the rapid
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Urdinary
Good
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Mid.togd md ..17 @ 18
DOVER, N. H.

and, as the minds of engineers and inventors are already begiuniog to turn in this direction, nothing is

PIANISTS

wheels into almost impalpable powder, together
Spicheren Hights, it was found ‘that the French
with the excrementitious matter which has been
have been dislodged by a certain flank
might
dropped, pulverized and dissolved. These fine
movement provided for by the commaning general, but which Steinmetz refused to make, thus | particles are light, snd when carried in the roadinvolving the loss of many more men thun was
water ure suspended, as it were, giving the water
The great fault of Steinmetz
actually necessary.
its milky, clouded appearance,
was his partiality for bayonet charges, the necesThe chemists tell us the roadside wash contains
sity for which does not, so often occur since tull ten per cent. of organic matter, The water,
Finally.
into use.
have come
breech-loaders
as it moves, carries this matter with it, and if {it
his deposition as the
demanded
on Moltke
were evaporated, the residuum would consist
only condition upon which he would retain his almost entirely of fertilizing material, We bave
own command.
uwwa)s noticed the wonderful luxurfance with
When the statue of * Old Fritz,” as Fredegjc which grass thut has bad the wash poured upon it

is nothing but a rocker of u cradle ybroad

and

@

Codfish, large t 00 @ 7 00 | Refined..eeee.s 25 @.. 26
small...ee..5:00 @ 6 OU |Kerosene.......26 @.. 27
Mackerel,lge1l 50 @22 00 |Naptha.........ib @.. 22
Shore...... 8 50 g 26 6u
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Alewives..... 4 50 § 5 w | Beet—Mess,
Salmon. tce..22 00 @26 00 | Western...15 00 @)6 0.
Hern
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FLO
AND MEAL.
|Pork,
The concrete pavement—the value of which has
St.Louis, sup.. .. @.. .. [Extra Clear.29 00 ¢30 0v
been happily settled in Paris—effects a union of the
extra brand 6 00 @ 6 25 | Clear......28
00 2)
better qualities of both the woolen and the stongy
choice extra 8 00 @ 9 00 | Mess, best.26 00 §27 (0
block, without the objections appertaining to either,
West’rn sup..4 75 @ 5 00 | Prime.... 21 00 g22 00

known that the spreading of trees always ren.

the early fate of these it is

indicated

wear

Cientuegos.....37

@

St. Domingo....i7
RiOussseresnsaseel8

concrete whatsoever,
The increased mortality in
horses occasioned by the Russ and Belgian and oth
er stone pavementsin thi. city is estimated at 3500
annually—an item of considergble importance in the
discrimination between pavements
for thoroughfares,
As between the two typical structures, the
Belgian
and the Nicolson, from data already
supplied, it may
be estim ted that, with the attrition of Broadway,
the former would last fifteen years against’ a dura
tion of half that period in the case of the latter.

Dodart first observed that trees pushed their
branches in a direction parallel to the surface
of the earth.
Ifa tree stands on a steep hillside
it pushes both towards the hill and the declivity ;
but on both sides it still preserves its branches
parallel to the surtace. As there is attraction
between the upper surfice of leaves ani light,
we sre also persuaded, and more
than that,
«certain of it from experiment, thatthere is an
aturaction of the sume nature between the under
surface and the earth. This we consider the
true. cause of the phenomenon; we had long
observed that the most fruitiul orchards and most |
fertile trees are those planted on a declivity,
and the steeper it is, thougn not quite a precipice, the more prolific they prove. It is well

the Vosges and
not difficultto foresee. Then
the Meuse will become the western boundary
a stronger one natof Germany, and will form
urally than did the Rhine.

plan of action
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es of any importance which remained in French
The capture of Belfort will compossession.
In
occupation of Alsace.
plete the military
Lorraine, only Thionville and Bitche are held

the
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its effecting a utilization of the utmost percentage of
draft force, and these are all merits to an equal degree of the asphaltic road—may be merits of any

the 10th inst., was the last of the Rhine fortress-

by
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Best Sit: for an Orchard.

at last,—in a military
which

New-Breisach,

ively

and idle horses they render grain unnecessary,
They ure beneficial in all chronic diseases connected with breathing, and have a garked influence upon chrovic cough and broken wind.
They aie serviceable in diseases of the skin,
and in combination with
oats they restore a
worn horse much sooner than oats alone.

months ending August 31, 1870, 279 616 tons were
exported, against 229,146 tons for the same period
of 1869, and 188,730 tons in 1868. During August,
1870, England
exported to the United States
12,197 tons of pig iron.
sense.

will bea

alterative

time

For the

and

CANDLES,

during the past twenty years. Its merits are its
noiselessness,its reduction of the mortality of horses,

tive; but as the horse becomes accustomed to
it, these effects
cease to be produced.
They
also improve the state of the skin, They form
a good substitute for grass,
ayd an excellent

1870, were

against 25,548 tons for the same

should bathe in

TEHE

MouldBeceseese.12

the Fisk concrete, which is now being laid in the
most fashionable streets in this city and in Central
Park.
As a rule, competent engineers exprees
doubts as to the merits ot the Nicholson, and of
wooden pavements of all patterns.
The wooden pavement question has been exhaust-

Ag.

and endurance of the

name, and
Britain

Snow

In Paris,

recovery of the sick one. To the healthy horse
they should be given sliced in his chaff, Half

refers to 200 witnesses.
The

ordinary

The virtues of this root are
known, whether of contributing

The remarkable phenomenon of a rain-shower
of five days’ duration at cemetery lot at Mobile, Ala., in which thirteen members of the
same family had been interred, was witnessed
last week by upwards of 200 persons.
It continued night and day, and at no time duripg its
continuance did rain fall anywhere elsein the
neighborhood.
Those who first witnessed the
phenomenon were afraidto call attention to it,
for fear they might run the risk of being considered insane. The gentleman who owns the lot

accpunt over his own

disabilities

PRICES.

For the week ending, Nov. 16, 1870.

and sound-

manifested
for the »sphaltum pavement upon a conorete foundation.
This pavement is very similar to

The value of carrots for horses is thus stated
in Youatt and Spooner’s valuable work on the
horse, and similar statements are made in other
horse books:
>

has just voted

ih

the

It is one of the

The

——

stance, the postmaster reports 100.000 of them.
The whole number of such coin now held by
the several post-offices will probably reach forty
million cents, etc. As a means of getting rid of
this mass of coin,—a portion ot which is now
redeemable only in' small sums, and some of
which is not redeemable at all,—it is proposed
to authorize the several assistant-treasurers to
give receipts for the same, which may be used
for making returns .to the post-office
depart-

‘publishes

upon

Carrots for

$13,000 to purchase
new books fr it.. The new
building for the library, which will be opened
in three weeks, is very handsomely finished in
black walnut, and is fire-proof througtout.
The
lower floor is occupied by reading
rooms for
ladies and gentlemen; on the second floor the
main body of the library has been placed, and
the third floor is to be devoted te theclusical,
medical and religious libraries. - The
main librariy now contains twenty-five thousand volumes.

ment.

Kroy.

used

—Am.

carried, it having been decided that John Cary;
The Maine State library has recently received
democrat, is elected by 39 majority over Horatio
an acquisition of mew books, and to the value
N. Twombly.
The democrats now claim three
of $8,000. The library now presents as complete
majority in the assembly.
. a set of State, United States and English
reMiss Vinnie l}¢am’s statue of Lincoln is finishports as can be found in any State library in the
ed.
:
Union.
A
delegation from New Mexico is in Washing
There is said to be a large accumulation of
ton to
yrge upon
Congress the
admission of nickel! and
copper
cents
in the post-offices
that Tefritory as a State.
throughout the country.
In Louisville, for in-

4

is a

fruits, ~ With salt-marsh sod,

library of Cincinnati is under the

control of the school board, which

There

the floor of the stall as closely as

all the gmull

is regarded by mechanical and scientific persons
as a most superior structure.
The

Pack

robust

BOSTON WHOSLSALE

close by, we should never go a long distance
and Usetul.
“Shining
W
Lights” a collection of
to dig muck or peat for absorbents.
It does not
Sacred Songs, Duets and
become
so
quickly
available
for plant-food
Songs with Cnoruses.
‘* Golden Leaves,” Vols. 1
probably; but after a use of muck and peat for | and 2, Songs by Will. 8. Hays. * Heartn and Home,”
«
pireside
Echos,”
*
Sweet
Sounds,” and © Priceless
a dozen years or more, we decidedly prefer the
Gems,” four voeal collections.
sod for bedding in the stalls of animals, and
“ Fairy Fingers,” * Magic Circle,” and *‘ Young
Pianists,”
regard it as quite equal to peat for compost to
three collections of easy Piano Music, “Pearl Drops.”

It

finished.

third section is nearly

The

brick.

manure.

most

afflicted by organic

possible with a layer of these dry sods, and cover
them with the usual litter. The heat of the animals and the urine will decompose them quite
rapidly.
As soon as they are saturated, say in
two or three weeks, throw out the wet sods
and put in dry ones.
The wet sods may be
put into the sty to be worked over by swine,
or thrown into the yard to be trodden by the
cattle, or, better yet, put into the compost heap
with fermenting manure, where they will soon
go to pieces,
This compost, of which at least
seven-eighths are salt-marsh sod, we have used
very largely for several years in a fruit and vegetable garden, and in the transplanting of evergreen and deciduous trees.
Nothing can be
better for evergreen, whether applied at the
time of transplanting, or subsequently,
as a topdressing.
1t keeps the soil light and moist, and
the tine fibrous roots penetrate easily in every
direction.
We have never seen
a finer growth’
of Norway
Spigice, White
Spruce, Hemlock,
and other evergreens, than that made under
this treatment.
Itis excellent for strawberries

There is a man in Nottingham, N. H., named
Nathan
Parker, but better known as ‘‘Pigeon
Parker,” who has made a business of ensnaring
wild pigeons for a large portion of his life. During the flight of these birds, in the early part of
this fall, he caught, in a net, as many as 170 dozen. He says that these birds breed three times
are abolished.
daring the year.
They go South for the winter,
peremptorily reMinister Motley has been
called, and Mr. Morag is to attend to our busi- and hatch their first young in the middle states
‘in May and June.
In July they hatch in New
ness at the court of St. James.
York
state or Canada,
aud
in August and
Two persons were killed and several wounded
September they go into Maine, and lay more
by the explosion of a locomotive in Mississippi.
eggs, but, if two birds are brought forth, only
It is said that the Postrgaster-General will also
one is reared,—the
other being
Killed. The
the Cabinet, and that a male bird is guilty of this infanticide; and it is
shortly retire from
Pennsylvanian will be appointed.
he, also, that feeds and takes charge of the reOne man was killed and several were wounded
by a boiler explesion in Charlestown, Mass.

treated to make

the

the sea or river not oftener than every other
day, and in no event should they remain in the
water longer than ten or fifteen minutes, Any
indulgence in bathing extending to half an hour
or an hour (which is mere frequently the rule
than the exception) is highly injurious, although
the injury may not be immediately apparent.

best absorbents we have ever used in stables,
privies, sties, and barn-yards.
Itisan admira.
ble article of bedding for horses and cattle, absorbing large quantities of urine. When applied
to this purpose, it should be cut in large sods
say a cubic foot in size, and. dried in the sun for
a few weeks and. then removed to the shed or
hovel near the barn where it is wanted.
Itisa
good plan to keep
a year’s’ stock on hand; and
the summer and full are the begt time to cut and

The prosecution of the men who offered bribes

According to the census returns, Maine has
gained only 119 in population since 1860.
shot near
St. Johns was
A farmer named
Chicago, while sitting by a window reading, by
a young man named Sopper, who shot himse};
;
immediately after. Both are dead.

uses.

rude earthwork in sight of our windows thrown
in: the war of 1312, and the well-preserved
embankment is a standing
monument
of the
excellence of salt-marsh sod for this kind: of
work.
It is a spongy mass of vegetable fiber,
and -does not wash like gravel nor surface mold.
But this tough sod, which is go durable in an
embankment, and never rots when kept dry,
becomes very tender and is easily knocked to
pieces when put inthe compost heap or other”

past,

was raised on the day the battle of Bunker Hill

republicans

Bee

briefly a few of its manifold

Only

est system can long stand daily sea and river:
immersions without becoming impaired. Persons

A correspondent wants to know if salt-marsh

been

has

$1000

except

treasure

Sod.

Their ag-

vobberies on the Pacifie Coast have been arrested,

all the

—

ing thing.

|SOMETHING NEW!

Markets.

Broomfieid St., Boston, Muss.

BRISTOL SHUTTLE SEWING MACHINE.
SUPERIOR

TO

ALL

OTHERS

FOR

Sore Turoat,4nfluenza and Bronchitis
Coughs,Calds,
RUSHITON'S
(F.V.] COD LIVER OIL
Use no other.
For Consumption,
WHOLESALE & RECALL DEPOT, 11 BARCLAY
[8

J. W.

Removed from Astor House after 33 years.
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.

$8,500

RENT

NO

$256,00,
This is a First.class Machine, has the Underfeed,
makes the Lock Stich, and for family use is warantWANTED.
AGENTS
ed equal to any $60 Machine,
Address,

MORE.

A

Bmd3

ROO1’S SCHOOL FOR THE CABI-

NET ORGAN.

Lessons, Studies and
Scales; Songs, Duete, Trios, and Quartetts; Voluntaries, luterludes, and Recreauive Pieces, for the Par.
Containing

‘or and Choir,

-A work
12,000,

Progressive

of establithed

popularity.

Annual sale

. BY GEORGE F. ROOT,
Price $2,50, sent post-raid on r ceiptof
OLIVER DITSON
& CO., 277
Btreet, Boston. Charles HM. Ditson
Broadway, New York.

Bristol, 131 Pearl st , Boston

Large

Mass,

Premium.

To any person who will send us a
year’s subscription in advance for his
own paper, together with a year’s sub«
scription in advance from a néw subscriber, we will send a copy of Mr.
Kennedy’s volume,—¢Close Communion, or open Communion? An experi

rice.
Washington ence and an Argument,”—and will also
& ©. 711 send a copy of the same work to the
Lk)

Buringtors Vegetable (romp Syrup.

new subscriber. Or, if it is preferred,
we will send any unbound volume of
the Freewill Baptist Quarterly, from
the second to the fifteenth inclusive,on
the same terms. ‘The postage—which
|
is twelve cents,—must be paid by those

T Hk Cronp comes like a thief in the 1ight<there.
fore. © not fail to keep ub ttle of Burritgton’s
Croup Syrup hy you at all times, 1tis a sure aa sufe
renfiedy, also the best article in use for Whhoping
a. For ale by
Cough, Colas, &e, Beware of imitad
the Pioprietor, H. H. BURRINGTON,
Wh lurnle
Draggia, Providence, R, 1,, and druggists Aentrally, | who

or d er the

#5

with the recent railroad

“All parties connécted

more

of Salt Marsh

"The

summer
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re

to Congress.

from Kentucky

Uses

every

on

It employs

unbroken democratic delegation

‘This make®an

Paragraphs.

Near Aix-la-Chapelle, in Prussia, is an im
mense establishment for the production of zinc.

of Adams.

the election

all doubt

- place beyond

*

shattered

by too much bathing.
Bathing is a good thing,
employed in moderation; but immoderately enjoying it becomes a very dangerous and damag-

TITY]

i8 greatly

Chase

A New-York merchant was robbed in Kansas
:
of over $35, 000.
Returns from the eighth Kentucky district

that the

stitutions are sadly

<<
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improved.

and
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Prussian camp says
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health of Chief-Justice
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that Paris must fall before December 15.
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